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Thanks to all those callers and dancers for using our records

ALL OUR STAFF IS CALLING FULL TIME!

Al
Horn

Renny
Mann

Johnnie
Scott

Chuck
Donahue

BRAND NEW RELEASES
PR 1033 "Lovin' Up A Storm" by Renny
PR 1032 "Do You Wanna Go To Heaven" by Al
PR 1031 "That's What I Get for Lovin' You" by Johnnie
PR 1030 "Columbus Stockade Blues" by Al
PR 1029 "Hello, Good Morning, Happy Day" by Chuck
ALSO JUST RELEASED
PR 1028 "Are You On the Road To Lovin' Me Again" by Johnnie
PR 1027 "Sugar Daddy" by Al
PR 1026 "They Don't Make 'En, Like My Daddy Anymore" by Renny
OTHER RECENT RELEASES
PR 1025 "Chain Gang of Love" by Chuck
PR 1024 "Coward of the County" by Al
THE CLOGGERS ARE BUYING:
PR 1015 "Cajun Square" (slower beat) PR 2005 "Star Wars"
PR 2006 "Good, Bad, Ugly"
PR 1019 "01 Slewfoot the Bear"
■
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FIRST RELEASE
MR 1 "Before the Next Teardrop Falls"

by Eddie
BRAND NEW!
MR 2 "Smokey Mountain Rain" by Mark

PR

Eddie Milian
Mark Clausing
Marrero, Louisiana Jacksonville, Florida
Staff Caller
Staff Caller

Prairie-Mountain Recordings
1170 2nd Street, Penrose, CO 81240

303-372-6879
new phone

FROM THE

RIGOR
Letters of interest to readers
appear in this section, Send
your comments to the editor
giving full name and address.
Unsigned letters are ignored.

Dear Editor:
We certainly appreciate the listing of contacts throughout the world in the August issue
of SQUARE DANCING. I was able to furnish
contact names, addresses and clubs to couples
traveling to Washington, Germany and
British Columbia. They reported back to me
they really enjoyed themselves. Thanks.
Russ Moorhouse
Warehouse Point, Connecticut
Dear Editor:
I thoroughly agree with Les Gotcher's article in the September issue. 30 years ago I
attended a dance called by Les and couldn't
make it through that night. I had to sit on the
sidelines and watch but I learned and am still
dancing. In my opinion Callerlab is doing a
wonderful job. Don't let the critics sidetrack
them. I have been calling and teaching for

lqtri

(ISSN 0037-2889)

almost 30 years and have picked up quite a few
dropouts who turned out to be good square
dancers after they got a little more encouragement and help. I don't feel that new calls
have anything to do with dropouts. In my
opinion the callers are responsible by twisting
the movements up. There should be continuous workshops in every club so that dancers
can stay up with the new movements.
Whit Whitmer
Safford, Arizona
Dear Editor:
Happy 32nd Birthday to you as we again
renew our SQUARE DANCING magazine.
SQUARE DANCING is better than ever —
"Discovery," "Pro and Con," "As I See It,"
and all your various articles. It would be impossible to leave anything out!
Charlotte and Al Verdun
Fern Park, Florida
Dear Editor:
In the September issue, Experimental
Notes, you make reference to the new
Callerlab notation for Arrangements. It states
that OB means zero box and stands for a Box
1-4 setup. This is not correct. The Callerlab
designations on Arrangements refer only to
the 6 possible APD arrangements of boys and
girls in a formation. A Box 1-4 refers to a
particular setup specifying which boy and
(Please turn to page 55)
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DOES
MORE
FOR
YOU
You get the power and facilities to take charge
of just about any dance situation. Newcomb
gives you the biggest array of easy-to-use
lighted controls in portable audio equipment. On Model T-100, for example, you get
Newcomb's ingenious automatic voice
override—with three music level settings,
plus a trigger-level adjustment. Or you can
override music manually—with pushbuttons
on the console or with a Newcomb remote
accessory on your mike. You're given a
performance-rescuing anti-feedback control,
and an intelligibility enhancing presence
control. Low- and high-frequency filters and
loudness compensation on the phono circuit

NEWCOMB REPRODUCERS
give you control over the
sound pattern you lay down.
Choose exactly the type
speakers you need from the
many models offered. The
column speakers shown here
with system T-100-2482 project
sound in a wide flat beam for
more "reach.; fewer reflections.
Whatever you do, use the new
Newcomb reproducers with
your Newcomb player-amplifier. They team together to
multiply the effectiveness of
the separate components. The
T-100 has 4 speaker jacks.

gets the most out of your records. All of
these are in addition to the smooth-working,
extended-response, separate treble, bass,
and volume controls on each channel. The
tempo control on the 4-pole 4-speed motor
speeds up rpm's by 10% or slows them way
on down by 25%. The precision-balanced
ball bearing tone arm with jewel pivots
plays at any angle, tracks at 31/2 grams to
preserve your records, carries an exclusive
Newcomb ultra-low-distortion high-compliance broad-band cartridge. Newcomb
sound quality has no rival. Newcomb makes
you sound your professional best, gives
your audience a wonderful time. Plug-in circuit boards permit prompt, speedy service.
Write for a free T Series Catalog and
Newcomb's helpful "Notes on Sound..."

Hear your own program with
your self-powered NEWCOMB
M-30 MONITOR. It has the
innovative Newcomb Prevue
feature which lets you listen to
a record or cue it without the
sound going out over the main
reproducers Separate bass,
treble, and volume controls...
a jack for an external speaker.

NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS CO. Dept. S03
P.O. Box 4 4,7 6
12881 Bradley Avenue, Sylmar, California 91342

Meet Our Advertisers
January, 1981
Thank you for patronizing our advertisers and for mentioning
that you read it in SQUARE DANCING magazine. This index is
offered as a service to our readers and we assume no responsibility for errors or omissions although we try to avoid both.
A-Z Engraving, 54
Alberta S/D Institute, 60
Alpine Travel, 87
Armeta, 56
Authentic Patterns, 79
B 'N'
Intl., 68
B & S Square Dance Shop, 84
Badge Holders, 56
Beacon Badge, 58
Blue Engravers, 55
Bob & Bea's Hayloft, 6
Brahma Records, 82
C Bar C Records, 78
Calico House, 65
Callers Supply, 75
Callers/Teachers Manuals, 60
Campau, 84
Chaparral Records, 81
Chinook Records, 74
Clinton Instruments, 53
Coast Shoes, 77
Dancers Corner, 65
Davis, Bill, 61
Dell Enterprises, 58
Dixie Daisy, 78
Dress for the Dance, 92, 93
El Dorado Records, 72
Electronic Servicenter, 61
Four Bar B Records, 70
Four Square Dance Shop, 79
Four Star Travel, 67
Gordon Bros., 96
Grenn Records, 57
Hi Hat Records, 60
Hilton Audio, 44
Holloway Tours, 71
JoPat Records, 65
Kalox Records, 80
Kopman, Lee — Tapes, 54
MOVING?

Lee's Calico Country, 80
Lighted Lantern S/D Camp, 54
Local Dealers, 62, 63
MacGregor Records, 86
McGowan Pennants, 70
Mail Order Record Service, 64
Marex Badges, 69
Meg Simkins, 66
Melody Records, 58
Merrbach Record Service, 85
Micro Plastics, 72
Newcomb Audio, 4
Nita Smith, 95
Old Pueblo Trader, 56
Ox Yoke, 65
Parrish Ranch, 72
Peters, Bill, 59
Prairie Records, 2, 69
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Ranch House Records, 66
Red Boot Records, 64
Rhythm Records, 68
Rochester Shoes, 73
Ruff, Bob, 61
Scope Records, 59
Seattle Weekend, 88
Shirley's S/D Shoppe, 55
Shoppers' Mart, 90, 91
S/D Record Roundup, 72
Square Things, 69
T& C, 68
Thunderbird Records, 88
Toronto Convention, 76
Touch of Travel, 89
Traveling Callers, 82
Wagon Wheel Records, 86
Weber Shoes, 57, 83
WISSCO, 54
Yak Stak, 76

Why chance missing a single issue of

7 As I See It
9 1980 Questionnaire Results
13 Big Events of 1981
17 Blind Caller
18 Quarterly Movement Report
19 What Are They Dancing?
20 Discovery — Wheel and Deal
22 Pro and Con — Refreshments
23 The Single Square Dancer
24 Advanced Dancing
by Bill Davis
26 Take A Good Look —
Couple Up As Couples
27 The Dancers Walkthru
30 Traditional Treasury
31 Roundancer Module
by Betty and Clancy Mueller
32 Paging the Round Dancers:
Jack and Alma Bassett
33 Callers Notebook — As Others
See Us
36 Contra Corner
37 Ladies on the Square
38 Style Lab — Load the Windmill
40 30th National Convention
41 Round the World of Square
Dancing
45 Callers/Teachers Workshop
Feature Caller: Bud Taylor
54 Caller of the Month:
Vince Spillane
62 On the Record: Reviews
68 Current Releases
94 Fashion Feature

SQUARE DANCING? Most magazines (second class ma-

terial) are not forwarded by the post office and are thrown away. If you . 11 let us know sixty (60) days before
you move, •vvell have time to re-direct your subscription. Just paste on your old label and fill in the form
below. We're sorry, but increased costs of the magazines and postage will not allow us to replace back copies
that have gone astray due to unnotified address changes.

To change or correct your address
Attach the label from your latest copy here and
show your new address to the right—include
your zip code. Cut out on the dotted line and
send both to us. Thank ou!

Name
Add ress
City

State

Zip

BOB AND BEA'S
Three Great
Weekends Of
Dancing & Workshops

Boh & Bea Wright

MEMORIAL DAY
May 22 - 25, 1981
See The Summer in With This Weekend!

4th of July
July 2 - July 5, 1981
Get the jump on the 4th with this weekend!
Georgia & Wayne Puckett

Marge & Johnn), LeClair

LABOR DAY
Sept. 4 - Sept. 7, 1981
The Last Fling of the Summer!
Doris & Bob Parish

Maxine & Clark Smith

20 Miles N. of Seattle

ONLY $40.00 - PER WEEKEND
$15.00 DEPOSIT
PER COUPLE
R/V Trailer Hook-Ups Available

Mail To: Hayloft 15320 - 35th Ave. W., Lynnwood, WA. 98036

Phone 743-2289

bob osgood
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January, 1981
S WE START a

vention (almost 13,000 signed up at this time)
how can we help but be proud and happy? We
look upon the National coming up !his
summer as just one more positive sign of the
increase in popularity of this activity we all
enjoy!
Jon Jones, chairman of Callerlab, has this to
say: "We look toward the coming twelve
months with great anticipation and optimism .
Never has square dancing seemed to have
more going for it than it does right now. Today's caller-leaders are truly working together
as never before and we see a great strengthening of every facet of the activity."
With these words from a few of todays
leaders, we too add our optimistic view of the
months that lie ahead.

brand new year, we've been
reflecting on the bright spots of 1980
and looking back even further as the
scene h as been set for increased advancement
in the square dance activity. Then, we began What role do you play?
projecting our thoughts toward the coming
year, a year that holds much promise with
OT EVERYONE is organization oriented.
There are in some areas perhaps as many
many ideas just waiting to be unfolded.
It is at times like this that we pick up the non-belongers to clubs and associations as
phone and call some of those who are on the there are belongers. In our recent poll (which
firing line. We did this recently with a number is still being processed) of all the responses
of leaders. Here are a few of their thoughts as given for coming into square dancing (friendthe curtain opens on the new year.
liness, etc.) not one in the recent poll listed
Bob Howell, Cleveland, Ohio, chairman of "sharing club responsibilities" or "taking an
LEGACY: "The thing I'm most optimistic association office." It's rather prophetic then
about is the number of young people coming to note that over the years we have come
into square dancing. In the last ten or fifteen across quite a number of dancers who have left
years, the activity has seemed to be most a club because, in their words, they became
saddled" with chores that took them away
largely populated by the mature dancers,
people in their thirties, forties and older and from the dancing.
Perhaps then what strikes us as being a
now I'm beginning to see on our various college campuses square dancing coming back paradox are these hundreds, no thousands,
into its own and attracting the youthful who do devote time and limitless energies to
serve a club or association and the literally
enthusiasts.
"I have young people in my classes — about tens of thousands who spend, sometimes,
a third or a quarter of the beginners' group this years working behind the scenes preparing for
year are kids in their early twenties. And at a National Square Dance Convention. To
the club dances I'm getting an enormous many of these "unsung heros," this extra acnumber of young people coming into square tivity was not what attracted them into square
dancing. We're not only getting young dance dancing in the first place, but after they came
enthusiasts, but we're getting young callers into the activity they discovered an additional
and leaders and teachers and live musicians! source of personal enjoyment and a feeling of
This is significant of the future and I'm greatly satisfaction in belonging and providing a service that gives pleasure to so many.
encouraged."
From Don (and Shirley) Blanchard, genIf serving a club is important, then it's
eral chairmen of the 30th National Square equally important that the responsibilities are
Dance Convention coming up in June: With
shared equally by all and not just by a few. The
the greatest pre-registration in the thirty year benefits of serving should strengthen an indinot
history of the National Square Dance Con- vidual's interest in square dancing

N
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weaken it. By rotating responsibilities
equally, by making sure that the same people
are not continually hidden in the kitchen
while serving on the refreshment committee
or chained to the front door as the perennial
treasurer, we stand less risk of disenchanting
our faithful supporters.
Association work sometimes is a different
animal and one needs to make sure that the
association's responsibilities are not created
primarily as a means of perpetuating the association. The association exists solely to serve
the clubs and dancers within its area.
From where we stand, the square dancer
who belongs to a club and shares a pride in that
club affiliation is one who looks forward to his
occasional responsibilities. He's also destined
to remain a part of the activity for a good, long
time.

What's With the Hats?

I

USTABOUTTHE TIME we

think we've seen all of
the fads that tend to affect us in our everyay lives, along comes the Urban Cowboy
syndrome. Suddenly everyone becomes a
cowboy, levi jeans, western shirts, boots and
all the trappings.
We understand that yesterday's disco parlors today feature Cotton Eye Joe and a version of the Texas Scottische all a part of the
image being projected during this cowboy
revolution. How will this affect square dancing? It probably won't. We may, as a result of
some of the one-night-stands growing out of
the trend, pick up a few converts but like
disco, this fad, too, will disappear while
square dancing (hopefully) will go on forever.
We are more concerned with the western
hat influence. Some of our readers write in to
say that square dancers are wearing the ten
gallon hats to dances and what do we think?
For one thing, we don't think it's very gentlemanly to dance indoors wearing a hat. We
realize that hats are part of the costume for
some callers, but not for dancing.
We've checked around and couple our feelings with those with whom we talked — it's
thumbs down just as a matter of good taste and
courtesy. So, gents, please park your Stetson
when you come to dance,then cover up if you
wish when you leave and head for home.

Testing the Public's Opinion
LTHOUGH QUESTIONNAIRES were

still coming
in when the report (starting on the next
page) was put together, our coverage is based
on the 1535 we have tallied as this issue of the
magazine is sent to the printer. While the
outcome of several of the questions went as
anticipated, we were frankly surprised about
others.
As we explain in a portion of our introductory material, while questionnaires and polls
can be revealing, they do not always tell the
whole story. If we were able to take a sampling
of opinions from 5,000former square dancers
who had dropped out in recent years, we
would have an entirely different set of responses than those that show up in our report.
The response represents approximately a
6% return on the total mail-out of the questionnaires which were included in last September's issue of this magazine. We realize
that, for the most part, those who receive the
magazine are currently involved in the activity and for that reason may be considered as
square dance enthusiasts and their responses
would reflect this. But regardless of this, we
feel that the report can be helpful and we
think you will be interested in the findings.
To those who took the time to respond and
to those of you who had copies of the questionnaire made so that non-subscribers might
send in their views, we are most appreciative.
Quite a number of you, finding that the
space on the questionnaire was too limited for
a more detailed response, took the time to
write letters and although we have not had the
opportunity to acknowledge these, we do indeed thank you for the extra effort.
In several instances, those responding suggested that a similar poll be taken annually to
trace the direction of the activity and to determine whether the situations existing today
are being changed in the future. The idea is a
sensible and logical one. However, before
undertaking a project of this type we would
like to create an even more meaningful questionnaire and then find some dedicated square
dancer who is involved in the world of computers who might put together a program that
would allow us a more in-depth analysis.

Happy New Year!
8
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• Perhaps it is unnecessary to point out that any poll reflects only
the opinions off those who respond. Questionnaires coming from a
completely di ferent group of dancers might give basically the same
type of response or, it is just as possible, that the outcome might be
completely different. Take these answers indicated here, realizing
we do not have an apples-and-apples comparison in many instances
where we are not able to analyze each individual's situation, availability of dances, etc. A poll of this type should not be taken as
gospel, but it can be an indicator of public opinion. — editor

f

Here are the results of

The 1980 A
S Questionnaire
of almost 27,000
1 questionnaires sent out with the September
issue of this magazine is a fair evaluation of the
activity, then we sense an optimistic feeling
regarding square dancing today. Of those who
responded to the poll, approximately 48%
thought the activity was holding its own in
their area, 34% thought it was growing over
last year, while 18% felt that, from their observation, square dancing was dropping off.
It is not unusual for the activity to fluctuate
in size. Occasionally, when a slump in numbers of dancers in any given area reflects low
enrollment in classes, more effort will be
given the following year to building up
classes. Figuring that this is the case in some
locales, then reports a year from now will
show some of the dropoff areas picking up. At
the same time, those who indicated they were
growing during the past twelve months may
level offa bit. This has been the normal trend.
Today's Dancer
What about the age of those who square
dance? According to the poll, the largest
number involved are in the 40 to 55 year age
group while the smallest number responding
are in the under-20 block. The complete
breakdown goes like this:
Under 20
6%
20 to 30
14%
30 to 40
40%
40 to 55
39%
Over 55
IF A 6 PERCENT RETURN

-

The length of time individuals have been
involved in the activity provides us with some
interesting data. From these figures it would
appear that the largest number of those re-

sponding have been in the activity the
greatest number of years. We cannot expect
the high ratio of veteran dancers to be a true
overall picture of the activity but it may tell us
that those who have been in square dancing
for the longest period of time are those who
show a great enough concern over the activity
to fill out and return a questionnaire. Here are
the results. Those dancing:
Less than a year
3%
1 to 2 years
8%
2 to 3 years
10%
3 to 5 years
20%
5 to 10 years
22%
Over 10 years
37%

How Often Do You Dance?
Here, too, is an interesting study. Of the six
options, the greatest number of people appear
to be dancing twice a week. (One of our responders, a 70 year old lady, indicated that
she dances 7 to 8 times per week.) The total
breakdown in numbers goes like this:
Twice a month
11%
Once a week
30%
Twice a week
32%
Three times a week
21%
4 to 5 times a week
5%
More
1%
One of the most interesting portions of the
entire poll was the comparison between the
frequency of those responding who are currently dancing and the segment under "Looking Head" where today's dancer had an opportunity to think in terms of the needs of future
dancers. In this section we asked: "How frequently do you think the average potential

square dancer in your area is able to dance?"
The greatest majority indicated that once a
week dancing would be the popular choice.
Here's the rundown:
Once a week
53%
23%
Twice a week
Twice a month
21%
Three times a week
2%
1%
Once a month

level. Many of those who listed themselves in
the more advanced plateaus also checked Extended, Mainstream, etc. For the purpose of
the questionnaire, our tally took only the most
advanced listing, but we point out that apparently many of these people were dancing with
groups at more than just the one level. The
greatest response indicated Plus 2. Here is the
total rundown in percentages:
1%
Basic
4%
Extended Basic
In this category, the responder is undoubt24%
Mainstream
edly basing his thoughts on what is available
Plus 1
19%
locally, rather than what might be created.
Plus 2
38%
For instance, a person who suggests that an
Advanced 1 or 2
11%
ideal club for a potential future dancer is at a
Challenge
3%
Plus 2 plateau might very well indicate two or
three times a week as being a minimal reHere again, is an interesting comparison.
quirement for dancing at this level.
To bear this out, a large number of photo- We turn to the section of the questionnaire
stated questionnaires came in from one loca- where we asked today's dancers to think about
tion (Missoula, Montana) and in this category, future square dancers and to determine what
all listed once a week as being the ideal fre- level they felt the new dancer would be most
quency for a new dancer. It was interesting to attracted to. The largest response came from
note with these same responders that some of those who felt that the greatest interest for
them were dancing twice a week, three times potential square dancers lies in a Mainstream
a week and sometimes more. Few indicated club. the consensus of opinion was that a limthat they are averaging once a week them- ited involvement program would attract the
selves. It seemed to indicate to the evaluaters club. The consensus of opinion was that a limthat from their personal experience these more than one preference while others omitdancers were assuming that many of their ted this section all together. For that reason,
non-dancing friends were not able to join the the percentages are based on the total number
activity because they did not wish to become of suggestions. The entire rundown looks like
over-involved.
this:
From this, we can surmise a number of
Mainstream & QS
58%
Plus 2
14%
things. It may be that today's enthusiast has
Plus 1
run up against prospective dancers who have
12%
cooled to the idea of dancing two or more
Extended Basics
8%
nights a week in order to keep up but who
Basic
7%
would be willing to try a once-a-week inAdvanced 1 or 2
1%
volvement if such were possible. The persons
In this particular category, while the mafilling out this questionnaire might also be
expressing a personal desire, wishing they jority indicated Mainstream, some made a
could dance once a week and still find a square specific point of crossing out the Quarterly
Selection portion. Perhaps what they are indidance "home" at a level they could handle.
cating is the importance of placing the emPlateau Preference
In asking about levels, we didn't request phasis on a plateau that will require a limited
those responding to tell us what they were involvement with, no movements added. We
able to dance but what they most enjoyed interpreted this (hopefully correctly) as being
dancing. Whether this was understood or not a mandate for a fixed plateau devoid of conis difficult to say, inasmuch as many checked a stant change. The comments from the renumber of levels, either showin
this that sponders seem to bear this out. We'll run a
they enjoyed dancing at many plateaus or that sampling of these in a coming issue.
Side notes on a number of the forms indithey were able to dance at more than one
10
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CALLERS — your section of the Questionnaire was still being worked on at the time this
issue went to press. A special caller's response will be in the February issue. — editor
sated a specific selection of levels and noted
"No All Position Dancing," which would seem
to indicate that the responder felt that a standard program at this level would have particular appeal.

Is Cost A Factor?
Remembering a time when square dancing
was either free or cost as little as 500 a person, we were interested in what it costs per
person today. The average came out to just
over $2.00 per peson to attend a class or club.
The figures ranged from a low of 65¢ per
person (in England) to $3.50. The English
amount could be in British pence and if so this
would place the cost on a par with others who
responded.
Quite a number put down figures such as
$38, $78 and $90, which we took to mean
quarterly, semi-annual or annual club dues or
complete class fees. Not knowing how many
admissions these amounts represented, we
were unable to utilize the figures in the totals.
As a side note of interest, 23% of those
responding indicated that they had attended a
National Square Dance Convention. The
number of times varied from 1 to 28.

How Things Are
In one section of the questionnaire, we
asked for a preference evaluation in three different groupings. Our tabulating at this point
was influenced by the different ways in which
individuals filled out their questionnaires.
These results show an approximate response.
The greatest majority of those giving a personal reason for being attracted into square
dancing voted for "Love to dance." Here are
the reasons offered in the order of importance:
33%
Love to dance
Recommendation of friends
24%
Saw it and liked it
13%
Exercise
12%
Need for social contact
11%
5%
Sold by a one-night-stand
Saw an advertisement
2%

For those involved in helping to shape the
future, it's imperative to know how we can
best retain our dancers. Here are some reaSQUARE DANCING, January, '81

sons given for a dancer continuing to be a part
of the activity.
Activity shared by a couple
24%
Like the recreation
21%
Like the friendliness
20%
12%
Like the socialbility
Like the challenge
12%
Like the cost
7%
4%
Like club responsibilities
One of the more noteworthy comments
under this heading included: Like the music.

Drop Outs
-

Of' interest were the reasons given for people dropping out of square dancing. Not surprising, perhaps, the greatest number singled
out unfriendliness as being the most significant reason for losing dancers.
Unfriendliness (cliques, etc.)
34%
Unable to keep up with new calls 24%
Too many other activities
22%
Discouraged by rough dancing
8%
No longer any fun
7%
Not able to find "our" level dance 5%
Some of the write-in comments under this
heading included poor health and other unavoidable reasons for natural attrition.

Looking Ahead
No part of the questionnaire was more important than getting viewpoints on what will
attract new dancers. More than 50% specified

friendliness:
Friendliness
Reasonable cost
Suitable time and location
Limited involvement
Costume

52%
35%
11%
1%
1%

The widest assortment of responses was
expressed in the final section when those answering the questionnaires indicated what
they felt was the best way to reach prospective
new dancers. Here again, individual situations played a large part in the answers. The
largest response was word-of-mouth.
Considering the fact that many of those
filling out the questionnaires had been a part
of the activity for several years and realizing
11

that the longer a person is part of square dancing the fewer non-dancers he may know to
entice into beginner classes, the responses
were nevertheless strongest in this direction.
Here again, what might work successfully
with one group in a specific area may work less
effectively in another. Here are the responses:
49%
Word-of-mouth
36%
Dancer-demonstrations
5%
Handout flyers
4%
Newspaper ads
3%
Posters
3%
Radio or TV

Obviously, the personal contact of bringing
a friend into the activity is the top choice. The
"live" demonstration where non-dancers may
see square dancers in action and perhaps even
talk with them received a high second rating.
A number of those adding to this section mentioned the value of one-night-stands where
newcomers could be included and try the
dancing.

mistic. If we are to suppose that those who did
not respond are pessimistic, we would be
reading too much into the significance of the
sampling. To a point, we feel that those who
did not answer can be represented by the
percentage figures we have shown. It is a starting point and the results should not he overlooked.
Of course any poll of this type needs to be
taken with certain facts understood. If you
want to find out what is not working too well
with an activity, then you're not going to get
your best response from those who are still
deeply involved and obvbiously fond of what
they are doing. Those who came into square
dancing in the last few years and for one reason or another dropped out represent the
great unheard" response.
If someone wants to produce results that
are meaningful, a poll should be taken, on the
local level, of individuals who did not make it
through class or of those who completed class
but did not make it further into active clubs
and open dances. What are their reasons for
dropping out? When this can be determined
we can more realistically see what can be done
to make improvements so that the retention of
dancers can move from an estimated present
20% to a highly respectable 80%, or more.

Personal Viewpoints

What Now?

A limited amount of space was provided at
the end of the questionnaire for write-in
comments on ways to retain the new dancer.
Here again, the greatest number of responses
included friendliness, breaking cliques and

The significance of the findings of this
questionnaire can only be felt if something is
one about them. To learn that unfriendliness
is a key to losing some of our dancers, we must
then do something to increase friendliness
within the dancing world.
If we are told that the potential dancer can
dance on the average of once a week and that
he seeks programs at the Mainstream level,
are we providing these choices for him?
Waiting to make these changes and decisions will only compound problems that exist.
Now is the time to get offour rusty-dusties and
make what changes (sacrifices, if you will) are
needed to turn things around so that within
each area, we progress from a status quo recreation to one of growing numbers.
If you agree that now is the time for action,
then we invite you to look for a possible course
of action. One possibility that is designed to
take advantage of the viewpoints resulting
from this and other surveys will appear in
these pages next month.

COMING
With these indicators in front of us, we
w ill be designing special articles on these
and other timely subjects in the coming
—editor
months .

involving new dancers in club and out-of-club
activities. Quite a few felt that experienced
dancers personally "adopting" the new
dancers and serving as "sponsors" to see that
they were not left out was an all-important
consideration in making the newcomer feel a
part of the activity.
What Does It All Mean?
We're quite pleased with the response to
these questionnaires. Of course, the greater
the response, the more reliable are the findings. In the coming months we would like to
combine some of our conclusions with the
excellent returns to the recent poll made by
Legacy in order to double check the significance of these responses.
From what we have learned, we see that
the majority of callers and dancers are opti.
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The

BIG EVENTS of 1981

HOSE WITH TIME ON THEIR HANDS and

an RV at their command may want to check some
of the following dates on this year's calendar. These are some of the "special"
dances and dance events that have been announced for the coming twelve
months. Many are three hour festivals. Others last a full day or a complete weekend.
Occasionally these dates will change, so watch the monthly listings in the Date Book for
any corrections and certainly for additional big events that will I3e announced as time
goes on. Where known, a contact has been given for further information.

T

Jan. 2-4 — Rhythm Records 1st Annual Winter Festival, Santa Clara County Fairgrounds, San Jose, CA — 1725 Don Ave.,
San Jose 95124
Jan. 4-11 — 2nd Bermuda S/R/D Festival and
World Convention, Elbow Beach Hotel,
Bermuda — Box 145, Avon, MA 02322
Jan. 10 — ECTA Student Jamboree, Heilbronn, Germany
Jan. 15-17 — 4th Annual January Jubilee,
Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia, PA — 9804
Dubarry St., Glenn Dale, MD 20769
Jan. 15-18 — 33rd Annual Southern Arizona
S/R/D Festival, Tucson Community Center, Tucson, AZ — 3521 No. Flagstaff, Tucson 85717 (602) 885-7867
Jan. 16-17 — 3rd Annual Mid-Winter Jamboree, DeGray State Park, AR
Jan. 23-25 — 34th Annual Valley of the Sun
S/R/D Festival, Mesa Civic Center, Mesa,
AZ
Jan. 24 — 26th Steeltown Anniversary Dance,
Chaffey College Cafeteria, Alta Loma, CA
— (714) 874-4422
Jan. 24 — January Jamboree, Teamster Hall,
Little Rock, AR
Jan. 30-31 — Winter S/D Jubilee, Civic Plaza
Exhibition Hall, Phoenix, AZ — 9008 W.
Lawrence Lane, Tolleson, AZ 85353
Jan. 30-31 — Panama City Festival, Florida —
Box 880, Lynn Haven, FL 32444
Jan. 30-Feb. 1 — 21st Annual Mid-Winter
S/R/D Festival, Lane Country Fairgrounds, Eugene, OR — 594 Empress
Ave., Eugene 97405
Jan. 31 — Lochdale 30th Anniversary Dance,
Lochdale Hall, Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada
Feb. 6-7
Dixie' Jamboree, Montgomery,
SQUARE DANCING, January, '81

AL — 5202 Surrey Rd. , Montgomery
36109
Feb. 6-8 — Jamboree by the Sea, Oceanside,
CA — P.O. Box 2177, Oceanside 92054
Feb. 6-8 — Chasse IV 3rd Annual Icebreaker
R/D Festival, Beaumont, TX — 2300
Charlotte Dr. , Silsbee, TX 77656
Feb. 7 — Sweetheart Dance, Loveland High
School, Loveland, CO
Feb. 12-14 — TASSD Round-Up, Dallas, TX
— 6113A Averill Way, Dallas 75225
Feb. 13-14 — Sweetheart Festival, Fultondale, AL — 624 Darlene Dr. , Birmingham
35217
Feb. 13-15 — Kross Roads Squar Rama, Convention Center, Fresno, CA
Feb. 19-21 — 6th Annual Florida Sunshine
Festival, Lakeland Civic Center, Lake1513 No. 46th Ave.,
land, FL
Hollywood, FL 33021
Feb. 20-21 — Blue Ridge Mountain Fesitval,
Natural Bridge Hotel, Natural Bridge, VA
— Box 3176, Kingsport, TN 37664
Feb. 27-28 — 4th Annual Centennial Celebration, Mesa Community Center, Mesa,
AZ — 928 East 8th P1. , Mesa 85203
Feb. 27-Mar. 1 — 7th Annual S/R/D Festival, Palm Springs Pavilion, Palm Springs,
CA — Box 1786, Palm Springs 92262
Mar. 1 — Western Whirlers Winter Whirl,
Student Union, Kent State University, OH
3340 Hudson Dr., Cuyahoga Falls, OH
44221
Mar. 6-7 — 8th Annual Spring Fling, Norfolk
City Arena, Norfolk, VA — 4921 Olive
Grove Ln., Virginia Beach, VA 23455
Mar. 6-7 — 8th Annual Hoover Dam Festival,
Boulder City, NV — 881 Joy Ln., Boulder
City 89005 (702) 293-4918
—
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Mar. 6-7 — Winter German R/D Festival,
Memphis, TN — 3950 Lakemont Dr.,
Memphis 38128
Mar. 6-8 — 31st Annual Yuma S/D Festival,
Yuma, AZ
Mar. 7 — 4th Annual Pot O'Gold Special,
YWCA, Texarkana, TX
Mar. 7 — State Conclave, Bryan, TX
Mar. 13-15 — 15th Annual S/R/D Fiesta,
Kern County Fairgrounds, Bakersfield, CA
Mar. 14 — Louisiana S/D Convention, Civic
Center, Centroplex, Baton Rouge, LA
Mar. 15 — 14th Connecticut Festival,
Wethersfield, CT — Box 437, Warehouse
Point, CT 06088
Mar. 19-21 — WASCA's 22nd Annual Spring
Dance Festival, New Sheraton Washington, Washington, D.C. — 4613 Westridge
Pl., Camp Springs, MD 20031
Mar. 20-21 — 26th Annual Sweetheart Festival, Downtown Holiday Inn, Jackson, MS
Mar. 20-21 — 28th Annual Azalea Festival,
Municipal Auditorium, Mobile, AL — 106
Mary Dr., Theodore, AL 36582 (205) 6538548
Mar. 20-22 — Rhythm Records Spring Fling,
Waco, TX — 189 April Point North,
Montgomery Co., TX 77356
Mar. 20-22 — Florida Spring R/D Festival,
Lake Mirror Aud., Lakeland, FL — 233
Venice East Blvd., Venice, FL 33595
Mar. 21 — 15th Annual ORA Spring Swing,
Bell Auditorium, Augusta, GA — 422
Kemp Dr., Augusta 30909 (404) 736-2440
Mar. 27-28 — Fontana Spring Frolics, Fontana Dam, NC
Mar. 27-28 — 6th Annual Do-Si-Doer's Jamboree, Harrisburg, IL
Mar. 27-28 — 22nd Tar Heel Square-Up,
Convention & Civic Center, WinstonSalem, NC — 2600 Starnes Rd. , Charlotte,
NC 28214 (704) 399-5730
Mar. 27-28 — 19th Iowa State S/R/D Convention, Five Seasons Center, Cedar
Rapids, IA
Mar. 28 — 13th Annual Grand Promenades
S/R/D Festival, John Wayland School,
Bridgewater, VA — (703) 833-5505
Mar. 28 — 19th Annual Spring Spree,
Peterborough, Ontario, Canada — 1249
Royal Dr., Peterborough K9H 6R6
Apr. 3 — 33rd Annual S/R/D Festival,
Belle-Clair Exposition Hall, County Fair14

grounds, Belleville, IL
17 Cranbrook
Dr. , Belleville 62223 (618) 234-7512
Apr. 3-4 — 31st Annual Southwest Kansas
Spring S/D Festival, Civic Center, Dodge
City, KS — Box 5, Wright, KS 67882
Apr. 3-5 — Spring Spectacular, Solvang, CA
Apr. 3-5 — 22nd Annual Derby City Festival,
Kentucky Fair & Exposition Center,
Louisville, KY — 4212 Lucas Ct. , Louisville 40213 (502) 968-9111
Apr. 3-5 — EAASDC Spring Jamboree,
Ketsch, Germany
Apr. 4 — Joliet Jamboree, Pershing School,
Joliet, IL — 4420 Sussex Rd. , Joliet 60436
Apr. 5 — Akron Spring Festival, Kent State
University, OH
Apr. 5 — Apple Valley 10th Anniversary
Dance, Hudson High School, Hudson, NY
RD 3, Box B-11, Hudson 12534 (518)
828-6377
Apr. 10-11 — Annual Spring Frolic, Fort
Frances, Ontario, Canada
Apr. 10-11 — Silver City Roundup, Silver
City, NM (505) 388-1465
Apr. 10-12 — 2nd Annual Pear Blossom S/D
Festival, Lake County Fairgrounds,
Lakeport, CA — 2011 East Highway 20,
Upper Lake, CA (707) 275-2092
Apr. 10-12 — Spring Fling, La Crosse, WI
Apr. 11 — 6th Annual Azalea Festival,
YMCA, Wilmington, NC — 109 S. Cardinal Dr., Wilmington 28406 (919) 791-4406
Apr. 13-15 — 8th Annual Callerlab — Radisson Muehlebach Hotel, Kansas City, MO
Apr. 24-25 — Spring S/R/D Festival, Century II, Wichita, KS
Apr. 24-25 — Cabin Fever Reliever Dance,
Elko, NV — P.O. Box 1386, 433 Sage St.,
Elko 89801
Apr. 24-25 — 10th Annual Desert Twirlers
Jamboree, Bullhead City, AZ
Apr. 24-26 — Sonora Spring Fling, Sonora
Fairgrounds, CA
Apr. 24-26 — California State S/D Convention, Fresno Convention Center, Fresno,
CA — 1108 Villa Ave., Clovis, CA 93612
Apr. 26 — Spring Jamboree — Modlothian
Squares, 145th & Kostner, Midlothia, IL
Apr. 30 — Wheeleres 969 Anniversary
Dance, Columbus, OH — 1227 Frisbee
Dr., Columbus 43224
May 1-2 — 4th Annual Caller's Appreciation
Dance, Wendler Jr. High School, AnchorSQUARE DANCING, January, '81

age, AK
May 1-2 — Four Seasons Jamboree, Civic
Auditorium, Gatlinburg, TN
May 1-3 — 34th Silver State S/D Festival,
Centennial Coliseum, Reno, NV
May 2 — Heart of America Federation Convention, Trademart, Kansas City, MO
May 2 — ECTA Student Jamboree, Wiesbaden, Germany
May 3 — 32nd Annual Spring Festival,
Brighton High School, Brighton, MI
May 7-9 — 20th International Convention,
McMaster University, Ontario, Canada —
71 Roywood Drive, Don Mills, Ontario
M3A 2C9
May 14-17 — Legacy V, Denver Airport Hilton Inn, Denver, CO
May 15-17 — 4th Annual ENRDA Mayfest,
Nebraska Center-University, Lincoln, NE
1001 Grandview Ave., Bellevue, NE
68005
May 15-17 — 22nd Annual Buckeye Convention, Convention Center, Cleveland, OH
May 15-17 — 15th Annual Convention California Single Squares, Sacramento, CA —
Box 211, Roseville, CA 95878
May 16 — Rose Festival, Veteran's Memorial
Building, Santa Rosa, CA — (707) 546-1176
May 22-24 — Square Dance Festival, Costa
Mesa Fairgrounds, Costa Mesa, CA
May 22 24
Goldenstate Roundup, San
Francisco, CA
May 22-24 — Spring Fling '81, Las Vegas
Convention Center, Las Vegas, NV
May 22-24 — 28th Florida State S/R/D Convention, Lakeland Civic Center, Lakeland,
FL — Box 384, Fort Walton Beach, FL
-

32549
May 22 24

—

Kingman Kut-Ups Spring Fun
Festival, Mohave County Fairgrounds,
Kingman, AZ — 906 Madison, Kingman
86401
May 22-24 — 3J International S/D Festival,
Hillbill Bowl, Kimberling City, MO
2217 Hampshire St., Quincy, IL 62301
May 23-25 — Wheel of Fortune R/D Festival,
University of Nevada Student Ballroom,
Las Vegas, NV — 4813-40 Paradise Rd.,
Las Vegas 89109 (702) 739-8121
May 29-30 — Brazos Valley S/R/D Festival,
Allemande Hall, Waco, TX — 2225 Lake
Ridge Circle, Waco 76710 (817) 772-0227
May 29-31 — 15th New Zealand National
-

—
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S/R/D Convention, Aranui High School,
Christchurch, New Zealand — 236
Knowles St., Christchurch 5
May 30-31 — ECTA Round Dance Festival,
Hofheim, Germany
June 5 — Pre-Festival Dance, Dallas Convention Center, Dallas, TX
June 5-6 — Kansas State S/D Convention,
Bicentennial Center, Kenwood Park,
Salina, KS
June 5-7 — Bishop S/D Festival, Bishop, CA
2277 Loch Lomond, Bishop 93514 (714)
873-4937
June 5-7 — 7th Annual S/D Roundup, Buckeroo Barn, Roseburg, OR — 5051 No.
Stephens, PO Box 522, Roseburg 97470
June 6 — 19th Annual Texas S/R/D Festival,
Dallas Convention Center, Dallas, TX
June 6 — State Festival, Dallas Convention
Center, Dallas, TX
June 12 — Portland Rose Festival Dance, Mt.
Hood Community College, Gresham, OR
June 12-13 — 27th Annual Colorado State
S/D Festival, Adams County Fairgrounds,
IIenderson, CO — 6105 Richfield Way,
Denver, CO 80239
June 12-14 — 23rd Annual R/D Festival,
Convention Center, San Antonio, TX —
838 Horseshoe Trail, Universal City, TX
78148
June 12-14 — 38th Minnesota S/D Convention, Anoka, MN
June 13 — Melodymates Asparagus Festival,
Shelby, MI
June 13 — Star Thru Stomp, Andrews, TX
(915) 523-4723
June 18-20 — Oregon State S/R/D Festival,
Oregon State Fairgrounds, Salem, OR
PO Box 12822, Salem 97309 (503) 581-5760
June 18-20 — 29th Annual S/R/D Festival,
Pensacola, FL — 517 Edgewater Dr.,
Warrington, FL 32507
June 19-20 — Idaho State Festival, Coeur
d'Alene High School, Coeur d'Alene, ID
June 19-21 — Cup of Gold Festival, Sonora,
CA
White Rose S/D Festival, York
June 19-21
118 So. Pleasant Ave., DalCollege, PA
lastown, PA 17.313
June 22 23
Midweek Weekend of Plus II,
Seattle, WA — PO Box 16028, Seattle
98116 (206) 932 8527
—

-

—

-

June 25-27 — 30th National S/D Convention,
15

Seattle Center, Seattle, Wa — PO Box 898,
Lynwood, WA 98036
June 29-30 — Midweek Weekend of Basic
Challenge, Seattle, Wa — PO Box 16028,
Seattle 98116 (206) 932-8527
July 3-5 — EAASDC Summer Jamboree,
Zweibrucken, Germany
July 16-18 — 18th Star Spangled Banner Festival, Baltimore, MD
July 17-18 — 11th Annual Jekyll Island Fun
Fest, Jekyll Island, GA
July 17-19 — 2nd Annual Cotton Choppin
Hoedown, Lubbock, TX — (806) 795-5697
July 17-19 — Annual Fun Weekend, Nevada
County Fairgrounds, Grass Valley, CA
July 17-19 — White Mountains 32nd Annual
S/D Festival, Show Low, AZ — Rt. 1, Box
2522, Show Low 85901
July 21-23 — 1981 International NSDCA
Camporee, South Dakota State Fairgrounds, Huron, SD
July 22-25 — National R/D Convention, Civic
Center, Grand Rapids, MI — 15138 Ina
Dr., Philadelphia, PA 19116

SNARE
DAME
DATE BOOK
July 24-25 — 10th Annual Seaside Squares
Jamboree, Pensacola, FL
July 24-25 — 9th Annual Arkansas S/D Convention, Little Rock Convention Center,
Little Rock, AR
Aug. 1 — Lake Choctaw Twirlers 6th Annual
Red Boot Special, London, OH — 1227
Frisbee Dr., Columbus, OH 43224
Aug. 4-7 — 19th Annual Reunion Overseas
Dancers, Holiday Inn Illinois Beach Resort, Zion Park, IL — 224 W. Depot St.,
Silver Lake, WI 53170
Aug. 7-8 — 19th Annual Mississippi Gulf
Coast S/D Festival, Mississippi Coast Coliseum Convention Center, Gulfport-Biloxi,
MS — 4502 Kendall Ave., Gulfport 39501
(601) 863-1856
Aug. 7-8 5th Annual Old Home Week S/D
16

Jamboree, Holland College, Prince Edward Island, Canada
Aug. 7-8 — 9th Annual Rustic Ramblers Festival, Harrison, AR
Aug. 7-9 — Paradise Promenade, Ventura,
CA — 17327 Roscoe Blvd. , Northridge, CA
91324
Aug. 8 — Jeans & Janes Special, Municipal
Auditorium, Fort Smith, AR
Aug. 14-15 — Tennessee State S/R/D Convention, East Tennessee State University,
Johnson City, TN
Aug. 14-15 — 2nd Annual Waccamaw Jamboree, Carolina College, Myrtle Beach, SC
— (803) 272-6672
Aug. 14-15 — 11th Annual Napa Valley Grape
Festival, Napa Town & Country Fairgrounds, Napa, CA — 1,214 Hagen Rd.,
Napa 94558
Aug. 28-29 — 6th Annual Montreal Area
S/R/D Convention, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal, Quebec, Canada — PO Box
906, Pointe Claire-Dorval, Quebec I19R
4Z6
Aug. 28-30 — 6th Annual Labor Day Jamboree, Waco, TX — (713) 588-2364
Aug. 28-30 — Square Affair, Santa Maria
Fairgrounds, Santa Maria, CA
Sept. 4-6 — 27th Annual EAASDC Fall
Round-Up, Heilbronn, Germany
Sept. 4-6 — Hog Capital Festival, Kewanee,
IL — 910 Florence St., Kewanee 61443
(309) 853-3027
Sept. 4-7 — 13th Annual Alberta S/R/D Federation Convention, Lindsay Thurber
Comprehensive High School, Red Deer,
Alberta, Canada
Sept. 5-6 — Wy-Col-Ut 12th Annual Tri State
Jamboree, Craig Middle School, Craig, CO
Sept. 11-13 — Shindig '81 — Duluth, MN —
PO Box 6472, Duluth 55806
Sept. 12 — 1st Annual Timber Top Festival,
Nacogdoches, TX
Sept. 12 — 17th Annual ORA Fall Round-Up,
Bell Auditorium, Augusta, GA — 422
Kemp Dr., Augusta 30909 (404) 736-2440
Sept. 18-20 — Fun Festival, Angels Camp,
San Joaquin, CA
Sept. 19-20 — Festival of Fun, Stockton, CA
Sept. 19-26 — 13th Annual Septemberfest,
New Convention Center, Kentucky Dam,
Gilbertsville, KY — 231 No. 4th St.,
Mayfield, KY 42066 (502) 247-2642
SQUARE DANCING, January, '81

Sept. 25-27 5th West of England Convention, Mortehoe, Woolacombe, North
Devon, England — 5 Cuckoo Hill Way,
Bransgore, Christchurch, Dorset
Sept. 25-27 — Fall Festival, Hemet Fairgrounds, Hemet, CA
Oct. 2-3 — 32nd Annual Arkansas State S/D
Federation Festival, Pine Bluff Convention Center, Pine Bluff, AR
Oct. 9-11 — Jubilee, San Jose Fairgrounds,
Santa Clara, CA
Oct. 16-17 — Fall S/R/D Festival, Century
II, Wichita, KS
Oct. 17 — Palmetto Promenaders Festival,
Greenville, SC
Oct. 23-25 — International S/R/D Festival,
Hagley High School Gym, Christchurch,
New Zealand — PO Box 15-045, Christchurch 6
Oct. 23-25 — Harvest Hoedown, Sacramento
Memorial Auditorium, Sacramento, CA

Oct. 25-27 — 5th Annual Roundalab, San Antonio, TX — 1025 No. Highland, Memphis, TN 38122
Oct. 31 — Federama '81, Cleveland, OH
Nov. 6-8 — Fiesta De La Quadrilla, Balboa
Park, San Diego, CA
Nov. 6-8 — Chasse IV 1st Texas R/D Clinic,
Beaumont, TX — 2300 Charlotte Dr. ,
Silsbee, TX 77656
Nov. 8 — 6th Western Massachusetts Fall
Festival, Civic Center, Springfield, MA
PO Box 437, Warehouse Point, CT 06088
Nov. 20-22 — 2nd Annual Turkey Trot, El
Paso, TX — (915) 859-8323
Nov. 20-22 — EAASDC Winter Jamboree,
Ketsch, Germany
Dec. 13 — SC/RDTA Holiday Ball, La Palma
Park, Anaheim, CA
Dec. 31 — 1st Annual Rhythm Records New
Year's Eve Dance, San Jose, CA — (806)
795-5697

A handicap hasn't stopped this caller
BILINID? With determination
CAN
may have square
dancing for the blind, perhaps the
Halifax-Dartmouth area is unique in the fact
that Benny Slade, who calls for the Starlites, is
himself a registered blind person.
Benny and his wife, Norma, have been
dancing for some years; he had become a
caller and formed the Stardusters, apopular
club in the Metro area. At one of the local
festivals, Benny noticed that he could no
longer clearly see the dancers on the other
side of the hall. Stricken by an unusual eye
disease, his vision decreased until he could
neither drive a car nor read. A bad time followed but with the help of Norma and the
CNIB, he came not only to accept his own
handicap but reached the point where he was
able to help others adjust.
In February, 1978, the CNIB people suggested that Benny might help the Institute by
forming a square dance group with the blind.
About two squares of blind dancers are gen-

W RILE OTHER PLACES
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erally on hand with another square of sighted
dancers to help out. Instruction for the group,
known as the Starlites, has been by trial and
error, sometimes with frustrations, but out of
it has emerged a number of interesting points.
The totally blind dancers, especially the men,
prefer to dance in the same place in the hail all
the time. They find that getting used to the
sounds of one particular spot helps their orientation. The squares are set up so that blind
men dance with partially sighted ladies and
vice versa.
It is easier for those with some vision than
for those with none. One square of the partially sighted, dubbed the Wheeler Dealers,
have progressed at such a rate that it's Benny's
hope they will eventually be able to attend
regular dances in the area. He feels that given
enough sighted dancers to help them along,
they can keep up with anyone else.
As an example of how well the group can
pick up a new movement, Benny chuckles at
17

the recollection of teaching the grand square.
He had considerable misgivings how they
would fare and so made his description of the
maneuver especially detailed and precise.
The result was they caught on faster and better than any of his previous sighted classes.
Time and again the Slades have found that
something they felt would be difficult to teach
has proved easy for the group to learn. In
order to maintain the correct position in the
square, it is necessary that the dancers be
taught to count out the steps needed for each
movement; i.e. three steps and turn for the
grand square; four steps across the square;
our steps for the courtesy turn in a ladies
chain, etc. Touch also must be a constant
guide; the brush of right arms on a do sa do, for
example, keeps each dancer aware of where
his partner is.
Some mixture of sighted and blind is necessary for a square to function properly but it is
the totally blind who really need a group like
the Starlites, as they have fewer recreational
opportunities. At present the mix of 50/50,
blind and partially sighted in the group, does
not reflect the true proportion in the community which Benny says is nearer 5/95 (blind/
partially sighted). He says that if more of the

Last year, an article in the Canadian Dancers
News piqued our interest. The title of the
article was "Nova Scotia's Blind Caller leads
the Starlites Square Dance Club for the
Blind," and was written by Obee and Fred
Benjamin. It was a courageous and fascinating story abut Benny Slade and we wrote
Benny asking for further information. This
modest caller and his wife, Norma, said there
really wasn't much more to tell. They have
been dancing since 1966 and calling since 1968
and have found the experience enjoyable,
challenging and rewarding. With their permission, we reprint the CDN article in part. It
is truly a story of "the blind leading the blind"
but with a happy ending and should encourage others who have a sight problem.
latter group could be drawn into the activity it
would be tremendously helpful. Benny and
Norma also regret that some sighted people
who bring their blind spouses to dance cannot
be persuaded to give it a whirl themselves.
Whatever the future holds, one thing is for
sure. For Benny and Norma the project has
brought a great deal of satisfaction, while the
dancers who have participated have had a ball!

THE QUARTERLY MOVEMENT REPORT
JANUARY

EI OR THE QUARTER beginning

January 1, 1981,
1.1the Quarterly Selections Committee has
voted No New Movements. The committee,
consisting of a widespread cross-section of the
United States and Canada, reviewed many
different moves and felt that none of those
being considered were suitable for use in the
Mainstream program. This decision enables
clubs and callers to review some of the overlooked figures of the Mainstream program and
also affords an opportunity to review both styling and smooth dancing.
The current Quarterly Selections consist of
the following figures: Couple Up (4/80), Extend (the Tag) (1/77), Dixie Derby (4/79),
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Linear Cycle (2/80), Ping Pong Circulate (1/
78), Roll (as an Extension) (4/76), Track II
(3/76), Track and Trade (3/79).
The members of Callerlab will vote on
which of these calls should remain on the
Quarterly Selection list, which should be
added to the Mainstream list (only Extend,
Roll and Track II are eligible at this time) or
which should be referred to some other list for
consideration. Comments of local callers and
local callers' associations are most welcome
and should be sent to the Callerlab office, Box
679, Pocono Pines, PA 18350. Leaders are
also reminded that the Plus lists will come up
for review at the 1981 Convention in Kansas
City in April, and any comments for the composition of these lists could be sent to the
Callerlab office or to — Jerry Schatzer,
Chairman of the Plus Level Committee, 1021
No. Crescent Hts., #201, Los Angeles, California 90046.

What Are They Dancing ?
visit a club dance in another area to note what is being
danced. With this in mind over the years we have reserved a bit of space in our
January issue to spotlight a few dance programs from different parts of the country.
Here are several examples. How familiar does the material appear to you?

I

T'S ALWAYS INTERESTING to

Country Cousins — 12 yrs old 3 sqs Caller, Darrel Wooledge
Linear Cycle
Warm-up Patter/Basics
Red Bandana
Zoom/Reverse Flutter
Desert Blues
Lazy River
Wheel/Walk and
Come Back to You
My Heart Skips A Beat
Dodge/Pass Ocean
Spin Top/Spin Chain Thru/ Trade By/Flutter Wheels/
Teton Mountain Stomp
Slide Thru/Grand
Box Circulate/Tag the
Grand Weave the World
Line/Veer Left
Square
and Right
El Paso City
One Has My Name
Crying Time Again
Workshop Couple Up/
Chili Sauce

Wessington Springs, SD

—

Sunburst Squares 6 years old — 10 squares — Caller, Duane Ehrlich
Centers In/Cast
Easy patter
Flutter Wheel/Reverse
Don't It Make Brown Eyes
3/4/Chase Right/
Flutter/Sweep
Explode the Wave
Blue
1/4/Veer
Spin Chain Thru/Fan the
Tulsa Time
Right and Left
Top/Ladies Lead Dixie Tea Cup Chain/Turn and Left Save Last Dance For Me
Style/Dixie Derby
Thru/Follow Your
Grand Parade/Track II/
A Good Gal is Hard to Find
Neighbor/Ferris Wheel
Diamond/Circulate/
Half Tag/Scootback/
Green, Green Grass of Home
Flip the Diamond
Coordinate/Load the
Plus I and II Tip
Disco Fever
Boat/Pass Ocean/
Whole Lot of Things to Sing Recap Patter
Pretty Woman
About
You're Sixteen

Wichita, Kansas

Eugene, Oregon

—

Danebo Circle Eight 31 years old 18 squares — Caller Ivan Midlam

Warm-Up — Easy
Mainstream
Something About You Baby
I Like
Dancing Shadows
Little White Moon
Quarterly Selection Review
— Track II/Extend/
Linear Cycle/APD Spin
Chain Thru/Circulates
In the Shadow of Love
The Poet and I
Let's Linger
Workshop Explode the Wave
APD
Four in the Morning
Calahan
I Want You

Peel Off/Rolls/Ping Pong
Quarterly Selection Review
Circulate
— Couple Up/Hinge/ The Devil Went Down
Fold/Walk and Dodge
to Georgia
It's Hard to be Humble
All Night
Heavenly Waltz
Till Somebody Loves You
Street Fair
Dixie Derby/Cloverleafs/
Track and Trade/Recycles/
Half Tag
Centers In/Cast Off 3/4 Ready for the Times to Get
Gypsy Feet
Better
Chili Sauce
Shanty Town
Lucky
Sandy's Waltz
Scoot Back/Fan the
Easy Fun Mainstream and
Top/Dixie Style/
Gimmicks
Left-hand Material
My Way
Selfish
Good Night Circle
Feelin'
(Please turn to page 88)
Pearly Shells

DISCOVERY
Dear Dancers (New and Old):
Have you had the opportunity to read through the new
Indoctrination Handbook which appeared in the center of
your November, 1980, issue of SQUARE DANCING magazine? Much of what has appeared in these Discovery columns
over the years has been condensed, illustrated and rewritten
into this single collection and, whether you are a newcomer,
midway through your class lessons, or veteran of several years
of square dancing, you are still discovering more about this
activity and those who take part in it.
It's hard to say what might be the most important section in
the Handbook but because square dancing is more than simply what we dance or even how we dance, we would say that
the attitudes possessed by a square dancer have a great relation to each individual's retention in the activity. The Ground
Rules' section would have to be one of the most important. At
any rate, the book is loaded with items of interest and we hope
that you will refer to it now and continually as a means of
becoming better informed on the subject of square dancing.

How We Dance
The styling section of the new Handbook will bear rereading as you continue with your dancing. The little tips that are
designed to help you become a smoother dancer will become
more and more apparent the longer you stay a part of the
activity.
This month we would like to take a look at wheel and deal,
one of the movements taught very early in your lessons and
then referred to continually from that point on. The wheel and
deal should be a smooth-flowing movement and while you
may find that it's fairly simple for you to do from one particular
setup, it may give you trouble when it starts from a different
arrangement of dancers.
Perhaps the best way to look at wheel and deal is from a line
of four with the dancers facing in the same direction. (1) To
insure that the dancers will not bump into each other, it is
suggested that at the beginning those on the left end of the line
move slightly forward (2), then start their wheel to the right as
those at the right end start to wheel in from the left (3), with
the result that the dancers are well spaced at the completion of
the movement (4).
A two faced line (head couples out to the right and veer to
the left) makes it appear that each of the couples is at the left
end of the line based on the way the couples are facing (5). By
moving slightly forward (6) and then wheeling as before (7),
the two couples complete the movement as facing couples (8).
-

DEPARTMENT
FOR ALL
SQUARE
DANCERS

A two-faced line that is just the reverse (9) ,
puts each couple at the right end of the line, so
that the dancers shown here move forward
and start to wheel (10). Again make sure that
the space between the couples is retained (11)
when the movement is completed and the
couples are facing each other (12).
Somewhere, midway into the learner's
class, the new dancer will be introduced to the
various positions from which wheel and deal
will occur. It's important to understand that
the action involves just those within a single
,

line whether all dancers are facing in one direction or when the line is two-faced, with one
couple facing one direction and the other
couple facing the opposite direction.
While it's quite common for two facing
lines of four dancers to pass through and do a
wheel and deal, it can become confusing when
two facing lines of four are told to do the
movement. When this occurs, the important
thing to remember is that the dancers are only
involved with those in their own line and not
with the ones they are facing.

To Eat or
Not to Eat

H

OW IN THE WORLD could

there be anything controversial when the
subject is refreshments? Well, apparently some folks have
strong feelings about this topic. We've listed those people in favor of
having refreshments at a square dance on the PRO side with those
who would just as soon not have a refreshment break, on the CON.
See how your feelings compare with those we interviewed.

To us one of the most important attractions
in square dancing is the friendliness, the getting together with old friends we only see at
our square dance parties as well as meeting
new people, guests who perhaps have never
visited our club before. Our callers don't allow
much time between dance tips and, of course,
trying to carry on a conversation while a
square is in progress is not only impossible —
it's sheer discourtesy. For that reason, refreshment time is an important part of our
square dance evening. It doesn't much matter
to us whether the refreshments are fancy or a
simple coffee and doughnuts affair, we like to
sit at a table, talk about anything and everything, perhaps even square dancing. It's a
high point in the evening to us.
In our club each member takes his turn at
bringing and serving refreshments. In that
way, no one is trapped into a continuing responsibility and because we have enough
members in the club, it may be only once a
year that we "get the duty" and can, for that
reason, put together something special.
Refreshment time in our club is a coolingdown time for our members. By providing
refreshments we also make sure that no one is
left out if some of the members decide to go
out to a pizza parlor afterward—in this way
everyone is included.
We feel it's important that if there are club
announcements to be made, they not usurp
valuable dancing time and that lengthy messages should not be given to dancers while
they are standing on their feet. Refreshment
time for us is partly used for making these
announcements and we find that it is much
easier to pay attention and absorb what is
being said while we are seated.
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Refreshment time is the biggest waste of
time and money we know. our club sessions
are limited to two-and-a-half hours. When you
take out the time wasted between tips and then
an additional half hour for eating, its easy to
see that we've lost a fairly large amount of
dancing time. We particularly begrudge this
when we have paid considerable money to
bring in an outside caller, one whom we may
dance to only on rare occasions. He's there to
call for us and we would like to utilize every
minute we can in enjoying his calling.
Eating late at night is simply not our thing.
Let those who want to have refreshments go
out to a local coffee shop after the dance is over
but let's keep the dancing part of the evening
for dancing. Our caller works with us on this
and allows a full 5-minute break between tips
so that we have the opportunity to meet
talk with our friends during the course of
of the
evening.
In a club we once attended refreshments
became such a competitive item that even decorating the refreshment tables took extra time
and the menus became so elaborate that the
eating became more important than the dancing. Now we belong to a club that has coffee
available all evening, sometimes cookies,
sotnetimes a punch bowl. You can sit out a
dance if you wish or get a cup of coffee or a
snack any time without missing any of the
dancing fun.
We're finding more and more of our members are weight and health-conscious. The
dancing is great exercise. The eating counteracted all the good we had accomplished. Our
club voted to discontinue refreshments. We
have a container of cold water available all
evening which is appreciated.
SQUARE DANCING, January, '81

INTRODUCING A NEW FEATURE:

The Single Square Dancer
A

of the square dance
world that is little known to the square
dance public in general is that phase dedicated to the solo dancer. This slice of the
activity is peopled by literally thousands of
unmarrieds, the never-marrieds, the previously- marrieds (divorced or widowed) and
those who may be married but whose partners, for one reason or another, are not able or
do not choose to dance.
Those who are part of the married scene
but whose lifestyle has changed by death or
divorce may find their long-standing association with a club simply carries over and a
sharing of partners makes it possible for limited numbers of these veteran dancers to remain as a part of the club activity.
But what of those many men and women
who are brought into the activity as singles,
who learn as singles and then go on to be
enthusiastic club members, vacation institute
supporters, convention goers? Square dancing is every bit as important to them as it is to
their partnered counterparts.
"It's a strange sensation," says Betty Evans,
a recent divorcee, who, with her previous
husband had been an enthusiastic square
dancer for a dozen years. "At first attending
our old haunts seemed the best route to go.
Then I became aware that I was taking someone else's partner each time I danced. I felt
that it was beginning to be a problem with the
other ladies in the club and after a while it
seemed best to drop out and to seek a singles'
group.
Difficult Transition
The switch from a marrieds' club to a solo
group would appear to be a smooth transition.
"Not so" says Betty. "The first groups I attended were friendly enough but when I realized there were three or four women for every
man in attendance, I saw a different side of the
activity. Ladies would be waiting at the door
for the single male to come in so they could be
assured of at least one tip during the evening.
Not being an aggressive individual myself, I
tended to move to the sidelines and soon discovered this was no way to get any dancing in.
After several instances of paying my admission
GROWING SEGMENT

and sitting out for an entire evening, I began
to have misgivings. Was this the way it was in
all singles' groups?"
We have wondered too. Certainly the single square dance activity has learned much in
the past two decades. Singles' groups thrive
throughout the world and, according to what
we hear, many of the problems of providing
partners, of building strong classes and singles' groups have been worked out satisfactorily. In an up-coming mini-series, we would
like to look at the singles' scene, see what the
problems have been and how they have been
solved, look into the frustrations and concerns
of those who are singles and yet have every
desire to be a part of the square dance activity.

Special Groups
We will check into some of the retirement
communities where all-women squares have
developed and we will learn from others of
alternative programs that have worked out
without temporarily transforming women into
the roles of males.
Today, there are several organizations of
single square dancers. Foremost among these
perhaps are Bachelors 'N' Bachelorettes International with 44 chapters scattered
throughout the world. A conversation with
their present and past officers, a look at some
of their problems and a number of their solutions, may be helpful to others.
We will look at the overall square dance
scene and see how the singles fit into the
convention programs and the listed open
dances in various communities. Are singles
welcome?" If not, why not and what can be
done to change any contradictory image that
might exist?
This is no small segment of the square
dance activity and as the singles' programs
grow, so should square dancers in general,
convention program chairmen and associations become aware of what is going on. We'll
be interested in your input with personal experiences and solutions to problems. Although this feature may not run on a monthly
basis, it will be included as frequently as there
is enlightening and informative material to
pass along.

some words on

ADVANCED DANCING
by Bill Davis, Sunnyvale, California

y

a rationale for Advanced level
was presented. Briefly, it was argued that
Advanced (lancing was the natural consequence of the growth of square dancing and
the higher frequency of participation on the
part of many dancers. This led into a discussion of just what is Advanced dancing today.
Several years ago the different degrees of
expertise in dancers (when the subject was
addressed at all) had a very parochial, or at
least regional definition. To be more specific
with a few examples, many areas identified
clubs simply as beginning, intermediate and
advanced, primarily on the basis of the length
of time the majority had been dancing. In
other areas letter designations (A, B, C, D)
were used to represent different degrees of
dance difficulty or complexity. Another major
scheme used numbers one through eight to
describe increasing complexity of dance choreography. To some extent these designations
still exist in some local environments. However, the advent of Callerlab identification of
calls as belonging to a particular list has produced a growing national acceptance of levels
of (lancing having a direct correspondence to
the repertoire required.
The current system of level identification
that is tied to Callerlab is, in actuality, not that
much different from the previous systems.
For, in all cases higher technical competence
included larger repertoire plus increased use
of non-standard formations and arrangements
(positioning). Current level identification in
increasing order of competence are Mainstream (MS), Quarterly Selections (QS), Plus
1 (+1),Plus 2 (+2), Advanced 1 (Al), Advanced 2 (A2), Basic Challenge (CI) and Extended Challenge (C2). The percentage of
dancers nationwide at a given level (and
above) is approximately: C2 — 0.1%; Cl
0.5%; A2 — 2%; Al — 5%; +2 — 15%; +1 —
25%; QS — 60%; MS — 95%.
Now, an important qualification of these
24
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designations must be made. For the levels
from about +1 and above there is a growing
use of a distinction that, in a sense, compromises pure applicaton of the levels as defined
by the Callerlab lists. The distinction, roughly
speaking, is described by the modifiers "hard"
and "soft." Thus, "soft Plus 1" would probably
include all the calls on the Plus 1 list except
perhaps peel the top, trade the wave, pair off,
(except from a square set), triple trade and roll
(except after partner trade). At the same time,
it probably would include load the boat, and
spread, and possibly follow your neighbor and
spread from the Plus 2 list. Indeed, "Soft +I"
might even exclude peel off or fan the top from
the MS list. The soft +1 category could even
be described as a national mainstream (with a
small `m) category. If this category (soft +1)
were to be placed in the percentage listing
above, it would probably include about 80% of
the dancers nationwide.
There is an additional dimension that must
be recognized. It is commonly identified in
terms of the amount of APD (dancing the calls
from all positions) that is associated with a
particular dancer capability. Up through the
soft +1 category APD (to the extent that it is
actually used) is limited to a very few calls.
Typical of calls that soft +1 dancers can do
APD are swing thru, bend the line, couples
circulate, centers run, and tag the line — just
to name a few of the most obvious. By the
same token, frequently used calls such as coordinate, recycle, pass the ocean, and track II
can be done readily from only one position.
The current increase of activity in the Advanced area has extended the soft and hard
qualification through this level. Several years
ago when there was no Advanced list and the
current Advanced and Cl lists were combined
as the Challenge list far fewer dancers were
involved, but those who were and who had
mastered these calls were also fairly competent at all positions. Today those involved in
SQUARE DANCING, January, '81

the areas of +1 and above are, for the most
ABOUT OUR COLUMNIST
part, aware that there is a very real stratificaBill Davis started his calling career in
tion in terms of hard and soft.
1955 and since that time he has been the
For example, many dancers know all the
author offline books emphasizing sight callcalls up through Al from at least one formation
ing and choreography. His most recent
and arrangement but would not be capable of
book is the "Sight Callers Textbook." He
doing some +1 (and even MS) calls from all
also edits and publishes a national callers'
positions. Examples might be spin chain the
and dancers' note service and he proposed
gears, coordinate, flip the diamond, and perthe idea of ranking basics according to frehaps others. However, even with these facts
quency of use. Bill has conducted sight callof life, there is a definite association of more
ing clinics and schools throughout the
APD with higher levels of dancing. And perwestern United States and Canada, is a
haps more important is the recognition that
member of Callerlab and is accredited as a
even if it is not always practiced by some
caller/coach by that organization. No newcallers and not always within the capability of
comer to the readers of SQUARE DANCall the dancers, APD is nonetheless considING, Bill has had several of his articles
ered appropriate to more advanced choreogprinted in these pages in recent years. He
raphy. The consequence of this is that no
has a PhD in engineering and works full
dancer aspiring to be an Advanced dancer
time for Lockheed. His wife, Bobby, works
does (or should?) resent the imposition of
with him on his various publications as coAPD. They may recognize that they do not yet
editor, and the two, who reside in
have the capability, but they also recognize
Sunnyvale, California, have six daughters.
that APD is an objective for anyone wishing to
Presently he is calling for classes, clubs,
achieve true Advanced capability in the curand workshops from the basic plateau up
rent scene.
through challenge I. We're delighted to
Indeed, the impact of dancing calls from all
have him as our spokesman and observer in
arrangements (positions) is probably more
the world of advanced dancing.
significant to the definition of Advanced dancing than the simple fact of a larger call reper- tions, he begins to understand the call in
toire. There is a reason for this. Most calls terms of the overall concept or traffic pattern.
require that the dancer know three or four This is a very time consuming process. Howdifferent actions in order to do the call from all ever APD capability is probably the distinpositions. This is further complicated by the guishing characteristic of the true Advanced
fact that there are six different boy-girl ar- dancer.
rangements for any formation from which a
In summary, then, although increased call
call can be executed. In addition, there are repertoire is certainly associated with the conoften many formations from which a call can cept and capabilities required for Advanced
actually be done (in the "soft" capability only dancing, the difference in approach involved
one formation might be involved.) The result in the ability to perform the calls from more
is that as a dancer begins to master a call from than one formation and arrangement — i.e.
all six arrangements and from several forma- APD, is perhaps the more significant aspect.

What Would You Like to Read About?
Recently in our mail were two letters. One suggested that we were a caller-oriented
publication aimed primarily at the caller/teacher with a majority of our articles geared
to the professional leader. The second letter deplored the fact that SQUARE DANCING was only for the dancer and overlooked the caller and the person who taught
squares and rounds. Well, it just goes to show you. You may not always recognize
which features are designed for what audience and perhaps that's deliberate. We
design the magazine for everyone in the activity. We like to think that the average
subscriber is interested in the whole picture and that's what we try to project. There
are specials like the Caller's Notebook and the Workshop aimed at friend caller, The
Round Dance Module and Paging the Round Dancer geared to that phase of dancing
and the Walkthru, Discovery and take a Good Look pegged for the club dancer, but,
over-all it's geared to YOU.

TAKE A GO
LO

a feature for dancers

COUPLE UP
AS COUPLES

JOE

BARBARA
Couple Up appeared as a
quarterly movement the last
three months of 1980. Because the name had been
used for a movement earlier,
there has been some concern about this one. However, several callers have
been experimenting with the
movement being done in
couples, and we present this
concept here.

B

BARBARA: The recent Quarterly Selection, Couple Up, got a fair workout with our
caller and we thought it was a relatively simple
movement thinking we had danced it from
practically every conceivable setup. Then we
went to one of the other clubs in the area
whose caller added a new twist.
JOE: He putt us into two-faced lines at one
point and simply called "as couples, Couple
Up." Evidently the regulars in the club were
accustomed to the variation but for Barbara
and me and for some of the other guests, it
came a bit unexpected.
BARBARA: Logically enough the call is fol26

lowed in couples just as it would be done if we
were dancing the single Couple Up version.
j0E: Starting from parallel two-faced lines
(A) we all did a couples circulate (B), moving one position around the square (C). Then,
as those who were originally facing out, completed their portion of the circulate (D), those
who were originally facing in and who by this
time had moved across and were facing out,
simply wheeled around so that we ended in
two parallel facing lines (E).
BARBARA: It just goes to show that sometimes what seems like a simple movement can
have many additional possibilities.
SQUARE DANCING, January, '81
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IDEA TIME FRIENDSHIP FLAGS
Square Dance Club of available commercially in anv of the fifty
1 San Francisco, California, has created a states' design from the Glendex Products
unique way of expressing its friendship for )Company, Box 440, Flushing, New York
square dance visitors from foreign countries. 11365.
The Caper Cutters also have a policy that
Perhaps it is the location of the club in this
popular city in Northern California that ac- following the first patter tip, the members
counts for the number of foreign guests the switch with guests so that the visitors are
club has, but whatever the reason, the group brought into contact with many different club
has enjoyed presenting all such dancers with members.
two mementos of their evening with the
Caper Cutters.
A miniature guest club pin is given by the
club president, while caller, Keith Gylfe,
presents a colorfully enameled United States
and California State flag pin. Thus the guests
return home not only with something representative of this friendly club but also of the
hosting country.
George Sailor, Caper Cutters' member,
reports that these miniature flag pins are
HE CAPER CUTTERS

SUGGESTIONS — SOME OLD SOME NEW
Reprinted from Pen-Del Fed-Fax, Delaware, October 1980

S

UCCESS DEPENDS

not on what is said but on

what is tried.
During the summer, the Fed-Fax staff
compiled an inventory of administrative suggestions that appear to have merit and should
prove of immeasurable value to all club officers, especially those relatively new in their
position and struggling for ideas. The listing
follows:
1. Mr. President, make certain your fellow
officers are made aware of details; don't be the
only one having the answers.
2. Appoint an older club member to work
with newer leaders of committees. This creates a learning experience and provides confiSQUARE DANCING, January, .81

deuce. At least have guidelines for each
committee.
3. Appoint a budget committee, not more
than two couples, to work with the treasurer
on the limitations of proposed expenditures.
4. A warm greeting at the door of your club
dance by the President and his wife makes an
instant and lasting good impression.
5. Seek out those members with demonstrated leadership qualities, early in the year,
as potential officers. It's too late to look just
weeks before election.
6. If at all possible elect new officers early
enough to work with current committee
chairmen.
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7. Immediately after an election, have
each new officer meet with.his/her retiring
counterpart for discussion of responsibilities.
8. Consider two-year terms for each officer. Knowledge comes through continuance.
Why discard experience?
9. Train officers in the handling of the
"mike." This provides ease, poise and confidence.
10. Keep the communication pipeline always open;speaking out is the key to many
problems.
11. Create a "log" for your club, keeping it
current and accurate. It will become your club
history and an immediate reference manual
for all future club activities.
12. Visit other clubs;get together with
their club's officers in an exchange of ideas and
suggestions. Both clubs will profit.

13. Have a club P.R. man — Public Relations, Publicity, Promotion, Posters, Placards.
14. Don't let disputes fester. Attack them
immediately. Do something openly when
problems first surface. Simplicity and action is
a sure-fire formula.
15. Don't overlook calling upon the very
capable District officers who stand ready and
willing with answers to Why?, What?, When?
and Who?.
16. Dare to be different; dare to get out of a
rut.
17. Imploy the three B's:
Be positive in analyzing any job, always
ready to praise a worker. A negative approach
leads only to dropouts.
Be creative — use imaginative ideas.
Be a diplomat;see both sides; be objective.
As Benjamin Franklin once remarked,
"Energy and persistence will conquer all
things."

POSTERS - AN ANNUAL EVENT
by Doc & Peg Tirrell, Cresskill, New Jersey
of '72, following the suggestion
▪ of Bob Osgood, SQUARE DANCING
Magazine, the Northern New Jersey Square
Dancers Assoc: Ation conducted a poster contest. Rules were, and remain, simple: Size to
be 11"x17"; black ink on white cardboard (or
two pieces of typewriter paper taped together);square dance theme with National
Square Dance Week and the dates included
someplace;space to be left for local club
information to be added: no limit on the number of entries a person may have; contest open
to all.
Since that time the poster contest has continued annually. Entries are judged each year
at the NNJSDA changeover Executive Board
meeting in May. Whiners are awarded a special artist's palette dangle for their square
dance badge. The winning poster appears as
the cover of the Fall issue of Grand Square
Magazine. The Northern New Jersey Association then prints 1,000 copies of the winning
poster and distributes them free of charge to
all member clubs to use in recruiting mem▪ N THE SPRING
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bers for square dance classes. All entries are
included at the NNJSDA Showcase of Ideas
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displayed at the National Square Dance Convention.
This year, nine entries were made with the
voting so close that a run-off vote had to be
taken between two posters. The winning
poster designed by Rose Ericson, author of
"The Square Pin Cushion" column in Grand
Square, is reproduced here.
This is a helpful suggestion showing how
one Association involves its members and offers a useful product to its member clubs.

WHO SAID IT?
some very famous
people have made comments which (with
a slight stretch of the imagination) fit our activity. We leave it up to you to decide what
was meant in each case.
"I ever loved to see everything upon the
square. — Miguel De Cervantes, Don
Quixote (1547-1616)
"A round man cannot be expected to fit in a
square home right away." — Mark Twain,
More Tramps Abroad (1897)
"We met upon the level an' we parted on
the square. — Rudyard Kipling, The
Mother Lodge (1865 1936)
"I have not kept my square"
William
Shakespeare, Antony and Cleopatra (1606)
"Me seems the world is runne quite out of
square," — Edmund Spenser, The Faerie
Queene (1596)
"Straight down the Crooked Lane, And all
around the Square." — Thomas Hood, A Plain
Direction (1798-1845)
VER THE CENTURIES

-

-

—

ing at the local fairgrounds, it is a time they
honor all club presidents, say "thanks" for
their efforts on behalf of square dancing and
encourage dancers from all the various local
clubs to come out, have a good time and get
acquainted with each other. A grand idea!
* *
A letter to the editor of New Mexico's News
Notes suggests that each club in that state's
association should establish a permanent mailing address. This would assist square dancers,
district and state officers as well as the magazine. We would heartily concur and hope that
eventually clubs, publications and associations everywhere will maintain one permanent address. Let the officers change but let
the address remain the same for continuity.
* *
Mason-Dixon Square Dancers Federation
put together a marvelous quilt-type banner
made up of miniature club banners from all
the clubs which are Federation members.
This was displayed at the Showcase of Ideas at
the 1980 National Convention and the designers, Ernie and Laura Ball, now hope to
take it and visit each club in the Federation
over the next 12 months. An unusual and pictorial labor of love!

BADGE OF THE MONTH
WILLIE BARTLEY

BITS FROM HERE
AND THERE
should be about the right time
for halfway dances for those beginner
classes which started last September or October. Western Square Dance Association, California, will be holding just such an event on
January 11th — and at HALF PRICE. A nice
way to welcome newcomers to the square
dance world!

rr HIS MONTH

Each year the Denver Area Square and
Round Dance Council of Colorado holds a
Presidents' Nite Dance. A large event occurSQUARE DANCING, January, '81

True to its name, the Surry Swingers'
badge is a black and orange surrey, complete with the "fringe on the top." The club
name was chosen for Surry County where
Mount Airy, North Carolina, is located.
The Surry Swingers are seven years old
and invite everyone to put on his best
square dancing bib and tucker and climb in
their surrey with them.
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• crra6itionat (Treasury
By Ed Butenhof
IS, as I have noted
before, very popular in New England. On
New Year's Eve, 1979, my wife, Barbara, and
I attended an all-night dance in the Walpole,
New Hampshire, town hall. The place was so
packed, there was hardly room to move and
many had to be turned away. The dancers
were mostly young and single. Everyone
came to enjoy himself and did. Even with the
crowding, there was great consideration for
others and an easy friendliness.
The music was live and very exciting. The
Applejack String Band did a fantastic job.
Depending on the number of "sit-in" musicians, there were eight to twelve instruments
on stage at any one time. One of the callers
was Michael McKernan from Putney, Vermont, who also played the mandolin.
Most of the dances were contras, but there
were several sets of squares also. One of the
traditional squares Mike used was one he says
he picked up from oldtimers in the Putney
area. Here it is:
RADITIONAI, DANCING

Make Two Stars
Couples three and four right and left thru
New head couples forward and back
(16 counts)
Couple one split the opposite couple
and separate (A)
Around one to line of four

B
Forward four and four fall back (16 counts)
Line of four slide to the right (B)
Using a series of sashay steps, the four
dancers move to their right behind the side
position so that the four together with the two in
front of them are ready to move forward
Forward six
And six fall back (16 counts)
Couple two go forward and back
This is the lonesome couple that is facing the
other six
Couple two split the opposite couple (C)

Around one to a line of four (16 counts)
We now have two lines of four, one directly
behind the other and both lines facing in the
same direction.
Centers wheel turn as a couple (D)

Go once and a half and you make two stars
One star all ladies the other all men
Turn those stars (16 counts) (F)
The ladies star right (right hand star) while the
men star left (left hand star)
Man No. one pick up your partner
Next man pick up your partner, etc.(16 cts.)
(F)
As man No. one and lady No. one become
adjacent, the lady simply leaves her square
and joins the man in a typical star promenade.
Each couple is reunited in this way and from
here, the couples may promenade to home
position. (G)

The dance is repeated so each of the other
couples start the action. When couple No. two
is active, the dance begins with couples four
and one doing the right and left thru, etc. The
transition from two lines into two stars makes
this an interesting and unusual dance. Mike's
enthusiastic calling and the marvelous music
made this dance a real high point at Walpole.

SCHOOLS
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for Teachers
and Leaders
by Betty and Clancy Mueller, New Whiteland, Indiana

C

for teachers and
leaders? Yes. Why? Through schools for
teachers and leaders we can best accomplish
the further education of the persons who will
guide Round Dancing in the future. First,
let's understand that the words teachers and
leaders for our purpose includes people who
want to be teachers and leaders as well as
those who have been teaching and leading for
a long time. With those people gathered in a
group under the direct guidance of qualified
instructors in a school atmosphere, much
more can be accomplished in a shorter period
of time than by each person learning each
phase through trial and error.
HOULD WE HAVE SCHOOLS

Where do we go from here? We feel we should
direct our efforts through Roundalab for more
schools in more areas, with qualified teachers
and leaders to staff them. These schools could
fall in three divisions.

Roundalab Schools
1. A school for the teachers and leaders of
schools. "As we learn, we are better able to
teach."
2. A school for teaching teachers and
leaders of all levels from no experience on up

Some Advantages of School Learning:
1. The opportunity for each person to
teach and cue for the class and the instructors
gives the feeling of working with and in front
of people and also gives the instructor the
opportunity of giving constructive criticism
while things are fresh in everyone's mind.
2. Many different subjects can be covered
giving accepted ideas and hints on the proper
way to teach or cue, etc.
3. Question and answer periods while subjects are fresh in mind are valuable. These
periods give the students a chance to express
their views and discuss their problems.
4. Gives Roundalab a place to present its
findings directly to the people who are going
to use them, by qualified leaders.
5. Begins, through Roundalab, the process
of accreditation of our teachers, leaders and
schools. This would assure us of competent
leadership for many years to come.
6. Allows longer periods of working together — most schools run for five to seven
days and all day long.
So much for the advantages of schools.
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BETTY
AND
CLANCY

The Muellers learned to square dance in
1947 and started round dancing almost immediately. They have been teaching rounds
regularly since 1953. They teach basics every
year, instruct four round dance clubs, cue for
nine square dance clubs and at 10 annual
square and round dance weekends, are permanent staff of an eight-day festival and conduct an annual school for round dance
leaders. They have also served on many local,
regional and state festivals.
Betty and Clancy were one of the founders
of Roundalab, and are on its Executive Board
as well as that of Legacy.
They have choreographed 13 dances and
are the authors of a book entitled, "Dance-ARound and Have Fun."
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to the people who have been involved for a
long time. We all can learn if we will only try.
3. A school for cuers. Some areas have associate members who only assist with cueing.
It is our belief that these schools and their
instructors should come under the watchful
eye of Roundalab's accreditation committee.
This would result in eventual standardization
of all fields of our activity.
Further Education
Additional education can be acquired
through clinics, seminars and workshops conducted through round dance councils or associations. These courses should be conducted
by qualified people. This education can be
beneficial since it can be directed to specific
steps, rhythms and/or problem areas. This
can be an extension of the school program.
In conclusion — let's educate in a professional way for the continued advancement of
sional
our activity.

Jack and Alma Bassett

—

Boalsburg, Penn.

have been dancing together
1 since the mid-1930's, when they first met
at a ballroom dance where the original Duke
Ellington dance band was being featured. Jack
and Alma developed their dancing expertise
in the Boston/New York City area to the
music of such great bands as Tommy Dorsey,
Glenn Miller, Glen Gray, Artie Shaw, Cab
Calloway, Benny Goodman, and many others
who appeared in the ballrooms around New
England during that era. They feel very fortunate to have been a part of the big band and

rp HE BASSETT'S
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CALLERS RID INSTRUCTIONS
HE ALBERTA SQUARE and Round Dance Instructors Association held a special weekend of instruction last October on how to
present rounds to dancers in square dance
clubs. Charlie and Bettye Procter were the
leaders of the activity and while it was the first
time they had held such a specialized session,
they see a definite need for more training
courses of this type in the future.
The format for the weekend included three
sessions for "callers only" and two for "callers
and dancers." This allowed the callers an opportunity to gain by their teaching methods as
well as allow the dancers the enjoyment of
participating and seeing what direction the
callers were taking.
The Alberta Square and Round Dance Instructors Association feels that this type of
continuing education for callers will lead to a
better round dance picture in the area.

T

swing dance scene.
The Bassetts first tried square dancing in
the early forties, and have been teaching
round dancing for the past 20 years, first in the
Boston area, and later in the State College,
Pennsylvania, area where they now reside.
They have appeared on staff at numerous National Square Dance Conventions as workshop leaders, MC's, cuers, panel members,
moderators and clinic leaders and once as
clinic leaders at the 3rd National Round
Dance Convention.
Jack is an electronic engineer on the faculty
at Penn State University, and Alma is editor
and business manager of Round Dancer Magazine, which the Bassetts acquired from Bud
and Lil Knowland in 1976. They have one son,
Brian, who is also a round dance and ballroom
instructor with the able assistance of his wife,
Sharon.
Jack and Alma also operate their own ballroom dance studio in the State College, Pennsylvania, area and for many years have been
certified as qualified ballroom instructors by
the Dance Educators of America with - headquarters in New York City.
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The CALLERS
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as callers have you had to make a decision regarding
programming and, being tempted by more than one route to go, have
made a questionable decision excusing yourself by saying, "Well, no
one will know!" Have you noticed that decisions of this nature have a tendency
to backfire? We'd like to touch on this a bit by reprinting portions of a letter
sent to us recently by Mac McCullar, San Louis Obispo, California.

H

OW MANY TIMES

Recently I went to the ball park to watch the locals clobber the Phillies and,
as an added plus, it was "country music day." The topping for the cake was to
be square dancing. As you know, square dancing is my thing and country music
is my favorite type of music. The game went along well and I felt very pleased
after the game just to push back, get a Coke and a hot dog and enjoy my other
favorite sport, square dancing.
The square dancers came onto the field in an array of exquisitely beautiful
colors for all to see and admire, and to cause an old caller like me to swell up a
little and point with pride! They looked magnificent from my vantage point
behind home plate.
Alas and alack, the trouble began! Through no fault of his own, I do hope,
the caller could not get his PA system going. But heck, we were patient so now it
all started. The caller put on a hoedown and began calling; the dancers twirled,
turned under and out, adding swinging do sa do's and numerous other unrecognizable movements not in my teacher's manual, but what the heck, nobody
but us old fuss budgets who have taught square dancing for many years
noticed. The caller called on and on and on and on and on and on, even wearing
me out and I was on his side to start with! People were leaving the stadium by
the hundreds.
The caller then went to a singing call and goodness gracious me, I could not
decide what it was supposed to be except the girl partner was doing her level
best to harmonize with him. It just did not fit into a public exhibition. There was
time left so the caller went back to more and more and more hash! Yes, people
were still leaving by the hundreds and I was becoming very antsy. Next, there
was a singing call that even an old traditionalist like me would have used. One
of the better releases of several years ago. The remaining people in the stands
began clapping with the music but the young man (caller) was using updated
material (modern I guess) and somehow it did not it the music. Soon the appeal
to the spectators was gone completely and I was abbergasted or maybe a little
SQUARE DANCING, January, '81
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ashamed that an opportunity of this magnitude to show off our great hobby was
lost. Who knows how great the loss may be? I was also concerned that all the
people on my bus, not square dancers, knew that I am a caller and they asked .
me some painful questions like, "Is that the way all callers call?" etc. They were
impressed with the caller but bored beyond words by the presentation. . . .
How many times, over the years, we've heard of similar experiences. And
now many potential square dancers have been lost through an experience of
this type? Obviously those in charge of one of these "big events" locates the
name of someone connected with the activity. This individual, whether qualified to handle the responsibility or not, sees an opportunity to appear in public
and perhaps even derive a bit of fame and fortune in the process. And so,
instead of going to others who do have the expertise and experience and
consulting with them, he takes off on his own with results that are sometimes
near disasters.
Recently a major anniversary was being celebrated by a city which 25 years
earlier had observed a similar milestone with a gigantic square dance. Now, a
quarter century later the city fathers wanted to do it again, only bigger and
better. This time, the sponsors went to local square dancers who, to the best of
their ability, put together a program, invited a few callers and although the area
was set up for thousands, only a handful turned out, leaving a negative
impression on the old timers.

A NUMBER OF COMMENTS in the recent questionnaire conducted by this
publication indicated that dancers and callers alike place a great responsibility
on the caller, as a leader, for the growth and protection of this activity. "Callers
should be more than simply effective choreographic engineers. We need understanding leaders behind the microphone who have the sensitivity to help us
retain our dancers, to encourage them to be enthusiastic about square dancing
and to stick with it during the learning period." All of this, of course, comes
under the heading of judgment and judgment, though it has been covered in the
callers' textbook several times during the past ten years, is a subject that can
never be exhausted. As you view the actions of other callers when you dance to
their calling, forget for a time what and how they call and concentrate on the
image they project to their dancers. There is no better classroom nor more
effective textbook than actual experience and as you observe others you will see
things that you like and other things you do not like. Techniques can make a
caller's delivery effective but without good judgment, a caller may never attain
the heights of a true professional.
Public displays are sometimes the only impression of the activity that
non-dancers get. These are opportunities for square dancing to put its "best
foot forward," and those most capable of putting it all together should be the
ones to handle the assignment.
There are some very simple guidelines for you, as a caller, to follow when
asked to put on a public display of square dancing. First, don't be afraid to ask
34
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for advice or even to pass along the responsibility to someone else who may
have more background in the activity and more experience with this type of
production. Second, if you are planning a program, gear it for the non-dancer,
not just for the pleasure of those who are performing. While some of today's
challenging movements may be fun to do, they are not always the greatest from
the spectators' viewpoint.
Aim for the visually unusual while keeping the program in line with good
square dancing. Stick to simple figures, the stars, circles and lines. Use familiar
material where the dancers don't need to concentrate but by knowing the
material they can relax and smile and project the feeling that square dancing is
fun!
Third, keep the performance or the various tips short! It doesn't matter how
long you, the caller, and the dancers may have rehearsed for the "big event," a
non-dancing viewer can only take so much. So, give it the best you've got,
avoiding repetition and too much sameness. If you are using singing calls, vary
the routines and use familiar melodies. A five to seven-minute varied program
will do far more to "sell" a non-dancer on the fun of square dancing than a
lengthy tedious performance.

Good Judgment is the Key
This is just one instance of exhibiting good judgment. A little pre-planning
on the part of the caller can do worlds of good public relations for the activity.
Not everyone is cut out to be a performer, a producer, or even a caller or
teacher. If past experience proves that you are unsuccessful in any of these
directions, either make efforts to improve through outside help or give up in
your attempts in these directions and concentrate on being a happy dancer.

EXPERIMENTAL NOTES
As in the case of the Experimental Movements coming from Callerlab, there appear to be
periods when new Experimental Movements are simply not showing up in the caliber we would
like to use. The purpose of spotlighting Experimental Movements is an attempt to select from
the best of the current supply those which appear to this editor to be good possibilities for future
use. We have not, in the past, and do not now wish to simply run a number of descriptions in
order to fill up space as this would be of no service to the activity.
At times a number of good possibilities cross our desk and these will find their way into this
column. At other times, such as the present, there is simply nothing that we feel is of sufficient
caliber to warrant the space. In lieu of new material, we suggest to workshop callers the
advisability of going back into the callers' notes for promising movements which the new crop of
workshop dancers may not have become familiar with.
RAY ROSE, an accomplished caller/teacher in the Southern California area edits this column each month. The material presented by Ray
is first tested in his workshops and must meet certain standards before
it appears on these pages. Realizing that a continuing flow of new,
untested and often awkward material can do more damage to the
activity than it can bring good, Ray exhibits no hesitancy in skipping a
month if this appears to be the direction to go.
— editor
SQUARE DANCING, January, '81
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CONTRA
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Adding a bit of spice to a Triple Contra
you're aware that
there are a number of different types of
these "string" dances. In the first place we
have the doubles or duples which simply
means that every other couple in the line is
active and is working with another couple. For
triples, every third (first, fourth, seventh,
etc.) couple is active and works with two inactives in minor units of three couples.
For a "proper" contra, the men will stay in
one line and the ladies in the other with no one
crossing over to start. In an "improper" contra, those who are active will cross over (exchange places).
Because of its very nature, in a duple contra
where the actives are constantly working with
those who are inactive, everybody keeps busy
and involved most of the time. In many of the
triples, however, where one couple is active
and the next two are inactive, some of the
dancers may be standing or waiting a good
portion of the time. To remedy this (which, by
the way, is not boring to dyed-in-the-wool
contra dancers) somewhere along the line
someone decided to liven things up a bit so he
changed a triple contra into a duple contra.
Let's take a look at The Long Valley, a triple
where no one is crossed over and see how the
dance is intended.

I

F YOU'RE INTO CONTRAS

Actives cross go down the outside
Below two,
with the couple above circle four
Once around then ladies chain
With the music chain them back
••■ Actives cross go up past two
With the couple below circle four
—, Actives down center below two
turn out
— Come up past one
(— Weave in — cast off, actives cross go down
the outside)
1111111111=11.
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You can see from the call that the active
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couple is circling with the number three couple and then after coming back up the outside,
with the number two couple. This means that
those who are twos and threes are standing out
a part of the time.
Now, imagine what would happen if the
first, third, fifth, seventh, etc., couples are
active. This means that when the actives cross
and go down past two couples to circle four
with the couple "above" and then leave that
couple to cross over and move up to their
original starting point and make a circle with
the couple immediately "below" them, these
inactives are working one minute with "actives" coming from one side and the next minute with other "actives" coming from the
other side.
If you follow us up to this point, you'll see
that in truth those who are inactive are actually just as active, if not more so, than those
who bear the responsibility of following the
calls.
Those who call and teach contras will want
to weigh their material carefully and be certain of their dancers before trying something
of this type. "Inactive" dancers will need to
"tune in" and, where they are sometimes relaxed, knowing they have several minutes
without having anything to do, they must now
be in a constant state of readiness, prepared
for actives coming from both sides.
Try Cayman Island Contra and look at some
of the other triples to see how they can also be
doubled up. In a dance like the Cayman Island
Contra, where the contra corners' action occurs, the "inactives" will be overworking their
left hands while the actives are alternatively
using rights (with their partners) and lefts with
their contra corners.
We realize this month that we have gone
into the more difficult or challenging contra
concept but it's part of our goal, in coming
months, to touch on the many phases of contra
interest.
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INDIES DA THE SQUARE
Two Ideas: A Club Outfit
and A Cape Bag
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and painted. (See Pro an'd Con, SQUARE
DANCING, November, 1980.) Most of the
men wear black trousers and the ladies black
tops as black and white are both the club
colors and the State colors. However a couple
is free to wear whatever color might suit them
best.
This suggestion conies from "Tips For
Taws" from the fall, 1980, issue of the FLADA
Flyer, New York.
When you find it necessary to carry a cape
or sweater for comfort in a cool dance hail,
why not make a simple net bag in which to
carry this wrap? You need only i/2 yard of
netting, matching thread and any trim you
would like to add.
Net is 70-72" wide and comes folded double on the bolt. Using it this way (double
strength), make a bag 18" long and 13" wide.
The Roadrunner races around the outfits of Ken and
Cut a piece 26" wide (folded doubled as when
Eilen Hoover, Vice Presidents of the Roadrunners.
purchased) from your 1/2 yard. Fold this in half
to 13". On the inside, seam one side and
AN RUBY of the Rushville Roadrunners,
across the bottom. Turn this right side out.
Rushville, Indiana, sends along this idea. Fold top in 1" and stitch. Cut a strip of net 4"
The group, in looking for a club outfit, decided wide and 18" long for the strap. Fold this strip
to use the famous cartoon character, the in thirds. Stitch this making a strap 18" long.
Roadrunner, as a theme. Eilen Hoover drew a Attach the strap inside the bag at the halfway
picture of this fast-moving bird in two sizes. center mark of each side. Trim as desired.
Using fabric paint, the larger bird was transferred to the ladies' skirts and the smaller one
to the men's shirts. The skirts were made from
a cotton-polyester fabric which takes this type
of paint most satisfactorily. The secret is to
press the wrong side of the fabric after the
18"
picture "sets" so that the outfit can he safely
washed and dried.
The Rushville Roadrunners suggest the
outfits for its members but do not make it
compulsory. About half of the members have
them and any new members joining the club
13"
are given the option of having outfits made

j
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that once a new movement becomes popular, there will be a multitude of
lesser movements riding piggy-back on the
original concept. Sometimes these secondary
movements or afterthoughts will outlast their
parents, but many times the number of offshoots are so great that they tend to cancel out
each other.
We think back a number of years to the
time when shuffle the deck and other similar
movements were introduced and while some
of these are no longer used, movements such
as wheel and deal, which may have stemmed
from them, exist as an important part of our
square dance language.
When load the boat came out a number of
years ago, we seem to remember doing a few
variations at that time and over the years there
have been others. It has also been apparent
that with its two different parts, one for the
ends or outsides and the other for centers, it's
quite possible to let the ends do the outside
movement, as an example, and call a different
pattern for those on the inside. This is quite
frequently done directionally and is the case,
to a degree, with Load the Windmill.
Those on the outside will start much as they
would in dancing load the boat. They move

TT APPEARS
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forward and around the perimeter of the
square, passing one person and then another.
Then, instead of passing the third person,
they make right hand contact and touch a
quarter. That is the part for the ends or outsides.
The center four dancers simply step forward, do a swing thru and finish it off with a
cast three quarters. Let's take a look at the
action.
Starting from two parallel facing lines of
four (1) the outsides or ends move forward (2),
pass right shoulders (3), continue on to pass

SQUARE DANCING, January, '81

right shoulders with the next (4) and then
make a right hands-up contact (5) and touch
one quarter (6).
While this isgoing on, the centers step
forward (2) to start a swing thru (3). Completing this (4), those in the center cast three
quarters (5) and the movement is completed
with the dancers in columns (6).
While Load the Windmill may or may not
survive, it is indicative of the continuing trend
to add on or to build on existing basic movements. As you can see this is a combination of
load the boat and spin the windmill.
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NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION®
JUNE 25, 26, 27 1981
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
CONVENTION ADDRESS: P.O. Box 898, Lynnwood, WA 98036

EMINARS, DISPLAYS, PANEL DISCUSSIONS, showcases, clinics, exchanges and workshops —

that's what sets a National Convention apart
from any other large square dance event. It is
the special blending, coordinating and timing
of these activities into the program of square,
round and contra dancing, in the picturesque
grounds of the Seattle Center, that promises
to make Seattle '81 a most pleasant and memorable learning experience.
The list of participants in the education
events is a blend of the "who's who of the
dance world with some new names and exciting contributors. Have you ever wanted to ask
a national leader a burning question about
what's happening to our favorite pastime?
You'll get the chance in the Washington-style
mini-leadership seminars being held on all
three clays of the Convention. There will be
new speakers, new subjects, new approaches
to learning, in addition to the old standards,
all incorporated into the education program
being planned.
Something For Everyone
Whatever your interest, the Education
Committee is planning something just for
you. Under the emphasis on "Quality" education for square and round dance leaders, the
Cominittee is introducing several innovations
such as:
Integration of some clinics and workshops.
A series of mini-sessions to acquaint you
with some nationally-known leaders and to
give you ideas for leadership seminars in your
home area.
An educators' forum for elementary, middle and high school teachers and square dance
leaders interested in teaching modern square
dancing. College credits can be accrued for
those who complete this 13-16 hour program.
Special attention is being given to help you
"find" these education events at Seattle
through the program book, signs galore and
even sandwich boards carried by young
square dancers. Hope to see YOU at many of
these learning sections of the '81 Convention.
40

Square Dancers Rounds
The Round Dance Committees have
developed the following list of round dances to
be programmed and cued in the square dance
halls. Additional (lances will be added in the
coming months.
Little White Moon
Rose Room
Till Somebody Loves You Chili Sauce
Calahan
All Night
Morning Kiss
Rainbows
Music is My Woman
Carousel Waltz
Seattle on My Mind
Maria
Dreamland Waltz
Nickelodian
One More Time
Very Smooth
Waltz With Me
Apron Strings
Tips of My Fingers
The Last Waltz
Miss Frency Brown
Tic Toc
Lucky
Pali Breezes
Basin Street
Take One Step
And these classics:
Neapolitan Waltz
Dancing Shadows
Feelin'
Folsom Prison
Birth of the Blues
Mexicali Rose
Kon Tiki
Walk Right Back
Pearly Shells
Siesta in Seville
Hot Lips
Green Door
Registration Update
Pre-registration for Seattle as of November
surpassed that of any previous Convention
with more than 13,000 dancers already planning to attend. Washington, quite naturally,
leads with the greatest number of registrants.
Next comes California and then closely
grouped are Oregon, Michigan, and Illinois.
Latest addition of dancers coming from a distance include those from Puerto Rico and New
Zealand. Plan to he a part of it, too! See your
October SQUARE DANCING magazine for a
registration form.

Al I
Let your feet meet in Seattle!
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Those with items of special interest
should send them to NEWS EDITOR,
SQUARE DANCING, 462 No. Robertson
Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif. 90048.
Letters will be read and appreciated
although time may not allow the personal acknowledgment of each one.

Missouri
Last September Alice Nottingham of Carpinteria, California, and Dan Raymond of
Lancaster, California, were married at
Kirkwood Lodge, while attending a square
dance institute there. Standing with the bride
and groom were the bride's sister and husband, square dancers attending their 18th
Kirkwood session. Giving the bride away was
caller, Stub Davis, who has clocked 26 visits to
Kirkwood. Round dance leader, Darlene
Chaffee, sang at the wedding and the reception was hosted by Kirkwood owners, Pat and
Joyce Munn and Marshall and Neeca Flippo.
What a fantastic start for the newlyweds!

May 22, 23 and 24, Memorial Day Weekend, will be the dates of the 3J International
Square Dance Festival to be held in the New
Ozark Room of the Hillbill Bowl at Kimberling City on Table Rock Lake. The two evening dances and three daytime workshops will
feature Julia of England, Jim Blackford of
uincy, Illinois, and Roy "Junebug" Cope,
Harrison, Arkansas. For additional information contact James Blackwood, 2217 Hampshire Street, Quincy, Illinois 62301

Canada
A little square dance news from away down
east in New Brunswick, Canada. We were
very pleased when the mayor of Moncton,
New Brunswick, proclaimed the week of September 22-28 as Square Dance Week. His
proclamation read in part, "Whereas square
dancing with its special appeal to young and
old alike has consistently been the one dance
traditionally enjoyed by our people; and
whereas the citizens of Moncton are furthering the fine tradition of square dancing by
recognizing the value of the fun and fellowship
offered by this healthful form of recreation;
and whereas official recognition will enhance
the cultural stature of the city9 . • . I declare . . . Square Dance Week.
Ches MacKay
Spares 'n Squares of' Peterborough, Ontario, celebrated its 25th Anniversary last September. Some 300 dancers and friends
"dropped in" during the afternoon and evening "open house," including the club's first

A portion of the guests and members enjoying the 25th Anniversary of Spares 'n Squares. Ontario, Canada.

ROUND‘A/1* I not SQUARE The club members and caller and taw, Paul
and Gladys Haas, are active throughout the
THE
LL/DANCING
president, Mrs. Chalmers Wrisken. Mayor
Cam Wasson brought greetings and presented city pins to the out-of-town dancers
and callers. Peterborough plates were presented to David Johnston, past president of
Toronto and District Association and to Orme
Rice, the club president. Active club members received a new badge designed for the
occasion. Spares 'n Squares originally chose
the club name when the numbers dancing
exceeded the hail capacity. Early registrants
were the "Squares" while those who enrolled
later Or who were lax in their attendance were
the "Spares" and were invited to dance when
the "Squares" could not attend. This policy
was soon abandoned but the name remained.
— Irene Fowler

Pennsylvania
There cannot be anyone in the entire Central Susquehanna Valley area who is not aware
of square dancing and The Danjo Wheelers.
Each year during National Square Dance
Week, this unique club puts forth an all-out
effort to publicize the joys of square dancing.
This year the activities included: Marching in
the "Welcome Home Lacy Dalton" western
parade covered by area television stations;
broadcasting on two radio talk shows;placing
posters in stores in three towns;using writeups in all area newspapers; attending church
in a group; showing the film, "A Visible Anthem," at a breakfast meeting of the local Elks'
club; dancing at an outdoor mall and placing a
banner on the bridge spanning the highway
into town proclaiming "Square Dance Week."

year with various activities, but square dance
week is especially well supported.
Timmie and Bud McGill

England
1980 was a busy year, finding Johnny Hayes
calling in several countries. We took a 40seater coach to the Flower Dance in Holland;
then 14 ofour members went to the Canadian
Convention in Ottawa;two car loads went to
Belgium for a Country and Western Weekend, and we visited Berlin to call for a weekend of dancing there. Life is certainly very
interesting and full of variety since we started
square dancing! Would you kindly correct our
telephone number in your August Directory
for Information Volunteers? When we moved,
we advised the people who bought our house
to change the number, but they did not do so.
They are besieged with telephone calls from
all over the world and at odd times of the day
and night. I don't think they really believed us
when we said we had friends all over the
world, but now they do! Our correct number
is Bransgore 73404. — Renee Hayes

Minnesota
On September 10, 1980, Governor Albert
H. Quie signed a proclamation designating
September as Square Dance Month. Preceding the formal signing, four squares of dancers
enjoyed the calling of Virg Hintz in the Capitol Rotunda. — The Roundup

Tennessee
We would like everyone to know about the
wedding of Gary Lee Kincade and Reba Ann
Bryant which took place in Nashville on September 13th. Those who attended the

The Danjo Wheelers,
Pennsylvania, display the
sign proclaiming square
dance week which later
was hung at the entrance
to the town.
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standing-room-only ceremony will always
remember it as a most memorable event in the
history of the Cumberland Valley Western
Square and Round Dance Association. Gary is
vice-president of this Association and one of
Tennessee's finest callers. He calls practically
every night and some wonder how he found
time to get married. But after people meet
Ann, they understand why Gary made it a
point to find the time. We all wish them happiness in their marriage and success as they
endeavor to help lead the square dance
movement in this area.

— Bill and Gennie Hudson
Kansas
We are "Okies," but since my husband is a
native of Kansas, he subscribes to The Pioneer, a local paper of Johnson City, a
small town in Stanton County in southwest
Kansas. You can imagine our delight to discover that each issue contains at least one item
concerning square dancing! The town's census
count is probably somewhere between 1,200
and 1,300 so we feel this is quite a showing for
our favorite activity. I'm enclosing a sample of
the paper and you'll note this issue has three
items about square dancing. Kathy Bearman

California
The 1981 Rose Parade Float theme, "The
Great Outdoors," features Lorne Greene of
"Bonanza" fame as Grand Marshall. The
square dance float, following the theme, includes a giant-sized miner with five couples
square dancing in his gold-mining pan. The

couples whose names were drawn at the 1980
National Convention to be on the float include
John and Florence Hrozienck, Brookfield,
Connecticut; Henry and Alice Thiessen,
Dumont, New Jersey; Herb and Carol Arkin,
Pine Brook, New Jersey; Richard and Kathleen Chapman, Freedom, California; Larry
Evans and Judy Swanson, Orange, California.
Aside from the monumental cost of designing
and building the float, all other items connected with it were donated: Speakers by Yak
Stack; dresses and shirts by the Do Sa Do
Shop, men's pants by H Bar C California
Ranch Wear; ladies' shoes by Promenaders;
sissy pants by Square Dance Land and belt
buckles and jewelry by Norsells. Some 500
dancers donate their time to decorate the
float. A great amount of time, planning, work
and dedication go into this project each year.
Donations for the 1982 float may be sent to
Square Dancers of America, P. O. Box 2, Altadena, CA 91001.
The Bishop Square Dance Festival will be
held June 5-7. Featured callers are Bob Van
Antwerp and Earl Rich with rounds by the
Faudrees. The Mammoth "shakes" caused us
to move to Bishop last year, only one week
prior to the Festival. Still, we ended up with
25 squares. Now we are staying in Bishop and
hope to almost double that number this year.
The dance will be held on the Paiute Indian
Reservation in their gym on Barlow Lane.
Self-contained RV camping is available on

(Please turn to page 61)

By now you may have seen the actual 1981 Rose Parade square dance float, depicted in this artist's rendition.
Thousands view this annual parade in Pasadena, California, and millions see it via the medium of television.
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FOR LEADERS IN SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING 4110111
January, 1.981
RITTEN CALLS can only give you a sampling of the type of choreography a caller
1,-night be ladling out. To truly get the callerfeeling, one needs to be put in personal contact with the individual behind the microphone. We can't show you what Bud Taylor
sounds like, but here's a preview of the type of
material he calls for his dancers in Reno, Nevada.

W

Heads right and left thru
Roll a half sashay, box the gnat
Square thru four hands, do sa do
Swing thru, gents run, wheel and deal
Slide thru, right and left thru
Ladies lead Dixie style to a wave
Gents cross fold
Left allemande
Sides lead right, circle to a line
Touch one quarter, all eight circulate
Gents run, do sa do, ladies trade
Swing thru, gents run, ladies hinge
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond
Single hinge, scoot back
Gents fold behind the girls
Ladies turn thru
Left allemande
(Static square)
Everybody roll half sashay
Head gents and the right hand lady
Up the middle and back, curlique
Gents run, touch to a wave
Relay the deucey
Swing and promenade
Heads square thru, do sa do
Double swing thru, girls cross run
Gents trade, left allemande
Promenade and don't slow down
Sides wheel around
Lines to the middle and back
Right and left thru
Just the ends star thru, centers pass thru
Separate around one to a line
Slide thru, square thru three quarters
I
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Sides touch one quarter, walk and dodge
Swing thru, gents run, couples circulate
Bend the line, pass the ocean
Linear cycle, right and left thru
Load the boat, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads curlique, gents run, touch one quarter
Split circulate, scoot back
Walk and dodge, partner trade, slide thru
Pass to the center, do sa do
Swing thru, gents run, half tag
Left allemande

Bud Taylor

Bud and his wife, Maxine, have been
square (lancing together since 1964. Bud has
been a member of Callerlab since 1979 and is
an accredited member. He currently calls for
two clubs, cues rounds for both, and teaches
classes for the two clubs.
Bud is past president of the Northern Nevada Callers Association and is currently
Workshop Chairman. While thoroughly
enjoying teaching and calling, he misses enjoying just being a (lancer. However, because of
his years as a dancer, he feels this gives him a
better insight into being a caller.
Bud and Maxine have three children, all of
whom have graduated from Bud's classes and
are active square dancers.

IUIC
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Sides square thru, touch one quarter
Split circulate, scoot back
Walk and dodge, partner trade, slide thru
Pass to the center, do sa do
Swing thru. cents run. half tag
Left allemande

Equivalents for Swing Thru
Boys run from a standard ocean wave:

Heads right and left thru, star thru
Pass thru, swing thru, gents run
Four girls scoot back
Gents circulate, bend the line
Pass thru, wheel
and deal, double pass thru
Cross trail thru, left allemande

Centers trade, centers run
Tag the line right

Scoot back, centers trade, centers run

Recycle, veer left, ladies trade

Movements start 1 P2P, end 1P2P

Sides square thru, do sa do, swing thru
Couple up, pass thru, bend the line
Bend it again, touch one quarter
Track and trade, wheel and deal
Pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
MISCELLANEOUS
by Mike Callahan, Hilton, New York
The followirig movements start from a static
square to 1P2P lines:
Head men and corner girl forward and back
Square thru four, split two around one — 1P2P
Heads promenade one quarter
Double pass thru
First left, next right — 1 P2P
Heads promenade three quarters
Sides square thru three quarters
Circle to a line — 1P2P

Pass thru, boys run, swing thru
Swing thru, boys run — 1 P2P
Pass thru, tag the line, peel off — 1 P2P
Two ladies turn thru, star thru
Couples circulate, bend the line — 1P2P
Centers square thru three
Ends pass thru, cast off three quarters
Centers square thru three, ends pass thru
Cast off three quarters — 1 P2P
Pass thru, boys trade, ends trade
Centers trade, boys trade — 1P2P

Movements start 1 P2P, end 4P1 P.
Square thru three, tag the line
Peel off — 4P1 P
Pass thru, tag the line out
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
First couple left, next right — 4P1 P
Turn thru, tag the line in — 4P1 P
Pass thru, partner tag
Centers turn thru, centers in
Cast off three quarters — 4P1 P
Movements from static square to Box 1-4
Heads star thru, zoom
Centers pass thru, partner trade
Zoom, centers pass thru — Box 1-4

Heads lead right, spin the top
Turn thru, partner trade — 1P2P
Heads right and left thru, Dixie style to wave
Step thru, circle to a line — 1 P2P
Heads lead right, veer left
Bend the line, right and left thru

Ends trade, centers U turn back

Heads pass thru, separate around one — Lines
Star thru, zoom, centers pass thru — Box
1-4

1 P2P

Heads swing thru, turn thru
Cloverleaf, double pass thru
First left, next right — 1 P2P

Heads cross trail thru, around one — Lines
Star thru, square thru three hands
Trade by — Box 1-4
Heads cross trail thru, around two — Lines

Heads rollaway, all circle left
Four men square thru four hands
Do sa do to wave, boys run — 1 P2P
Heads swing thru, boys trade
Spin the top, step ahead
Circle to a line — 1P2P
46
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WATCH OUT
by Harold Thomas, Lancaster, South Carolina
GO LEFT
Head couples lead left, veer right
As couples circulate, ferris wheel,
Double pass thru
Centers in, cast off three quarters
Star thru, zoom, double pass thru
First couple go left, next couple go left
Promenade
AS COUPLES

1 P2P
Put an arm around your partner's waist
As couples do a do sa do
As couples make an ocean wave
As couples swing thru
As couples spin the top
Center couples trade
Center couples run, bend the big line
Left allemande
SIX PERSON WAVES
Head ladies chain
Head ladies chain three quarters round
Side men turn 'ern with an arm around
Roll away a half sashay
Go forward six and back that way
Same six do a do sa do, make an ocean wave
Swing thru, spin the top
Look straight ahead
Left allemande
Side ladies chain
Head gents take partner and corner
Go up and back, do sa do
Make an ocean wave, swing thru
Spin the top, look straight ahead
Left allemande
KNOW YOUR NUMBER
One and two right and left thru
Other ladies chain
New one and three right and left thru
Other ladies chain
New one and four right and left thru
Other ladies chain
Sides face, grand square, about six steps
Left allemande
HERE'S ONE
by Ted Nation, San Diego, CA
Heads star thru
Double pass thru
Leaders clover leaf
Trailers partner trade
Everyone circle left
SQUARE DANCING, January, '81

HELP YOURSELF
By Harold Fleeman, Santa Cruz, California

Following material starts and ends in 1 P2P
Pass the ocean, swing thru
Girls fold, peel the top
Right and left thru, touch one quarter
Box circulate, boys run
Touch one quarter, walk and dodge
Partner trade
Touch to ocean wave, explode the wave
Trade by, pass thru, trade by
Touch one quarter, follow your neighbor
And spread, swing thru
Girls fold, peel the top
Right and left thru, pass thru
Partner trade
Touch one quarter, coordinate, boys run
Girls circulate, boys trade
Scoot back, recycle and veer left
Cross fire, single hinge
Boys run, wheel and deal
Right and left thru
Right and left thru
Roll away with a half sashay
Curley cross (girls are the pullers)
Trade by, single circle to a wave
Boys trade, split circulate
Single hinge, centers trade
Boys run, pass the ocean
Singe hinge, girls run
Pass thru, bend the line
Turn and left thru
Right and left thru, Dixie derby
Wheel and deal, touch one quarter
Follow your neighbor
Left swing thru, recycle
Step to an ocean wave, girls fold
Peel the top, right and left thru
Dixie derby, bend the line
Touch one quarter, triple scoot
Single hinge, pass thru
Chase right, boys run
Pass the ocean
Relay the deucey
Recycle and sweep one quarter
Curlique, center four box circulate
Two steps at a time
Boys pass thru, touch one quarter
Girls trade, cast off three quarters
Boys run right, pass the ocean
Girls circulate, single hinge
Walk and dodge, partner trade
Pass thru, bend the line
Pass thru, partner trade
47

ROUND DANCES
ALL MY LOVE Grenn 15019
Choreographers: Charlie and Nina Ward
Comment: A basic waltz routine with adequate
music. A second cue sheet teaching waltz
basics also accompanies the record.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 CLOSED M face WALL Wait: Wait; Fwd,
Side, Close; Bk, Side, Close;
PART A
1-4 Fwd, Touch, -; Apart, Point Lead
hands joined, -; Twinkle, 2, 3; Twinkle,
2, 3;
5-8 Waltz Away, 2, 3; Waltz Together, 2, 3;
Solo Roll, 2, 3; Thru, Side, Close end
CLOSED M face WALL;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A except to
end in BUTTERFLY:
13-16 Canter; Canter; (Twirl) Vine, 2, 3; Thru,
Side, Close;
PART B
1-4 Balance Bk,
-; Manuv, Side, Close
end M face RLOD; (R) Waltz Turn; (R)
Waltz Turn end SIDECAR M face LOD;
Twinkle, 2, 3, BANJO; Twinkle, 2, 3
SIDECAR; Twinkle, 2, 3 BANJO; Fwd to
CLOSED, Touch, -;
9-12 Side, Draw, -; Side, Draw,
; Fwd,
Side, Close; Bk, Side, Close;
13-16 Fwd Turning 1/4 L, Side, Close; Back
Turning 1/4 L, Side, Close; Fwd Turning 1/4 L, Side, Close; Side, Draw, -;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice plus Ending.
Ending:
Side, Draw to SEM I-CLOSED, -; Rock
1Bk, -, Recov; Apart, -, Point.
IN OLD NEW YORK - Grenn 15019
Choreographers: Ken and Violet Zufelt
Comment: A very simple routine for a beginner.
The music is the old popular tune "In Old New
York." There is also a cue sheet for an Intermediate version.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 Wait; Wait; Apart, -, Touch,
ToTouch, -;
gether,
DANCE
1-4 Fwd, 2, 3, -; Fwd, 2, 3, -; Walk, -, 2,
-;
4 -;
5-8 Fwd, 2, 3, -; Fwd, 2, 3, -; Solo Roll, -,
2, -; 3, -, 4 end M face WALL both
hands joined, -;
9-12 Side, Close, Side, Close; Side,
-; Side, Close, Side; Close;
Side, -, Close, -;

13-16 Apart, 2, 3, ; 4, 5, 6, ; Together,
2,
- ; 3, -, Close face LOD in OPEN, -;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru three times plus
repeating meas 9-12 except to end in OPEN
facing LOD ready for Ending.
Ending:
1 -5 Fwd, 2, 3, -; Fwd, 2, 3, -; Solo Roll, -,
2, -;
4 end M face WALL, -; Apart,
- I Point, -.
STRUTTIN' IN THE GLOAMIN' - Grenn 14290
Choreographers: Mike and Diana Sheridan
Comment: Nothing difficult in this two-step routine. Music is pleasant.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN-FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, -,
Point, ; Together to OPEN. -, Touch,
•

1-4
5-8

PART A
Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Walk,
- , 2, -; 3, -, 4, -;
Cut, Bk, Cut, Bk; Bk, Side, Thru, -;
Side, Close, Thru, -; (Twirl) Walk,
2,

9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Except to end
SEMI-CLOSED:
PART B
1-4 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step end
CLOSED M face WALL; Side, Close,
Fwd, -; Side, Close, XIF end BANJO M
face LOD, -;
5-8 Fwd, Lock, Fwd, -; Rock Fwd, -, Recoy, -; Back, Cut, Back, -; Rock Back,
- Recov to CLOSED M face WALL;
9-12 Side, Close, Fwd, -; Side, Close, XIF,
- ; Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step end
BUTTERFLY;
13-16 Side, Close, Side, -; XIB/Rock Back,
Recov, -; Side, Close, Side, -;
XIB/Rock Back, -, Recov, -;
A B plus Ending.
SEQUENCE: A - B
Ending:
1-8 OPEN facing LOD Walk, -, 2, -; 3, -9 4
face M WALL in BUTTERFLY, -; Vine, 2,
3, 4; 5, 6, 7, 8; Side, Close, Side, Close;
Apart, -, Point, -.

-,
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LOTUS BLOSSOM WALTZ - Grenn 14290
Choreographers: Herb and Clara Mae Duguay
Comment: A nice waltz routine with the usual
pleasant Grenn label music.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 BUTTERFLY M face WALL Wait; Wait;
Side, XIB, Recov; Side, XIB Recov;
PART A
1-4 Change Sides, 2, 3 to LEFT-OPEN; Fwd
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Waltz; Change Sides, 2, 3 to OPEN; Fwd
Waltz;
5-8 Solo Roll LOD, 2, 3; 4, 5, 6 end CLOSED
M face WALL; Twisty Vine, 2, 3; Face,
Side, Close;
PART B
1-4 Waltz Away, 2, 3; Manuv, 2, 3 end
CLOSED M face RLOD; (R) Waltz Turn;
(R) Waltz Turn end M face WALL,
5-8 Strolling Vine, 2, 3; 4, 5, 6; Pivot, 2, 3 to
SEMI-CLOSED face LOD; Thru, Face
Close;
A - B -- A B - A plus
SEQUENCE: A
Ending,
Ending:
1-3 Side, XIB, Recov; Side, XIB Recov;
Apart, Point, -.

- , Recov, -; Bk, Lk, Bk, -;
Recov, -; Fwd,
5-8 Dip Bk,
1/2 Turn
M face RLOD, -; Bk,
Bk, -; Dip Bk,
, Recov, -;
9-12 Walk, -, 2 -; Fwd, Lk, Fwd, -; Turn
1/2 M face LOD, -, Bk, -; Bk, Lk, Bk,
-

,

13-16 Dip Bk,
Recov to SEMI-CLOSED, -;
Walk, -1 2, -; Vine, 2, 3, 4; Roll LOD, -,
2 end SEMI-CLOSED face LOD, -;
SEQUENCE: A --- B-C
A -B- 1-4 C plus
ENDING.
Ending:
1-2 Face Partner/Touch, -, -, -; -, Side,
-, Point.

,

HONKY TONK - Hi-Hat 988
Choreographers: Ralph and Betty Ehat
Comment: A busy two-step with very good music
INTRODUCTION
1-4 BUTTERFLY Wait; Wait; Apart, -, Point,
- ; Together to SEMI-CLOSED, -,
Touch, -;
PART A
1-4 Walk, -, 2, -; Fwd Two-Step; Walk, -,
2, -; Fwd Two-Step end CLOSED M
face WALL;
5-8 Vine, 2, 3, 4; Pivot, -, 2 end HALF-OPEN
facing LOD, -; Diag Lunge, -, -, -;
Recov/Swivel In, Swivel to face
LOD in SEMI-CLOSED;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A:
-; 3 -, 4, -; 5,
13-16 Vine, 2, 3, 4; Pivot,
- , 6 end CLOSED M face WALL, -;
PART B
1-4 Side, Close, Fwd, -; Side, Close, Bk,
- ; Side, Close, Bk, -; Side, Close, Fwd
end BUTTERFLY, -;
5-8 Side, Close, Side, Touch; Side, Close,
Side, Touch; Rk Apart, -, Recov, -;
Hook, -, Unwind end CONTRA BANJO
M face LOD, -;
9-12 Fwd, -, Check, -; Fishtail, 2, 3, 4; Side,
Close, XIB, Side; Walk, -, 2 end BUTTERFLY M face WALL, -;
13-16 Twisty Vine, -5 29 -; 3, -, 4, -; Swivel,
- Recov, -; Swivel, - 5 Recov CONTRA BANJO M face LOD, -;
PART C
1-4 Walk, -, 2, -; Fwd, Lk, Fwd, -; Fwd,
,

ROUND-ABOUT - Hi-Hat 988
Choreographers: Joe and Opal Cohen
Comment: Not a difficult two-step. The music is
very good.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN-FACING Wait; wait; Apart,
Point, -; Together to SEMI-CLOSED
facing LOD, -; Touch, -;
PART A
1-4 Fwd Two-step; Fwd Two-Step; Apart,
Close, Side, -; Roll Together, 2, 3, -;
5-8 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A except to
end CLOSED M face WALL:
9-12 Side, Close, Fwd, -; Side, Close, Thru,
- ; Side, Close, Bk, -; Side, Close,
Thru, -;
13-16 Chasse LOD, 2, 3, 4; Side, -, Reach
Thru, -;
PART B
1-4 BUTTERFLY M face WALL Side, Close,
Fwd, -; (L Twirl) Walk RLOD, -, 2, -;
Side, Close, Bk, -; (Twirl) Walk LOD,
9
-;
UTTERFLY Face to Face Two-Step; Bk
5-8 B
to Bk Two-Step; Basket ball Pivot, -, 2,
- ; 3, -, 4 end OPEN facing LOD, - ,•
9-12 Fwd, Lk, Fwd, -; Fwd, Lk, Fwd, -; M
face WALL Vine, -, 2, -; 3, -, 4, -;
13-16 Change Sides Two-Step; Fwd TwoStep; Change Sides Two-Step; Fwd
Two-Step end SEMI-CLOSED;
A
B A plus Ending.
SEQUENCE: A- B
Ending:
1-4 BUTTERFLY M face WALL Side, Close,
Fwd, -; (L Twirl) Walk RLOD,
2, ;
Side, Close, Bk, -; (Twirl) Walk LOD, 2,
Apart/Point, -.

THE ROUND DANCE SCENE IS covered in each issue of SQUARE DANCING
magazine in a number of ways. In our Roundance Module each month you'll find an
original article by one of our round dancing leaders and, following it, we turn the
spotlight on a round dance couple in our Paging the Roundancers feature.
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SINGING CALLS
HELLO GOOD MORNING HAPPY DAY
By Chuck Donahue, Locust Grove, Virginia
Record: Prairie #1170, Flip Instrumental with
Chuck Donahue
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Circle left I dreamed that
was walking down the highway
All the folks seemed to be going my way
Walk around your corner come back curlique
Boys run to the right
Left allemande and weave the ring
Hello good morning happy day
Do sa do then promenade her
Hello good morning happy day
Gotta get my head off that pillow
FIGURE
Head couples promenade go halfway
Lead right and do a do sa do curlique
Then walk and dodge my friend partner trade
Do a right and left thru slide thru
Square thru three hands you go
Swing corner lady promenade her
Hello good morning happy day
Gotta get my head off that pillow
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.
GOD BLESS AMERICA
By Cal Golden, Hot Springs, Arkansas
Record: Gold Star #712, Flip Instrumental with
Cal Golden
OPENER:
Four ladies promenade once around the ring
Get back home swing with your man
Join hands circle left round the ring
Left allemande the corner weave the ring
From the mountains to the prairies
Do sa do and promenade
God bless America my home sweet home
MIDDLE BREAK:
Sides face grand square
Four score and seven years ago our Fathers
Brought forth on this continent a new nation
Conceived in liberty and
Dedicated to the proposition that
All men are created equal
Left allemande curlique at home
Boys run right left allemande promenade
God bless America my home sweet home

Left allemande curlique at home
Boys run right left allemande promenade
God bless America my home sweet home
FIGURE:
Head couples promenade halfway around
Down middle right and left thru
Flutter wheel across sweep a quarter more
Pass thru do a right and left thru
Veer to the left ferric wheel
Center two pass thru
Swing the corner lady promenade
God bless America my home sweet home
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.
I'LL BE DANGED
By Ken Bower, Hemet, California
Record: Chaparall #508, Flip Instrumental with
Ken Bower
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Four ladies promenade that ring
Well your gonna come on back and swing
Join up hands circle left around you go
Left allemande now weave the ring
I'll be danged if I let you
Do do sa and promenade
I'll be danged if I let you
I'll be danged if I let you break my heart
FIGURE:
Heads lead to the right and circle
Make a line go forward up and back
Curlique circulate one time boys run
Right and left thru and turn rollaway
Pass thru and you turn back swing corner
Left allemande and you promenade
I'll be danged if I let you
Ill be danged if I let you
Break my heart
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.
RAIN ON MY PARADE
By Nelson Watkins, Escondido, California
Record: D & R #154, Flip Instrumental with Nelson Watkins
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Four ladies promenade one time around
Get back home and swing with your man
Join hands circle go moving around
Do a left allemande weave that ring
You sure make it rain on my parade
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Sides face grand square
This nation under God shall have a
New birth of freedom and that
Government of the people by the people
For the people
Shall not perish from this earth

You cheated and lied put tears in my eyes
Oh you sure made it rain on my parade
FIGURE
Heads square thru travel four hands
Meet back home and do a do sa do
Swing thru tonight boys run right
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Ferris wheel move it round you know
Curlique make a right hand star
Roll it one time swing that corner lady
Promenade you cheated and lied
Put big tears in my eyes
Oh you sure made it rain on my parade
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle
break, Figure twice, Ending.

SELECTIONS
By Gerald McWhirter, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
One and three half square thru
Touch one quarter
Follow your neighbor and spread
Linear cycle, right and left thru
Pass thru, chase right
Cast off three quarters, boys trade
Boys run, couples circulate, half tag
Trade and roll, right and left thru
Veer left, ferris wheel
Double pass thru, track II
Linear cycle, right and left thru
Star thru, pass to center
Curlique, box circulate two spots
Allemande left
Two and four pass the ocean, swing thru
Fan the top
Heads divide and star thru
Extend the same sex, swing thru
Scoot back, boys run
Right and left thru, roll half sashay
Curlique, coordinate
(same sex trade, girls on left of boy)
Boys cross run, couples circulate
Bend the line, right and left thru
Slide thru, square thru
On the third hand, box the gnat
Square thru, on the third hand
Right and left grand
From 1P2P lines
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, peel off
Curlique, track and trade
Couples circulate, girls hinge
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond
All eight fold
Right and left grand
From Box 1-4
Pass the ocean (tidal wave)
In your own foursome, swing thru
Turn thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, track II, swing thru
Boys trade, boys circulate to a
Right and left grand
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All four couples backtrack and roll
Left allemande
One and three pass the ocean
Those ladies trade
Ping pong circulate, extend the tag
Single hinge, girls fold
Double pass thru, peel to right (linear cycle)
Right and left thru
Ladies lead Dixie style to ocean wave
Girls fold, boys trade and spread
Girls step up (Dixie derby) couples circulate
Half tag, trade and roll
Eight chain three
Allemande left
BITS AND PIECES
By Bob Bennett, Valdosta, Georgia
Sides square thru four hands
Do sa do look 'em in the good eye
Right and left thru and a quarter more
Couples hinge, ferris wheel
Centers pass thru, right and left thru
Double swing thru
Box the gnat, change hands
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Do sa do to an ocean wave
Explode the wave, partner trade
Pass thru, bend the line
Right and left thru, flutter wheel
Do sa do to an ocean wave
Explode the wave and quarter in
Right and left thru, flutter wheel
Pass thru, girls fold
Left allemande
Sides pass the ocean
Explode the wave
Partner tag
Left allemande
Sides square thru four hands
Make an ocean wave
Explode the wave, partner tag
Centers square thru three quarters
Outsides do a partner trade
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle four
Head gents break to a line of four
Forward eight and back
Roll away a half sashay
Centers frontier twirl, ends fold
Centers rollaway a half sashay
Outsides turn back and star thru
All four couples California twirl
Cross trail
Left allemande
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If you have dance material which will fit
Basic plateau clubs, send it to our Ammunition Editor, Ken Kernen, 201 E. Greenway
Rd., Phoenix, AZ 85022.
Four ladies chain
Heads right and left thru
Half square thru
Right and left thru the outside two
Inside four California twirl
Same four do a do sa do
Star thru right and left thru
Star thru, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads star thru pass thru
Split two 'round one into the middle
Half square thru and circle half
Dive thru half square thru separate
Around one down the middle
Pass thru left allemande
Four ladies chain three quarters
Four ladies chain across
Sides right and left thru
Heads lead right and circle four
Head men break to lines of four
Pass thru bend the line
Right and left thru star thru
Square thru four hands around
Bend the line star thru pass thru
Outsides California twirl
Centers pass thru star thru
Rollaway with a half sashay
Square thru two hands
Right and left grand
Heads right and left thru
Four ladies chain
Sides square thru three quarters 'round
Separate 'round one into the middle
Right and left thru pass thru
Circle four once around
Inside arch dive thru
Circle four once around pass thru
Left allemande
Promenade don't slow down
Heads wheel around
Right and left thru
Two ladies chain, pass thru
Go on to the next
Right and left thru
Two ladies chain, cross trail thru
Boys star right, girls promenade
Left allemande
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Heads roll away half sashay
Square thru four hands, pass thru
Outsides separate and star thru
With one you meet
The other four star thru
Square thru three hands
Left allemande
Head couples lead right
Circle to the left with all your might
Now circle to the right go once around
Stop where you are and the opposite swing
Trade her back and your own partner swing
Take her on home, make an eight hand ring
Circle left, swing partner, promenade
Promenade
Men roll in a left face whirl
Promenade the corner girl
Heads wheel around right and left thru
Rollaway with a half sashay
Half square thru
Go right and left grand

SINGING CALL ADAPTATION
WAIT 'TIL THE SUN SHINES
Adapted by Ken Kernen, Phoenix, Arizona
Record: Windsor 5072
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, CLOSER
(Circle left)
Wait 'til the sun shines Nellie
And the clouds go drifting by (reverse)
Down lover's lane we'll wander
Sweethearts you and I
Four ladies chain go straight across
the ring now
You chain her back and roll promenade
You'd better wait 'til the sun shines Nellie
By and by

FIGURE:
Head (side) two couples promenade go
halfway 'round the ringo
Down the middle do a full square thru thru
Four hands inside the and and meet the
outside two
Right and left thru and turn the girl and
then dive thru
Circle four inside the square, go full
around and then
Rear back and pass thru, swing the corner,
promenade
You'd better wait 'til the sun shines Nellie
By and by
TAG: Swing her, by and by
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice for heads,
Middle break, Figure twice for sides, Closer.
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"THE BOSS" by et•etewit
Choice of
Dedicated Professional Dance Leaders

Cal Golden of Hot Springs, Arkansas, started square dancing in 1947 and started
square dance calling in February of 1948. He has called in 49 states, all provinces of
Canada, and 12 Foreign countries. Cal has taught thousands to square dance
throughout the United States and overseas. He presented American Square Dancing
to foreign dignitaries in Brussels, Belgium, and called a square dance in the Palace
Hotel in Switzerland where there were four kings dancing to his calling at one time. Cal
has appeared on T.V. and radio coast to coast and in 4 foreign countries, written two
books on square dancing and has recorded over 125 records. He has worked on the
stage with such dignitaries and entertainers as Governor Wallace, Johnny Cash, Roy
Clark, Tex Ritter, and Pearl Bailey. In July of 1978 Cal was inducted into the National
Squ'are Dance Hall of Fame.
Join the long list of successful Clinton-equipped professionals. Please write or call
for full details concerning this superb sound system.

'am INSTRUMENT CO.
Box 505, Clinton, Ct. 06413

Tel: (203) 669-7548

WISSCO
WIRELESS
SOUND
EQUIPMENT

EVERYTHING
FOR
WIRELESS
CONVENIENCE

wireless
sound

Portable P.A. Systems
Lavalier Microphones

`

sales

CALLER
of the
MONTH

Meeting Amplifiers
Hand Held Microphones

WiSSCO
1599 Superior A-1 Costa Mesa, CA. 92627
(714) 645-1281 TOLL FREE (800) 854-3499
San Francisco (415) 777-4533

Vince Spillane —
Seaforth,New South Wales, Aust.

of square dancing
were when his parents took him to a wool
shed dance (possibly an Australian version of a
North American barn dance) when he was 8
years old. His father played concertina in the
band and his grandfather called the figures of
the Alberts, Lancers and Quadrilles. Since
those early beginnings, Vince has, in one way
or another, been involved in dancing. In 1941,
for example, he established his own dancing
school where he taught modern ballroom
dancing.
In 1950 when Texas caller, Joe Lewis,
visited Australia, Vince had already tried his
calling skills on his ballroom pupils, using a
Gypsy tap dance record for musical accompaniment. Following Lewis' first sessions, Vince
became completely sold on square dancing
and, as a result, has had 30 continuous years of
calling which have included appearances on
the theater stage, radio and television.
Currently, Vince likes to think of him self as
being retired but five days each week he
teaches square dancing to 2,000 children ages
6 to 12. Each year about fifty university students attend his caller/teacher classes.
In addition to calling many one-night
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IS FIRST RECOLLECTIONS

LOOK YOUR BEST
when dancing at home or away
NEW CLUBS — we'll help design
ALL CLUBS — complete line of fun, gimmick badges, and charms (including Rover,
Square Angels, Retriever, etc.)
PANIC BUTTONS — flag with square
dance saying pop ups
RHINESTONES, also your club "logo" hot-stamped in COLOR
*Write or call for more info*

A to Z ENGRAVING CO., INC.
1150 Brown Street, Wauconda, IL 60084
312-526-7396
A SQUARE & ROUND DANCE VACATION

BERYL
LIGHTED
LENTERN

SQUAR E DANCE
CAM P

756 Lookout Mountain Road,
Golden, Colorado 80401
BERYL & KERRIE MAIN — (303) 526-1674
WINTER — 2516 E. Elmwood, Mesa,
Arizona 85203 (602) 835-7480
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LEE KOPMAN
• Now Available on Reel or Cassette
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES
for Advanced, C-1, C-2 Levels of Dancing

• Minus a couple to make up a square? Try our Two Couple Tapes.
6 tapes in a set. Each tape 2 hours of dancing.
• Also Available — Our Newly Revised Glossary of S/D Calls

For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN
2965 Campbell Ave., Wantagh NY 11793
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stands in Sydney, Vince has four regular
clubs, ranging in complexity from very simple
groups to more advanced and workshop
groups. An able choreographer, Vince has
created several movements over the years including the call, "boomerang.
He and his wife, Myee, share in the square
dancing chores and together have raised two
sons and a daughter and are proud grandparents of six young ones. A 16 handicapper at
golf, Vince leads a busy life down under.

BADGES *

3P/

(LETTERS, continued from page 3)
which girl are in each spot. The Callerlab GB
(zero box) refers to any of 32 different 8 chain
thru setups that have a boy in the beau position and a girl in the belle position. This concept is getting a lot of attention and we should
keep it as clean as we can.
Bill Davis
Sunnyvale, California
Dear Editor:
You know us callers wouldn't be much
without the help of SQUARE DANCING. It
is a great magazine. Perhaps you could leave
room on the order forms for comments.
Roland Dion
Holly Hill, Florida
Dear Editor:
Compliments to you and to all concerned
with SQUARE DANCING magazine for a superb September issue.
Bob and Ruth Pereira
Editors, Square Time
Nepean, Ontario, Canada
Dear Editor:
I have all of the Yearbooks going back to the
first "Five Years of Sets in Order," with the
SQUARE DANCE SEWING CATALOG F
Patterns of S/D dresses, skirts, blouses, men's Western shirts,
pants, vests, from Authentic, Docie Doe interchangeable
pieces,* and 7 pages of exquisite CHARELLE patterns. Also
contains S/D apparel; shoes, petticoats, pettipants, ties, towels,
etc. .750

MOCCASINS AND LEISURE SHOES CATALOGS
Two FULL COLOR catalogs of Quoddy and Minnetonka brands
leisure shoes and moccasins for the entire family, including
sandals and winter boots. $1.00 charge, refunded on first order.
SHIRLEY'S SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
Rte. 9-D, Hughsonville, N.Y. 12537
*Dealers inquiries welcomed.
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FREE SAMPLES FOR CLUB BADGES
SEND SKETCH & QUANTITY FOR
OUR SAMPLE & QUOTATION

Write for free literature and order forms.

* SPECIAL EVENT AND
VISITATION BADGES
From
$25.00 per 100

\1\

-6141111111r

* FUN * CONVENTION
BADGES
BADGES

WHITTIER

BAR
Ca. S/Tax

51.15
.07

EMBLEM $1.50
Ca. 5/Tax
.09

Each
$1.22
Plus $1.00 per order postage and handling.
Have you square danced 1000 miles or more
from home?

If so—YOU can become a "ROVER." A caller's
OK will qualify a couple if they have completed
the mileage requirement. Hang your Rover
Emblem on a Bar engraved with the Town
and State where you visited and danced.

BLUE ENGRAVERS
P.O. Box 1070
San Pedro, CA 90731

(213)
833-1581

"ORIGINALS IN SQUARE DANCE BADGES"
For over 25 years
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exception of #2, #3 and #6. I would like to fill
Out my collection. If anyone has these Yearbooks and would be willing to let them go. I'd
appreciate it if he would contact me.
Don Pfister
1563 Via Madrina Street
San Diego, CA 92111
Dear Editor:
Enclosed are my renewal check and a check
for two of th e Plus One and Plus Two pre m itnn
records. We really enjoyed last year's records
as our clubs don't dance much of this level, but
we go on three to four trips a year and we have
to workshop higher levels on our own in order
to be able to dance. Believe me, last year's
records were a lifesaver.
Mary Bishop
Presque Isle, Maine
Dear Editor:
You have a fine magazine but lately I get
tired of so inany articles about "Why square
dancers drop out." A real problem, I agree,
but do we have to worry about it so much?
Nancy Brown
Roachdale, Indiana

ARMETA
The Original Fun Club Badges
Send for list

ARMETA, Dept. M
P.O. Box 22221
Milwaukie, Oregon 97222

DANCING
DOLL.. .
KRAUS
Originals
"like wearing
gloves on
your feet"

fi
"SQUARE UP"
in the softest of shoes.
GENUINE GLOVE
LEATHER combined with an
elasticized throat and buckled strap for perfect fit.
Add a foam cushioned insole for comfort that keeps
you dancing. Popular basic colors: WHITE, BONE,
YELLOW or BLACK. Combination sizes 6-101/2 N,
and buy 5-101/2 M, and 6-101/2 W.

1

Save

$4

two for $ 43"

FOR FAST PERSONAL
24 HOUR SERVICE
CALL 602-795-1281
Charge Orders Only hill

Id

Perhaps we have been harping on this subject
quite a bit. Maybe it's because we hear so
many cries from people who wonder why their
clubs are getting so small or why their classes
are not successful. We hope the magazine will
help find answers.
Editor

Add $1.95 p&h one item.
$2.95 for two or more.
AZ res. add 6% tax.

Dear Editor:
I am enclosing my subscription and order
for Premium Records. I use the records to
give to our class "helpers." You might be interested in the progress of our program this
year. We are a western suburb of Detroit. We
now have around 61/2 sets of new dancers. Our
Plus 1 group (second year dancers) is now up

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
VIMOR MONEY BACK!
.c,1.1arge

H Enclosed is $1 for newest

FASHION CATALOG

ueblo

(credited to 1st purchase)

raders

Dept. SC1DD
600 S. Country Club
Tucson, Arizona 85729

BADGE HOLDERS
SLUIUCL 360? CLIP-0A

CLIP

'N

for ALLpin-on badges!
SNAP

The clip swivels a
full 360°—permitting badge to be
clipped to any type
of garment.

At Your Square Dance Shop and Badge Maker

A clip-on for any
garment. Snap off
the clip—it's a snapon for a western shirt
pocket.

DOUBLE SIDED SfIriP-Orl

CD

Snaps between, and
to both, pocket and
pocket flap of a
) western shirt.

0

DEALERS: Write for brochure for full information.

Don Hadlock, 24813 Broadmore Ave., Hayward, CA 94544
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GRENN, INC.

P.O. BOX 216
BATH, OHIO 44210

GRENN
GR 14293 "HARDTACK" two-step by Jack & lone Kern
"MOONLIGHT AND YOU" by Gordon & Thelma Meisel (waltz)

TOP
TOP 25356 "YOU'RE NOBODY TIL SOMEBODY LOVES YOU"
flip square by Ray Bohn
to 15-17 sets; our Plus 2 and Al workshop is
running.about 16-18 sets. This is the best start
we have had and makes all the work we put
into it worthwhile. We are also doing a TV
show about square dancing next week which
should create more interest.
Bill Peterson
Livon ia, Michigan
Dear Editor:
We have two classes going strong again this
year with over 100 new single dancers. . . .
The couples' club has about five squares.

Rounds are taught in the classes along with
mixers.
Lee and Ina McNutt
Carmichael, California
Dear Editor:
We wanted to add our two-cents worth to
the dance program labeling discussion. We
are Callerlab members and work diligently to
abide by the designations and towards reducing the amount of material for the first-year
dancer. Locally most of us assume club level
dances are Mainstream with any workshop

"CLOUD NINE" COMFORT by Coast Ballet
FOR SQUARE AND ROUND DANCERS
Now made to order in all colors.
Colors.- Yellow, Orange, Lt. Blue, Hot
Pink, Lilac, Bone, Lime, Red, Purple,
Navy, Black, and White.
Sizes: 4 thru 11, including 1/2 sizes.
Narrow, medium and wide widths.
$20.95
WHITE
$21.95
COLORS
$22.95
GOLD or SILVER
Add $1.50 For Postage

VISA'

master charge

P1VISA

104 WEMPE DRIVE
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_.
weimp
wejtent Wear ALL LEATHER
Fully lined with an
elasticized throat, features
the high styled t-strap
vamp.

CUMBERLAND, MD. 21502

PHONE (301) 724-2925
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NEW FUN BADGES!
PI

-

Trillion ToiT

CAMPER DANCER
CALLERS REVENGE
STAGE COACH
(Our hot new 50-mile trip badge)
WRITE FOR OTHERS
ALSO NAME BADGES FOR CLUBS
FAST SERVICE!

BEACON BADGE CO.

RECORDS

99-A Wilcox Ave.

Pawtucket,R. I. 02860

DY
INC.

OP

N1

Bob
Aaron
Bill
Jerry
Ferrell
Lowder
Wentz
Biggerstaff
Singing Calls
ME-101 Honky Tank Woman's Man — Harold
ME-103 After The Ball — Bob (also great Hoedown)
ME-105 Slipping Away — Harold
ME-107 Lookout Mountain — Jerry
ME-108 Can't Wait Any Longer — Harold
ME-109 Don Juan — Danny
ME-110 We Believe In Happy Endings — Bob
ME-112 That's Alright — Bill
ME-113 Listen To A Country Song — Aaron
Notice: We're now distributing
our own records.

Harold
Thomas

MELODY RECORDS INC.
Route 8 Box 259 AA
Lancaster, SC 29720
(803) 285-0314

Danny
Thima

confined to Quarterly Selections. We use labels for everything else. We prefer to think of
open club dances" as Mainstream, not requiring a label. We very much resent the
traveling callers who always toss in at least a
coordinate because "everybody's doing that."
My first-year dancers do not see anything beyond the Mainstream calls. I believe that
"star" tips and workshop tips beyond Quarterly Selections do more damage at club
dances than good.
Jim and Donna West
Colbert, Washington
Dear Editor:
Why are the pictures of callers so often
cropped? So as not to show the shirt or neck
attire? Is it because the callers don't conform
to "roper dance attires Or do you cut off the
nec to save space r.)
Gene McCullough
Oxon Hill, Maryland
The reasons for cropping photos are varied.
Usually it's to fit a specific space. Sometimes
there are other objects in the background
which we hope to eliminate by proper cropping. Seldom have we cropped a picture to
eliminate improper attire. Most of the photos
sent us for an advertisement or one of our
feature columns are taken professionally and
the caller is usually dressed according to
Callerlab standards. — Editor

Dear Editor:
We are out of square dancing now but believe me we are better and happier people for
our years of square dancing with the best
people in the world. A knee and foot problem
of Faye's won't allow her to dance anymore.
Our last few times we ran into new calls, many
of which we had never heard before and hope

BADGES BY PROFESSIONALS
Over
GUEST

VISITATION BADGES

15 Years of
Service to
Square Dancers

*Send CLUB BADGE 'With Order for Design
*$35.00 per 100 Minimum
Plus $10.00 One Time Die Charge
*All orders Prepaid with $1.00 postage

Delron's of
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DELLe

•

CLUB AND

FUN BADGES

*t\lew Methods to Make Your
Club Badges Stand Out
*Send Sketch or Present Badge
for Estimate and Sample

P.O. Box 364, Lemon Grove, Calif. 92045
(714) 469-2109
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SCC?p 2

big mac records

Presents

BM 020 King of Country Music
called by Ron Mineau
Recent Releases
BM 019 You've Gotta Be the Greatest
BM 018 Fastest Rabbit Dog In Carter County
BM 017 Blue Grass Square Dance Festival
BM 016 Rabbit Dog/Caution Hoedown
BM 015 Mama's Got The Catfish Blues
BM 014 I'm Already Blue

BM 013 Who Can I Count On
BM 012 Slo Trac/Flip Hoedown
SC 648 Country Memories
SC 647 Southern Bound
SC 646 Happy Tracks
SC 644 Shanty Town
SC 643 Angeline

Ron
Mineau

PO Box 1448, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406
to never hear again. Let the younger people

carry on. We shall always have happy memories.
Gene and Faye Price
Seminole, Oklahoma
Dear Editor:
The article in the September issue,
"What's in a Name," really got under my skin.
to standardize the ,names
It has taken
and levels of
of dance. We certainly don t need
someone to come along and start applying
different names to these already well-

established levels. . . . I have never heard
anyone say that the Mainstream level had a
stigma against it. To the contrary I think most
callers and dancers alike agree that Mainstream is the backbone of square dancing.
What's in a name anyhow? What difference
does it make what this level is called? You can
call it Mainstream, Party, George, Shirley, or
whatever and it will still consist of the 1-68
calls. . . . We callers, as leaders in the activity, should not advocate the destruction of
what has taken years to build. If someone
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THE BILL PETERS
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK SERIES
SIGHT CALLING MADE EASY
Book 1C
A complete book devoted exclusively to the HOW and WHY of Sight Calling. Learn how to successfully improvise
your patter presentations with this easy-to-read Guidebook covering all sight calling skills. This book is a MUST for
all callers who want to learn to sight call — or who are anxious to improve their ability to call patter extemporaneously
$7.95
THE MIGHTY MODULE
Book 1B
Learn how to use modules as a primary patter-building tool. Clearly written text covers the Dynamics of Modern
Choreography, Modular "Building-Block" Techniques, "Mix-and-Match" Techniques to accommodate all dance
levels
$6.95
SPECIAL COMBINED VOLUME
Since many successful callers use both Sight AND Modular techniques, we are also offering both of the abovedescribed Guidebooks — combined and bound into a single volume — at this special reduced money-saving
price
$12.95
"MODULES GALORE"
An extra-large collection of modules designed to serve as a supplement to "The Mighty Module." Hundreds of
effective dancer tested modules personally selected by the author
$5.95
ALSO AVAILABLE
PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES (Book 1A)
SINGING CALL TECHNIQUES (Book 2)

$7 95
.

$7.95

HOW TO ORDER
Order postpaid by sending check or money order to:

BILL PETERS • 5046 Amondo Drive • San Jose, California 95129
Californians add 6% sales tax; from Canada or overseas. U.S. funds, please. Add $3.00 for Air Mail
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ALBERTA SQUARE DANCE
INSTITUTE
Banff, Alberta at the Banff Centre
June 21-27, 1981
Your Square Dance Vacation in the
Beautiful Canadian Rockies
Square Dance Callers: Johnny & Marjorie LeClair
Ed & Phyllis Fraidenberg
Round Dance Leaders: Jack and Darlene Chaffee
Registration & Information:
Ernie Power, 12035 - 52 Street, Edmonton, Alta
T5W 3J7
Phone - 403-477-5618

FOR THE
CALLER/TEACHER
Three absolutely
invaluable aids for
callers and teachers
Manual 1 (yellow)
covers Basics 1-50
Manual 2 (blue) covers
the Extended Basics 51-75
And for you Contra Buffs a
complete guide to the fascinating world of Contras.

$6.00 ea
Calif.
69'

aaldsdt a x

Each volume contains dances,
photos & diagrams and a step by
step teaching progression.

The Sets in Order American Square Dance Society
462 No. Robertson Blvd. Los Angeles, Ca 90048

irt
HI
HAT
Rec ords
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honestly feels a name other than Mainstream
is necessary in his particular area, then by all
means he should use another, but don't try to
change the name activity-wide. In short, do
what is best for your area but don't make
waves in other areas. If I had to pick another
name for Mainstream, I would have to choose
"Bloodstream," as this level is truly the lifeline of square dancing.
Bob Boswell
Cumberland, Maryland
Dear Editor:
The following information is submitted for
use in your 1981 Big Events' listing. We appreciate this service which you render to
square dancers across the nation. A special
thank you.
Texas State Federation
of Square and Round Dancers
Dear Editor:
Have always ordered and enjoyed the
"Documentaries in Sound." I'm disappointed
this year that you are using local club callers. I
can hear club callers every night in the week
in my own area but have always looked forward to hearing the "pros" on your records.
Bernie Whitaker
Estill Springs, Tennessee
Over the years we have featured well known
traveling and recording callers. However we
are well aware of the fine job that is done by
others who for one reason or another have not
"taken to the road." We feel many of these
men and women are every bit as good as
callers who are better known. The problem
lies in the fact that most people have not had
the opportunity to hear and dance to them. By
taking this step this year we are introducing
some of these callers. — Editor

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL from HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON SQUARE DANCE RECORDS
Brand New on Hi-Hat
HH 5024 "Dealin' With The Devil"
by Ernie Kinney
Recent Releases on Blue Ribbon
BR 229 "No More, No Less" by Jerry Hightower
Just Released on Blue Ribbon (Round Dances)
BR 1003 "Christmas Tree Waltz" by Gloria Roth
Red Hot Memory-by to Middiesworth
Recent Releases on Hi-Hat
HH 5023 "It Don't Get Better Than This"
by Ernie Kinney

HH 5022 "Lady In The Blue Mercedes"
by Tom Perry
(Available with Harmony from Producer)
HH 5021 "My Heart" by Jerry Schatzer
HH 5020 "Free & Easy"
by Joe Johnston
HH 5019 "My Own Kind Of Hat"
by Ernie Kinney
HH 5018 "Send Me Down To Tucson"
by Ernie Kinney
HH 5017 "Cocoanuts" by Tommy Cavanaugh

PRODUCER: Ernie Kinney Enterprises — 3925 N. Tollhouse Rd. — FRESNO CA 93726
DISTRIBUTORS: Corsair-Continental Corp. — Box 644 — POMONA CA 91769
Twelgrenn Inc. — Box 216 — BATH OH 44210
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( WORLD, continued from page 43)
Bishop Creek. For information write Leo and
Genevieve Jackson, 2277 Loch Lomond,
Bishop 93514 (714) 873-4937. — Bill Gardner
Judith Ryder and her husband, Mike
Duffy, are both active callers in Southern California and recently became the proud parents
of Susan Jill. Judy continued her calling almost up to the time of the baby's birth. So
many of her dancers asked for a special badge
to remember these particular dances that
Judy and Mike came up with the badge shown
here — indeed one not likely to be earned too
often.

1/464

\ it,

BOB RUFF
SQUARE DANCE CONSULTANT FOR SCHOOLS
INSTRUCTIONAL ALBUMS — Calling by Bob Ruff
"The Fundamentals of Square Dancing" Levels 1, 2, 3.
Basics 1-34. $7.95 ea. Add $1/record for mailing.
RECORDS — Square, Round, Contra, Clogging, Folk,
Round Mixers, Solo Dances
TEACHER MANUALS — Square, Round, Contra
HANDBOOKS — Basic, Mainstream, Plus
DIPLOMAS, Name Tags, Posters, Promotional Flyers
WORKSHOPS for teachers. Write for information.
FILMS — "Square Dance Fundamentals" Part 1 & 2, 16mm,
Color/Sound, Rental or Purchase.
NEWCOMB P.A., Edcor Wireless, E-V Microphones
Free catalogs sent on request. WE SHIP ANYWHERE IN
THE WORLD.
8459 EDMARU AVE., WHITTIER, CA. 90605
213-693-5976

DANCERS!

CALLERS!
NEW VOICE OPERATED
TAPE RECORDER
CONTROLLER!

( DANCED
TO A

vattpt

Ii r
EGIAP1/414° CALLER
Florida

Round dancers are invited to the upcoming
Florida Round Dance Council Spring Festival
to be held March 20-22 in the Lake Mirror
Auditorium, Lakeland. Featured leaders are
Stan and Ruth Janes — Easy Rounds; Bob and
EZ Intermediate; K.O.
Evelyn Mitchell
and Phyllis Williams — Intermediate; George
and Bobbie Stone — Advanced; Paul and Lorraine Howard — Clinic. For information and
advance registration contact John and Vickie
Laverty, 233 Venice East Blvd., Venice

Simply attach the pickup coil to a speaker wire with the
handy clip, or plug in a microphone, or connect directly
to any audio source. Then turn the system on and forget
it.
The smart RECORDER CONTROLLER will start and
stop the recorder for you, and YOU WILL NOT PICK UP
BACKGROUND NOISE!
Solid state circuitry operates on a common 9-volt transistor battery.

$39.95

Calif. residents add 6% tax
Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery

1/1167141PAU 'VHS WAWIT)

33595.

REPORTERS

We're happy to get your news
but we must receive it two months prior to the
date of publication. Copy reaching us by February 1, 1981 meets our April issue deadline.
—

Area-protected distributorships.
Discounts of 200/0 up on 10+ units.

ELECTRONIC SERVICENTER
9159 CONNIE AVENUE
STOCKTON, CA 95209

THE SIGHT CALLER'S TEXTBOOK

$12.50

120 page book, fully illustrated, with exercises and examples for self teaching. Learn from scratch or improve
your present ability. Chapters on: Resolution, Formation Awareness, Snapshot Get-Outs, Programming . .
plus 10 other topics.

THE TOP TEN (1980 Edition)

$6.00

5 separate Dictionaries of the Callerlab levels (MS - C2); Choreo Analysis & Diagrams of Top Ten New Calls;
Callerlab Formations & APD Arrangements; & More

SCV CALLER'S NOTE SERVICE . . .

With liability insurance $20/ yr; Notes Only $12/yr
Definitions of ALL new calls & Concepts; Chorea Analysis and Figures MS thru A2; $1 Million liability ins. Equip.
ins. also available. Bi-monthly, calendar yr.

DANCERS NOTE SERVICE (Bi-Monthly)

$6/calendar year

Definitions of Al t the new calls & Concepts, Supplements the TOP TEN

Order From: BILL DAVIS, 1359 Belleville Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94087
.". ■
••■
••••••••
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WEAL inithERS
Stores handling square dance records and
books anywhere in the world are listed in these
Ficlye. For only $10.00 per month, your listing ;Anil
reach 80,000 square dancers, many of them potential record buyers. For information rgarding these
special listings write SQUARE DANCING Advertising, 462 North Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90048. Our Telephone: (213) 652-7434. Attention: Adv. Mgr.

* ARIZONA
CLAY'S BARN
P.O. Box 790, Sierra Vista 85635

* CALIFORNIA
C&W ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 433, Pinole 94564
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600-33rd Avenue, Sacramento 95824
BOB RUFF RECORDS
8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier 90605

* CANADA
GLAMAR DANCE CRAFT LTD.
3584 E. Hastings, Vancouver, B.C. V5K-207
THOMASSON SQUARE DANCE
SPECIALTIES
121 Barrington Ave., Winnipeg, Man.
R2M 2A8
* COLORADO
SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Boulevard, Denver 80214
* FLORIDA
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS/LISTENING POST
2248 Casa Vista Drive
Palm Harbor 33563

* ILLINOIS
CROSS-COUNTRY RECORD AND
TAPE SERVICE
5104 N. Claremont
Chicago, IL 60625
DANCE SOUNDS
P.O. Box 41042, Chicago 60641

JOE (1) RECORD SERVICE
1007 N. Northwest Highway
Park Ridge 60068
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SINGING CALLS

GRANDMA GOT RUN OVER BY A REINDEER
— 4-Bar-B 6030
Key: D
Tempo: 130 Range: HB
Caller: Mike Sikorsky
LC Sharp
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square
circle left — left allemande — promenade
(Figure) Head square thru four hands
corner touch a quarter — walk and dodge
your partner trade then — pass the ocean
ladies trade recycle -- sweep a quarter - -slide thru — swing corner - - allemande
promenade.
Comment: A novelty Christmas tune that was
produced last season. The release has a nice
flow and should have been enjoyed by the
square dance public this Christmas season.
The music is adequate with banjo lead and

HOW TO USE THE RECORD REPORT
To get the best possible analysis all singing calls are
checked and rated by two sources. First, a rating is
made by a square of dancers that actually dances to
each record. The records are then sent to another reviewer who rates them on recording quality, instrumentation, clarity of commands, and body mechanics. The
final -star" rating is based on a consensus of the reports from both, In all cases and unless otherwise noted,
it may be assumed that singing calls are recorded in a
medium range. In the case of hoedowns the key will be
included.
HF
Each report gives an analysis of the record
HE
and the dance. The shaded area in the
chart indicates the voice range used by
'-HB
most recording companies. By comparing
HA
the voice range letters in each analysis
0.-- L G
with those on the chart, you should be
LF
able to determine the record's suitability
ID
to your voice. Occasionally a report will
_LC
LB
be starred (*) in which case you will find
_LA
the call reproduced in the Workshop secE
ELF
tion of the some issue.
Some of the square dance records reported will have
rating symbols at the end of the Comment . ' section.
These represent the opinion of the reviewing committee. Symbols used indicate as follows: *Below Average, **Average,
***Above Aver' ****Exceptional, *****Outstanding.
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capably called by Mike. The lyrics are interesting and enjoyed by the dancers. Good for
callers to have for holiday season. Hang onto
Rating: ****
for next year.

BLUE MOON OF KENTUCKY — Lore 1190
Tempo: 126
Range: HB
Key: D
Caller: John Chavis
LA
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain - rollaway
swing new gal join hands circle — rollaway weave ring do sa do take her
promenade (Figure) Heads pass thru go
around one make lines forward and back —
pass thru -- tag the line cloverleaf — centers square thru three quarters -- left alswing corner take
lemande
do sa do
her home.
Comment: A record that has been released
many, many times. The music is above average. The tempo on record indicates 132 but
this reviewer feels it is closer to 126-128. Figure is Mainstream and easily danced.
Rating:

***

THEY DON'T MAKE 'EM LIKE MY DADDY
ANYMORE — Prairie 1026
Key: C
Tempo: 130
Range: HD
Caller: Renny Mann
LC
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande left Alamo style
balance swing thru forward two swing
thru — forward two -- meet partner turn thru —
left allemande weave ring
do sa do
promenade (Figure) Head two couples curlique boys run right
do sa do make
ocean wave — ladies trade — swing thru two
by two — boys run right bend the line -pass the ocean linear cycle star thru —
swing corner - promenade
Comment: One of the tunes previously recorded. This release offers a linear cycle in the

bElEitli BEAbERS
* INDIANA
B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
& RECORDS, 6313-6315 Rockville Rd.
Indianapolis 46224
* MASSACHUSETTS
SUE'S SPECIALTY SHOP
A

rm r)

I (-.• LJIU Cil/1.1)1 I

nu.,

Topsfield 01983

* MINNESOTA
FAIR N' SQUARE RECORD SHOP
Div. of Palomino SID Service, 7738 Morgan
Ave. So., Minneapolis 55423
J-J RECORD
1724 Hawthorne Ave., E., St. Paul 55106
* NEVADA
FOUR SQUARES DANCE SHOP, INC.
145B Hubbard Way, Reno 89501
* NEW JERSEY
DANCE RECORD CENTER
10 Fenwick St., Newark 07114
* NORTH CAROLINA
RAYBUCK'S RECORD SERVICE & CALLERS
SUPPLY, Rt. 1, Box 212, Advance 27006
* OHIO
CLAWSON ENTERPRISES
3780 Thornton Dr., Cincinnati 45236
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Avenue, Toledo 43609
* OREGON
PROMENADE SHOP
11913 N.E. Halsey, Portland 97220
* TENNESSEE
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP, INC.
1138 Mosby Rd., Memphis 38116
* TEXAS
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORD SHOP
P.O. Box 17668, Dallas 75217
* VIRGINIA
BIG "0" RECORD SERVICE
P.O. Box 786, Springfield 22150
* WASHINGTON
DECKER'S RECORDS
504 N. Sargent Rd. , Spokane 99206
RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL
1005 Southcenter Mall, Seattle 98188

STORES handling square dance records are welcome to write SQUARE DANCING for
information regarding a listing on these pages.
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SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS BY MAIL
•
•
•
•
•

In Business since 1949 at same location.
Same day service on most orders.
Catalog upon request. Include $1.00 postage & handling.
One of the largest stocks in the Southwest.
Quantity purchase discounts.

MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. BOX 7176 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011 • TELEPHONE: (602) 279-5521
dance choreography. The music is average
and dancers had mixed emotions on the record. Callers should have no problems in hanRating: **
dling this tune.

FADED LOVE — 4-Bar-B 6034
Range: HB
Tempo: 130
Key: D
LA
Caller: Bill Owsley
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square -circle left — left allemande --- promenade
(Figure) Heads promenade halfway — down
middle square thru four hands — do sa do
touch a quarter — scoot back — boys run
swing
slide thru — pass thru trade by

promenade.
Comment: A relaxing dance, enjoyed by the
dancers. Though not a dance that would be
called an exciting mover it is very danceable.
Nicely done by Bill with capable assistance by
other voices. An average dance movement
Rating: ***
with Mainstream figures.

SQUARE DANCING MAN — Blue Star 2116
Key: C&D
Tempo: 130
Range: HB
LA
Caller: Bob Yerington
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies promenade —
swing at home — join hands start to circle
left allemande
weave ring swing own

dit RED BOOT ENTERPRISES
w v Route 8, College Hills
Greenville, Tennessee 37743
Elmer
Sheffield, Jr.

Johnny
Jones

Cal
Golden

RED BOOT RELEASES
Don
RB 309 Son of Butch
Williamson
A. Hoedown Instrumental
B. Class Workshop Series
Phase I — Basics 134
RB 256 After You've Gone by Lee Kopman
RB 255 MS, Home's In Alabama by Johnny Jones
RB 254 J.R. by Don Williamson
RB 253 Take My Love To Rita by Jim Ray
RB 252 Pickin' The Wildwood Flower by Richard Silver

Allen
Tipton

RED BOOT STAR RELEASES
RBS 1256 Never Going to Tampa With Me
by Elmer Sheffield Jr.
FIBS 1255 Sugar Daddy by Elmer Sheffield Jr.
RBS 1254 Are You On The Road To Loving Me Again
by Allen Tipton
Mike
Hoose

Richard
Silver
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GOLD STAR RELEASES
GS 713 Jingle Bells by Cal Golden
GS 712 God Bless America by Cal Golden
GS 711 Driftwood by Cal Golden
COMING SOON
I Wish I Was 18 Again
Hello Daddy, Good Morning Darling
That's What I Get For Loving You
That Ain't No Stuff

Johnnie
Wykoff

SQUARE DANCING, January, '81

promenade (Figure) Heads promenade halfway right and left thru — square thru four
hands -- make right hand star — heads star
left — swing corner promenade.
Comment: A good tune from a previous recording that has a nice beat and melody line. Standard figure by Bob. Music is Blue Star all the
way. The key change seems to heighten the
dance. Most callers will enjoy calling this with
its exciting accompaniment. Rating: ****
PISTOL PACKIN' MAMA Old Timer 1103
Range: HB
Tempo: 130
Key: G
LD
Caller: Smokey Snook
Synopsis: (Break) Walk around corner — see
saw own -- join hands circle eight to center
left allemande corner — weave ring -- do
sa do — promenade (Figure) Head two ladies
couples one and three promchain across
enade three quarters — two and four right and
left thru pass thru do sa do — make
ocean wave ladies trade swing thru —
swing corner — promenade.
Comment: As stated in another record review, a
reissue of another old recording. Music and
figure are both very average. The choreography is easily handled by basic dance groups.
Could be used for class work.
Rating:

or
ALINCIHESTEN,

1166 HOOKSETT ROAD Zip 03104
WORLD'S LARGEST SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Offers a Complete
SQUARE DANCE CATALOG
Send $1.00 for Catalog and Swatches
(Dollar refunded with first purchase)

Produced by:
Bob Vinyard (St. Louis)
(314) 739-8744
Joe Porritt (Louisville)
(502) 459-2455
NEW RELEASES
JP 206 I Feel Better All Over
by Joe
JP 106 Heartbreak Mountain
by Bob
JP 105 I Don't Know Why by Bob
JP 205 I Don't Drink From
The River by Joe
JP 104 Looking for Someone
Like You by Bob
JP 103 Selfish by Bob Vinyard
JP 204 Gonna Have a Ball
by Joe Porritt

Cute as a
button

Square Dance fashions at their best!
• Petticoats
• Dresses
• Pettipants
• Records and Accessories
• Dance Shoes
• Skirts and Blouses
Brochures available on request. Mail and
Phone Orders filled promptly! Bank Cards
Welcome!
2228 Wealthy S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49506
616-458-1272

THE

Elastic inserts in belt
Back zipper, Pocket in
bib
Use with a blouse or a
pant blouse
35% Cotton, 65%
Polyester
Even sizes
6 thru 18

JP 201 When You Say Love
by Joe Porritt
JP 402 Four In The Morning
by Bob & Joe
JP 401 Tennessee Sunshine
by Bob & Joe
JP 501 Jopat/Jolee (Hoedown)

SWING YOUR PARTNER TO
THE DANCER'S CORNER!

THAT'S WHAT I GET FOR LOVING YOU —
4-Bar-B 6033
Key: G&A Flat Tempo: 134 Range: HC
LA
Caller: John Marshall
Synopsis: (Intro & Break) Circle left --- walk
around corner — see saw own — men star
weave ring do sa
right -- left allemande
promenade (End) Four girls promenade
do
join hands circle left
swing at home
allemande — weave ring do sa do , promenade (Figure) Heads square thru four hands
right and left thru swing thru
do sa do
scoot back fan the top — curlique — girls

A GINGHAM JUMPER

Distributed by Corsair,
Twelgrenn and Old Timer

.40"4-4C)P

HOURS:
Mon. thru Thurs.,
Sat. 11-5
Fri. 11-9
Closed Sun.

RUTH & REUEL
deTURK
1606 Hopmeadow St.
Simsbury, Ct. 06070
Phone: 203-658-9417

#607 in Red, Navy, Green, or Brown Check

Men's shirts to match, check Gingham sizes 141/2 - 17 $14.98
(Shown) White Pant Blouse Cotton/Dacron S/M/L/XL $17.98
White Pant Blouse Lace Trimed Cot/Dac S/M/L/XL $17.98

$24.98
'Oihite Peasant Blouse
Matching men's shirt in white
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$8.98
$17.98

Shipping Chg. Single item $2.00; 2 or 3 items $3.00
Conn. Residents add 71/2% Sales Tax
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NEW RELEASES
RH 601 I Feel Sorry For Anyone
Who Isn't Me Tonight
by Darryl McMillan
& Tony Oxendine
RH 602 Sweet Desire
by Tony Oxendine &
Darryl McMillan
RH 104 Breezin Easy & Outlaw
Patter
RH 210 Chain Gang of Love
by Darryl McMillan

Darryl
McMillan

P.O. Box 880, Lynn Haven, Fla. 32444, Phone (904) 265-2050

run right

swing promenade.
Comment: The melody line of this release may
be a little difficult for the average caller but it is
well done by John. To this reviewer the music
doesn't seem to offer a square dance feeling
but is not too different than some other releases. Plenty of good dance movement for
the average dancer. Key change is offered on
last chorus. Rating: ***

I WISH I WAS 18 AGAIN — Red Boot 258
Key: C&D
Tempo: 128
Range: HB
Caller: Don Williamson
LC
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain — join

tm

•
ins

h

119 Allen Street
Hampden, Mass. 01036

#P 700

hands circle left
ladies center
men
sashay — circle left — ladies center men
sashay — circle left allemande curlique
— boys run — left allemande - promenade
(Figure) Heads square thru four hands —
corner do sa do - square thru on third hand
hold on swing thru
boys run right half tag
-- trade
roll to face pull her by
left
allemande - come back promenade.
Comment: A modern release by George Burns
that seems to fit nicely into a square dance
recording. Good music by Red Boot with nice
phrasing and choreography by Don. Key
change on the last chorus adds to the feeling
Everything

for SQUARE DANCERS
Please send for our
Free Catalog

N ylon Ruffles

100 yards Qf soft Nylon Ruffling are used to trim this
very full three skirt nylon "horsehair" bouffant.
This is not only a very durable, but beautiful
garment. Heavy elastic waistline is double stitched
for comfort and long wear.

Colors:
White/White ruffles
Hot Pink/Hot Pink ruffles
Whitenilue ruffles
White/Multi-colored ruffles
Pink, Blue & Yellow
Sizes:
Small, medium, large
Length: 19" 21" 23"
Please give waist size & length desired
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Tony
Oxendine

RECENT BEST SELLERS
RH 103 Picker Patter Patter
RH 209 If This Is Just A Game
by Darryl McMillan
RH 304 Sweet Fantasy
by Bill Terrell
RH 503 Back On My Mind
by Tony Oxendine

RH 211 Miracle Express
by Darryl McMillan
RH 305 Shadows of Love
by Bill Terrell
RH 504 Pretty Woman
by Tony Oxendine
RH 701 Angeline by Keith Rippeto

Distributed by Corsair-Continental Corp.

Ranch House Records

Bill
Terrell

$24.00

Black/Black ruffles
Red/Red ruffles
QofI Pink/Sitft Pink r
Yellow/Yellow ruffles
Blue/Blue ruffles
Brown/Brown ruffles
Orange/Orange ruffles
Purple/Purple ruffles

tailli•-•

Handling
$1.50 each
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Sail June 30th thru July 7th . . .
to Ketchikan, Juneau, Sitka,
& Glacier Bay

CUNNARD PRINCESS . . . 17,586 tons,
fully stabilized, air conditioning, swimming
pool, sauna, casino, night club, beauty salon, barber, shopping arcade, cinema, four
bars.

CRUISE PRICE INCLUDES:
**7 days Ey nights aboard the
CUNNARD PRINCESS
**4 full course meals daily
plus mid-morning snacks
and afternoon tea, featuring delicious British &
American cuisine
**Nightly entertainment
**Square dancing daily
**Captain's cocktail party
**Happy Hour parties
**Square dance workshops
**Much, much more

Cruise Price (From Vancouver to Vancouver)
Category
Cat K
Cat H
Cat G
Cat F
Cat E
Cat D
Cat C

Price Per Person
$899
$999
$1180
$1250
$1350
$1399
$1450

Description
Upper, Lower Deck 2
Inside Twin Deck 3
Inside Twin Deck 4
Inside Twin Deck 5, 6
Outside Twin Deck 2
Outside Twin Deck 3
Outside Twin Deck 4

Air rates from your hometown to either Seattle or Vancouver
available upon request

Non-dancers, relatives & friends are welcome.
Deposit: $150 per person, due upon booking Final
payment due April 15th. Cancellation fee: $10 per
person up to 60 days in advance, $25 per person
within 60 days of departure. Also the cruise company will charge the following: within 30 to 15 days
of sailing 50%, within 15 days of departure 100%.
Cancellation insurance available.

Optional Tour: Beginning June
28th in Seattle after the National
Square Dance Convention, two
nights in Victoria, including transportation to Victoria, hotel accommodations, transportation to
Vancouver for cruise departure,
and also return transportation to
Seattle. Price to be announced.
(Limited to 120 Persons)

For reservations contact:
Valerie at Four Star Travel
1901 S. Bascom Ave.
Campbell, California 95008
408-371-4900
Or Our Group Coordinator:
Gene Mergenthal
408-252-8252 (Evenings)

WESTERN SNAP BUTTONS

TECH-PEARL in 10 colors
Blue, Yellow, Smoke, Tan, Brown,
Black, Red, White, Lt. & Dk. Green
5 for 500

DANCER SILHOUETTES
Iron-On for Shirts, Dresses, Vests
Red, Black, White — 4 inch — 4 for 50¢
2 inch — 6 for 500
Zippers, laces, ric-rac available
Add 600 for handling. Mich. add 4% States Tax

T & C ENTERPRISES

88 W. Muskegon
Cedar Springs, Mich. 49319

Bachelors '1\i' Bachelorettes
International, Inc.
Square and Round Dancing
For
SINGLE ADULTS
Thirty-one Years
Experience

Inquiries invited for
affiliation or for starting
new groups in the U.S.
and Abroad!

Jay M. Metcalf/SD
International Director
1039 W. Edgeware Rd.
Los Angeles, CA 90026
(213) 623-6913

1

CUILIT;immoi
ELEASES.

SQUARE & ROUND DANCE RECORDS
INSTRUMENTALS
Crawdad/Lucky

REB

FLIPS
Bull Of The Woods — B. Yerington
Dealin' With The Devil —
E. Kinney
Dim The Lights — B. Graham
Do You Wanna' Go To Heaven
D. Williamson
Everyone Needs Someone
To Love — L. Sesher
Fifty Seven Chevrolet —
S. Spivake
Friendly Family Inn —
J. Griffith Sr.
Further and Further Apart —
T. White
Good Hearted Woman —
W. McDonald
I Feel Better All Over —
J. Porritt
It's Been A Long Long Time —
C. Cooper
King Of Country Music —
R. Mineau
Lookin' For Love — B. Carmack
Lovin' Up A Storm — R. Mann
Lying Eyes — E. Everett
Mary Lou — J. Story
Sea Cruise — E. Everett
Sexy Lady — R. Marsch
Smokey Mountain Rain —
M. Clausing
Tequila Sheila -- F. Drouant
Torpedo — J. Congleton
You and Me — J. Hattrick
You're Nobody 'Til Somebody Loves
You — R. Bohn
ROUNDS
Hardtack/Moonlight and You
My World/I'm In Love

.BS

101
2124

HH
5024
LORE 1192
RB

261

TB

213

DR

658

CBC

559

BOG

1328

RB

260

JP

206

BH

001

BM
4BB
PR
CBC
RDR
CBC
7C'S

020
6036
1033
562
302
558
104

MR
2
7C'S
105
CBC
561
CHNK 043
TOP 25356
GR
HH

14293
989

WADE DRIVER • BOB BAIER • PAT BARBOUR
KIP GARVEY • DAVE & NITA SMITH
Distributed by THE BARBOUR SHOP
189 April Pt. N., Montgomery, Tx. 77356 • 713/588-2364
Dealer Inquiries Welcome
RHYTHM SINGING CALLS — RECENT RELEASES
RR-139 WHEN IT COMES TO COWGIRLS by Pat
RR-140 RUSTY OLE HALO by Wade
RR-141 TOO GOOD TO THROW AWAY by Pat
RR-142 IT'S ALRIGHT WITH ME by Wade
RR-143 HELLO BLUES by Bob
RR-144 LOVE ME OVER AGAIN by Wade
RR-145 BREAKING UP IS HARD TO DO by Kip
RR-146 HARD TO BE HUMBLE by Wade

RHYTHM HOEDOWNS
RR-301 RHYTHM SPECIAL by Wade
RR-302 BRANDY by Pat
RR-303 SMOOTH 'N EASY/HOT 'N SASSY
RR-304 SMOKINI/COTTON EYED JOE
TEXAS SCHOTTISCH
RR-305 RHYTHM CLOGGERS MEDLY/
COTTON EYED JOE HOEDOWN

Callers who would like to receive Rhythm Records directly may write for information.
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YOUR OWN CLUB STICKERS
FOR EITHER SIDE OF GLASS
THESE ARE DECAL TYPE STICKERS
wet the decal and transfer to desired surface

MINIMUM ORDER 10
LESS THAN 100-50¢ EACH
100 OR MORE 45c EACH
Send three 15c stamps
for catalog on badges,
stickers, accessories, etc.

1141.11EX Co.

Box 371, Champaign, III. 61820

of this record. An overall good release.
Rating: ****

QUANTITY PRICES
ALL POSTAGE PAID
Prices: 1 or 2 shirts $6 ea., 3-5 $5
ea., 6 up $4 ea.

I'D RATHER BE

Sizes: S (34-36), M (38-40), L (4244), XL (46-48 Allow for shrinkage.
Colors: yellow, light blue, white
winavy. Sorry, color selection can
not be guaranteed but please state
preferences.
Payment: check or money order,
please. IL add 5%.
Catalog: free upon request.

Square Things
Box 325 dept. B R
Wilmette, IL 60091
Comment: The dancers had plenty of figure in
this release. Many figures were offered on cue
sheet for callers selection. An average release
that does not measure up to many of the
Hi-Hat releases. The melody is very average
and the key seems low for Jerry in some
places. The second release this month offering a diamond circulate and flip the diamond
plus a relay the deucey.
Rating: *.'

MY HEART — Hi-Hat 5021
Tempo: 130
Range: HB
Key: G
LA
Caller: Jerry Schatzer
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain three quarters — rollaway — circle left — lett allemande
weave — swing — promenade (Figure)
Head couples promenade halfway
lead
right square thru four step out — partner I'LL BE DANCED — Chaparral 508
Tempo: 130
trade reverse flutter wheel — curlique — all Key: G
Range: HE
eight circulate -- boys run right — swing Caller: Ken Bower
LD
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
corner — promenade.

PRAIRIE RECORDINGS
Staff Caller Profile
(first in a series)

PR
aimmem

Our Hats Off This Month To . .

KENNY MANN

975 Canyon Road, Ogden, Utah 84404
801-393-0527

Renny was the first caller to be under contract with Prairie Recordings upon their re-entry into the square dance
recording picture. Renny joined Prairie in December of 1978 and has come out with four singing calls: "MARRY
ME," "PERFECT MOUNTAIN," THEY DON'T MAKE 'EM LIKE MY DADDY ANYMORE" AND his brand new
release in December of "LOVIN' UP A STORM." All have been outstanding singing calls. Renny goes into the
recording studio and sometimes with one take, he is done. A natural tenor, Renny has a wide range in his voice and
is a crowd pleaser with his singing ability, neat hash and humor with the dancers.
Renny was born in Ogden, Utah and with his wife Colleen travels extensively throughout the western United
States, extending his boundaries as he is now calling full time. He calls for four clubs in the area: the Jubilie
Ramblers, Quarter Promenaders and Single Swingers of Ogden and the Bear River Sqs. of Trementon, Utah. He
has been on the staff at Lionshead for 4 years and Bear Lake for 3 years. Renny teaches dancing in the elementary
schools in Ogden involving over 500 students and is a member of the Ogden Area Callers Council. Renny missed
last year's National in Memphis as he was calling a Mini-National in Billings, Montana. He will be in Seattle with the
rest of the Prairie staff this coming June calling a trails-in at Ray Granger's Hall in Lobo, Montana June 21-22 With the
PR staff. Renny has a very busy program at home in Ogden but travels extensively and is available for festivals,
workshops, etc. throughout the country. Our hats off this month to Renny Mann!
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NEW! STATE STICKERS 3i iiiisquare

RED BACKGROUND - CHROME METALLIC PRINTING & BORDER
All 50 States plus D.C.& Canada
•

OTHER ITEMS AVAILABLE... •

FLAGS • BUMPER STICKERS • BUTTONS
MINI STICKERS • CAMPER STICKERS •

MAGNETICS

Dealer Inquiries lolled

•

►

DRIP RAIL FLAG STAFFS

SQUARE DANCE SEALS •

Pressure Sensitive

Vir f ite for F1(

► ALSO MANY CUSTOM ITEMS •
24 page catalog

P. O.BOX 1967
IIIIINKATO,IIIN 56001

11CGOWA N gS
Comment: As usual a fine release by Chaparral
with good music and figure to make this record spell success. It has the feeling of square
dancing written all over it.
Rating: *****

and back right and left thru --- touch a
quarter coordinate - bend the line star
thru -- pass thru - trade by - swing
promenade (Alternate Figure) Head two
promenade halfway - lead right circle four -make a line - go up and back touch a
quarter coordinate — bend the line - star
COLUMBUS STOCKADE BLUES
thru - pass thru trade by swing
Prairie 1030
Range: HE
Tempo: 132
Key: E
promenade.
LB Comment: Another often recorded release with
Caller: Al Horn
allemande
music that is average in comparison to other
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left
previous releases. Figure by Al offers a coorcorner -- turn thru left allemande — weave
dinate for meat of choreographic efforts. Al
ring - swing - promenade (Figure) One and
three lead right circle four-- make a line up
does a nice job of yodeling on called side.

FOUR BAR B PRESENTS
OMINI■

=NM 1■
1■
01-11.

M-71
so—is
Ming, =IMF UMW PIIIIMMOW

Bill Volner

Mike Sikorsky

NEW RELEASES

4B-6036 Lookin' For Love — Bob
4B-6035 Gonna Sit Right Down And Write
Myself A Letter — Bill V.
4B-6017 Things I Treasure — Mike
13 -60 3 3 That's What I Get For Lovin%
You —John
4B-6032 Cornbread/Hush-Puppy (Patter)
4B-6029 Alone With You — Bob
4B-6028 Kaw-Liga — Bill

Bill Owsley

Bob Carmack

John Marshall

4B-6026 A Good Old Country
Song — Bill Volner
4B-6025 Everybody's Somebody's
Fool — Bob
4B-6024 Chain Gang Of Love — Mike
4B-6012 I Will Survive — Bill
4B-6013 Ghost Riders In The Sky — Mike
4B-6019 All The Gold In California — Bob
4B-6021 It's Crying Time Again — Bill
4B-6022 Holdin' The Bag — Bill & Bob
PATTER
4B-6003 Ozark Romp
— Flip Called — Bill & Bob

Box 7 11 Macks Creek, MO 65786 (314) 363-5432
-
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Holloway Tours
of California
Extend A Cordial Invitation To Dancers
Around The Nation
To Join Us At The

30th
National Square Dance Convention®
Seattle, Washington
June 25, 26, 27, 1981
4- 5- 6- & 7-DAY GROUND PACKAGES AVAILABLE
Prices Starting at $244.00 through $39000
Per Person Double Occupancy
Single, Triple & Quad Occupancy Also Available

Holloway Tours
will be haooy to arrance transportation
for groups or indivicuals.

For Brochure & Information Write

Norm &loan Holloway
6871 Danvers Drive, Garden Grove, CA 92645
(714) 894-3528 or 840-1626

getcAboard the &attic Express. . ."YOU'RE GOING TO LIKE IT A LOT"

or)

I Mile- "Slim Jim" $1.00
Name only
regular size $1.10
Name and Town or
design $1.25
Name and town and
design (pictured) $1.50
Name and town and
design and club name

JOHN
HANDS
FA II,

R

$1.75
ANY STATE SHAPE $2.00 UP EACH
We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge in Any Blue, Green, Brown, Red,
Yellow, Walnut.
Color—Black , White,
Send Check With Order
Add 15c per badge for postage

MICRO PLASTICS
Box 847 Rifle, Colo. 81650 Phone (303) 625-1718

ED 102 Ruby Ann
by Jerry Bradley, Medford, OR
ED 202 Country Cabinitis
by Don Poling, Medford, OR
ED 302 I Can See Forever Loving You
by Ron Welsh, Denair, CA
ED 201 Subdivision Blues
by Don Poling, Medford, OR
ED 301 A Good Gal Is Hard To Find
by Ron Welsh, Denair, CA
ED 101 Tell Me What It's Like
by Jerry Bradley, Medford, OR
Produced by Jerry Bradley Enterprises

pArrish
You'll have such a good time at Parrish
Ranch the memories will last and last.
Vaughn & Jean Parrish
Rt. 2, Parrish Road
Berthoud, CO 80513
303-772-5118
May 15 Labor Day

Some dancers enjoyed dancing this release.
Rating: ***

GOD BLESS AMERICA — Gold Star 712
Key: E Flat
Tempo: 130
Range: HC
LB Flat
Caller: Cal Golden
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A very good release. Outstanding
music with a good figure that all dancers
enjoyed. The sing-a-long can also be included for their enjoyment. The patriotic feeling on this release offers something different
and as one dancer said "l feel like going out
and buying more war bonds." A good buy for
Rating: )!,'****
all callers.
BYE BYE BLACKBIRD — Old Timer 1301
Key: E
Tempo: 132
Range: HB
Caller: Larry Ingber
LC Sharp
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande left allemande thar
— forward two — gents star — shoot star full
around — slip clutch skip one girl left
allemande weave ring — do sa do promenade (Figure) Four ladies chain three quarters — sides rollaway couples half sashay
— head couples right and left thru — pass the
ocean
scoot back
swing
left allemande -- do sa do -- promenade.
Comment: A tune due for a revival with music
that is above average and a nice flow on the
figure. Music reminds this reviewer of the old
Sets In Order music with drum brushes, clarinet and guitar usage. An overall above average release.
Rating: ****
I WISH I COULD MAKE A LIVING LOVING YOU
— Blue Star 2119
Key: G Flat Tempo: 130 Range: HD Flat
Caller: Johnnie Wykoff
LD Flat
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain — chain
back — join hands circle left — left allemande
- right and left grand do sa do — promenade (Figure) One and three promenade

Yee asked for it! We bito14, did it
We compiled a catalog of our most requested
sqliart) danc-P fad-14111Q_ Writp

fnr

a fry° COEN.

SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Blvd., Denver, Colo. 80214
Phone: 303 238-4810
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Rochester Shoe Store
for your Square and Round Dancing
footwear needs . .
"THEATRICAL"
for Round Dancing

"COAST" Ringo

$21.90

$16.90

BLACK, WHITE
RED $22.90

BLACK
WHITE

STYLE G

SILVER $23.90

STYLE E

MANDY Round Dancer $27.90

"BILLIE" by Coast

"PRANCERS" 1st Quality

$24.90

$14.90

All Leather

N-M-W WIDTHS

BLACK
WHITE
RED

STYLE D
WHITE, BLACK SMOOTH, BLACK PATENT
GOLD, SILVER, NAVY, RED, BROWN

GENUINE

@ DEERSKINS
FOR SQUARE DANCING OR CASUAL WEAR
MEN'S
REG $44

$34.90

Brown, Black, Bone, Luggage Tan
SIZES 7 TO 13 ALL WIDTHS
STYLE A OR B-MEN'S

WOMEN'S e. 4‘ A "kg%
REG $36 .1 li.VU
STYLE B: MEN'S
STYLE C: WOMEN'S

STYLE

COLOR

STYLE A

Oyster (Bone), Luggage Tan
SIZES 5 TO 10 WIDTHS N and M
STYLE C FOR WOMEN ONLY
SIZE

WIDTH

PRICE

FOR MEN ONLY

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

MAIL ORDER TO:
Add $1.75 per pair Postage & Handling
Check, VISA or Mastercharge accepted.

ROCHESTER SHOE STORE
K-Mart Plaza, Mattydale,NY13211
(Syracuse) Phone (315) 454-9334

halfway — walk in and curlique — boys run
right — swing thru — boys run right — couple
girls slide to right make a wave -circulate
boys run right — boys trade twice promenade.
Comment: A nice job by Johnnie but not too
exciting a dance music-wise. The figure is
different but overall reaction was average. A
good singing caller can add to the record's
success. Dancers did express satisfaction for
figure.
Rating: ***

GONNA SIT RIGHT DOWN AND WRITE
MYSELF A LETTER — 4 Bar-B 6035
Key: A Tempo: 132 Range: HC Sharp
Caller: Bill Volner
LB
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left -- ladies center --men sashay — circle left - - ladies center
men sashay allemande -- weave by two -swing partner — promenade (Figure) Heads
promenade halfway -- right and left thru -square thru four hands scoot back swing
corner promenade.
Comment: Another revived tune by Bill and well
done. A shortened version of the original tune
that callers will need to acquaint themselves
with. Metering will need to be tried by callers.
Callers should listen to called side before trying. A good tune and music above average for

an overall good release.

Rating: ****

TRAVELIN' ON — Old Timer 1102
Key: G
Tempo: 130
Range: HC
Caller: Smokey Snook
LD
Synopsis: (Intro & End) Four ladies chain across
— walk around corner see saw own boys
star right three quarters corner allemande
—weave ring — do sa do — promenade
(Break) Four ladies chain --- chain back — join
hands circle left — left allemande — weave
ring — do sa do --- promenade (Figure) Circle
left — swing corner promenade one and
three wheel around — right and left thru — turn
and pass the ocean swing thru two by two
— boys trade turn thru left allemande
new corner
promenade.
Comment: A release that musically does not
compare to majority of companies now producing records. The tune has been recorded
many times before. The figure is average and
Mainstream.
Rating: **
HELLO GOOD MORNING HAPPY DAY —
Prairie 1029
Tempo: 128
Range: HD
Key: G
LB
Caller: Chuck Donahue
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.

RECORDS
Jim
Hattrick

Joe
Saltel

Jim
Davis

Daryl
Clendenin

Gordon
Sutton

Randy
Dibble

C-043 YOU AND ME by Jim Hattrick
C-042 YOU'RE THE ONLY ONE by Joe Saltel
C-041 HOME LOVIN' MAN by Jim D.
C-040 SHADOWS OF LOVE by Daryl
C-039 LET'S GET IT WHILE THE GETTIN'S GOOD by Daryl
C-038 IT SURE LOOKS GOOD ON YOU by Daryl
Rounds
C-1004 I WANT YOU cued round by Lloyd & Elise Ward
H-101 I'LL LOVE YOU TONIGHT IN MY DREAMS
by Marlin Hull
H-102 THE SAME OLD WAY by Daryl
Marlin
Hull

Order Direct or from your nearest Record Dealer

PRODUCED BY CLENDENIN ENTERPRISES, 7915 N. Clarendon, Portland, OR 97203
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SOUND SYSTEMS FOR ALL BUDGETS
T SERIES
Model T-100-2482

$1569.95

MODEL T-100-2482 consists of the powerful T-100
amplifier/turntable plus two of the highly efficient CS-482
column reproducers. A system to provide terrific impact on
any crowd.
T-50-2461 $1375.85
ALSO AVAILABLE
T-40-2BF
1098.90

AVT SERIES

Model AVT-1270-2461

$685.85

Light weight but powerful describes the AVT Series
with a power output of 100 watts peak, 25 watts rms.
The amplifier/turntable weighs just 17 pounds. Outstanding phono pickup and feather weight tone arm
from the T Series almost eliminate record wear.
ALSO AVAILABLE — AVT 1270V-2HF $489.95
(System with split-case back speaker assembly)
VikAgieicaliokedifi

RT SERIES

Model RT-1270V-2H

th0,:;444+64.9. •.4344

v ve

VOINIOWNeiliiill,

$399.95

MODEL RT-1270V — deluxe 4-speed, variablespeed monophonic 12" record player/p.a. system
with a power output of 100 watts peak, 25 watts rms.
Perfect for newer callers or home practice.
ALSO AVAILABLE RT 1230V with one speaker
$309.95

The Choice Is Yours!

Now is the time to buy Newcomb
Other Models Also

Send for Free Catalog
Write for Details

FOB Los Angeles
Calif. Add 6% Sales Tax

Callers' Supply Con-ipany
8459 EDMARU AVENUE • WHITTIER, CALIF. 90605
TEL. (213) 693-5976 (ASK FOR BOB RUFF)

THE HALF YAK COLUMN SPEAKER
SPECIAL PRICE — $199.00
for Dec.. Jan. & Feb.
15 pounds of exceptional sound, built with incomparable Yak Stack integrity. Formica case,
with 3 regular Yak Stack 10 oz. magnet speakers, designed especially for Callers and Round
Dance Leaders. Will provide Clean, Clear Sound for up to 30 squares with NO break-up or
rattle so common in other small sound columns.
*also colorful Mike Mitts — $2.00 each.*

Contact: Yak Stack, P.O. Box 184, Wenham, Mass. 01984 • Tel: (617) 468-7338
between 9 a.m. — 4 p.m. EST.
Comment: One of the better releases from Prairie records. An unusual introduction that
callers will need to time out. As stated on
company's cue sheet, "A perfect record to
start a dance with." Good music and figure
very adequate.
Rating: ****
RAIN ON MY PARADE — D & R 154
Key: A Tempo: 132 Range: HC Sharp
LA
Caller: Nelson Watkins
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A good musical accompaniment on
this D & R release. The tune is fairly familiar
and well called by Nelson. This record was

h
4

well received by the dancers.
Rating:

****

OLD BLACK MAGIC — Blue Ribbon 228
Key: D Flat, D Tempo: 130 Range: HC
& E Flat
LB Flat
Caller: Jerry Murray
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain three quarters — rollaway circle left — allemande left
swing
weave
promenade (Figure)
Heads promenade halfway down middle
square thru four hands — square thru three
more trade by swing thru boys trade
girls fold boys turn back — swing —

20th INTERNATIONAL
SQUARE Et ROUND DANCE

•

ORpf
DISTRICT
SQUARE DANCE
ASSOCIATION

CONVENTION
MAY 7, 8, 9, 1981
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

ENJOY THIS GREAT STAFF
DICK BAYER
FRANK LANE
GLEN MAYNARD
JERRY SCHATZER
IRV & BETTY EASTERDAY

JOHNNY DAVIS
JOHN MARSHALL
STU ROBERTSON
NORM WILCOX
DORIS & LE VERNE REILLY

ASSISTED BY AREA CALLERS
PLUS WORKSHOPS & DISCUSSIONS
DANCE REGISTRATION $10.50 SINGLE

$21.00 DOUBLE

Complete accommodation & meal package at
McMaster University Campus: 3 Nights & 8 Meals
$77.00 Single
$154.00 Double

For information & brochures, write to Joan Fraser

71 Roywood Dr., Don Mills, Ont. M3A 2C9
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GLOS c(ANGELES, CA.

`fAzir
eicat-bis
and

eileti

T1

Jim
Congleton

Edgar
Everett

Jim
Melton

C Bar C
CC 553 Coward of the County — Jim M.
CC 554 First Thing Each Morning — Phil
CC 555 Good Old Boys — John
CC 556 I'd Rather Go On Hurtin' — Bob
CC 557 Dixie No. 2 — Jim C.
CC 558 Sea Cruse — Edgar
CC 559 Friendly Family Inn — John
CC 560 Willie, Waylon & Me — Phil

Posey
Holbrook

Fred
Drouant

Seven C"s

7C 101 Holding the Bag — Al
7C 102 Country Girls — Bill
7C 103 Something to Brag About — Bill
7C 104 Sexy Lady — Ramon
7C 105 Tequila Sheila — Fred
7C 106 I Came to Square Dance — Bill
7C 107 A Song in the Night — Posey
7C 108 The Champ — Bob

1409 Sheffield Dr., Sheffield, Ala. 35660 (205) 383-3675

promenade.
Comment: A reissue of a previous Hi-Hat recording but still very adequate music-wise. A record callers will enjoy using if they are acquainted with the tune, The choreography on
this release was slightly different to offer a little
variety. Dancers enjoyed dancing this old familiar tune. Rating: ****

LOVE'S SWEETER THE SECOND TIME
AROUND — Old Timer 1502
Key: D
Range: HD
Tempo: 130
Caller: Dick Kenyon
LD
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square

left allemande — curlique at home girls star
lett — men turn back — swing partner
promenade (Figure) Heads curlique — walk
and dodge — circle four - - break make a line
pass thru — boys fold — do sa do -- make
ocean wave — swing thru - -- swing thru again
boys run right — swing corner promenade.
Comment: An average release with a melody
line that can be handled by callers. The figure
is Mainstream with no problems for dancers.
Music is adequate. Instrumentation on this
Old Timer release seems improved over other
releases. Rating:

DIXIE DAISY

MAJESTIC
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather,
6-12 N; 4-12 M; 5-10 W; half
sizes
Black/White
Red/Navy/Brown
Gold/Silver

$22.00
$22.00
$24.50

DANCER
Ideal for Round Dancers. 11/2" heel,
all leather cushioned insole for
comfort. 4-10 N; 4-10 M; 5-10 W;
SCOOP
%" heel, steel shank, glove leather, half sizes
fined, sizes 4 thru 10 med., 5 thru White/Black
$23.00
Red/Navy/Brown
10 narrow, half sizes
$23.00
Black/White
Red/Navy/Brown
Gold/Silver

N-20 Sissy Nylon
N-29 Sissy Cotton Red
S,M,L,XL $7.50
Orange
N-21 Cotton/Poly Yellow
Mid-thigh Length Green
Lt. Blue
S,M,L,XL $8.50
Royal
N - 24 Nylon
Lilac
Shorty Length
,xi S11,50

Brown
Black
White
Pink
Hot Pink
Aqua

$21.00 Silver/Gold
$21.00
$23.00

$24.50

Panty-blouse
cotton/poly
broadcloth
White, Red, Black
Hot Pink, Turquoise

P,S,M,L,XL
$15.00

Add $1.50 handling. Maryland residents add 4% tax.

1351 Odenton Road, Odenton, Md. 21113
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FOUR SQUARES RECORD CO.
#791 I LOVE YOU SO MUCH (Round)
By Phil and Lois Atherton
#792 MORE AND MORE (Round)
By Phil and Lois Atherton
#793 ROSIE "R"/HELEN "R" (Hoedown)
#794 MERRY CHRISTMAS POLKA
Singing Call by Earl Rich

FOUR SQUARES DANCE SHOP
145B HUBBARD WAY
RENO, NEV. 89502 PH. 702-826-7422
OR 702-825-9258

SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE SUPPLIES
LATEST RECORD RELEASES
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

I WANT A GIRL — Lore 1189
Key: G&A Tempo: 132 Range: HC Sharp
LB
Caller: Jack Reynolds
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left — allemande
corner home do sa do men star left
turn partner -- ladies promenade swing at
home — promenade (Figure) Heads flutter
wheel -- sweep a quarter more pass thru
do sa do touch a quarter — walk and dodge
partner trade -- reverse the flutter wheel Dixie style to ocean wave boys trade
swing new girl promenade.
Comment: Seems like this month many of the
releases are reaching down in the bag to re-

PATTERN
Ns. 315

vive many of the old tunes. Nothing wrong with
good revival music if they equal previous releases of the same tune. This figure offers a
reverse flutter wheel and Dixie style to an
ocean wave with a nice overall flow.
Rating: ***

EVIDENTLY — Blue Star 2117
Key: G Flat Tempo: 130 Range: HB Flat
Caller: Andy Petrere
LD Flat
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left — allemande left --do sa do
tour girls star left turn partner by
right — left allemande swing - promenade
(Figure) Heads square thru four hands -- do

SQUARE DANCE DRESS PATTERNS
Multi-Size Pattern
315 Ladles' Square Dance Dross
11 Pieces

$4.00

Square Dance Dress features 8-gored gathered skirt with three
rows of ruffles accented with wide lace. Bodice has rectangular
neck trimmed with lace and bows. View 1 has long puffed sleeves
with elasticized wrist forming self-ruffle. View 2 has short elasticized puffed sleeves with self-ruffle. Both sleeve versions are
trimmed with lace. Multi-Size 5-7-9 6-8-10 12-14-16 18-20-40

-"'-'

Dealer inquiries welcome.
Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC.
P.O. Box 4560 Stockyards Station
Ft. Worth, Texas 76106
$4.00 ea. SizeIsL. ....
Pattern # 315
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $
Name
Address
Zip
State
City
Add 85 cents per pattern for handling and postage

El Complete Western Brochure for only 504
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KALOX- &(.e.-Longhorn
NEW ON KALOX
K-1253 FEVER Flip/Inst. Caller: Bailey Campbell

John Saunders

RECENT RELEASES
K-1252 JULY/AUGUST Hoedowns (Instrumental Only)
K-1251 CHINATOWN Flip/Inst. Caller: Bill Peters
50
IT'S
HARD TO BE HUMBLE Flip/Inst. Caller: C.O. Guest
K-12

NEW ON LONGHORN
LH-1032 WABASH CANNONBALL Flip/Inst. Caller: Harold Bausch
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO
B-295 ON MOONLIGHT BAY Two-step by Richard & Jo Anne Lawson, cues side A, music side B
8-294-A SUZETTE Two-step by Ken Croft & Elana de Zordo 1st band music only; 2nd band cued by C.O. Guest
B-294-B SERMONETTE Basic drill Two-step by Bud & Shirley Parrott 1st band music only; 2nd band cued by C.O. Guest
B-293-B JUST STROLLIN Two-step by Emiley & Fred Leach 1st band music only; 2nd band cued by Fred Leach

PRODUCED BY KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO., 2832 LIVE OAK DRIVE, MESQUITE, TEXAS 75149

sa do corner -- swing thru boys trade boys run bend the line -- right and left thru
scoot back
slide thru — curlique
swing -- promenade.
Comment: A figure with a lot of action that
dancers accomplished satisfactorily. Music is
average with a not overly pronounced melody
line which callers can adjust accordingly.
Nice job by Andy. Rating: ***

SOMEBODY'S BEEN BEATIN' MY TIME —
Old Timer 1501
Tempo: 132
Range: HC
Key: E Flat
Caller: Dick Kenyon
LB Flat

Harper Smith

Synopsis: (Break) Allemande left Alamo style -balance - head two couples scoot back —
side couples scoot back -- alamo style again
— swing thru two by two balance swing
thru two by two boys run right allemande
corner -- come back do sa do — promenade
(Figure) Heads star thru ladies zoom
everybody double pass thru -- first two left
next two right right and left thru pass thru
bend the line - - star thru -- square thru
three quarters allemande left — come back
do sa do — promenade.
Comment: Unusual introduction using a scoot
back from an Alamo wave that danced nicely.

CALICO COUNTRY
ORIGINALS
Write for free brochure
Over 35 yards of
lace accent this
crisp dotted swiss
dress with flattering
fitted midriff.
1704 MOON NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87112
(505) 294-2834
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Figure is Mainstream and danceable. The
music is average and overall acceptance will
be determined by its use. Metering and phrasing may need adjustments for easy dancing.
Rating: ***

YOUR CHEATING HEART — Blue Star 2118
Key: A Tempo: 126 Range: HC Sharp
Caller: Bob Yerington
LG Sharp
Synopsis (Break) Circle left - left allemande
men star left pick up own star
swing own
promenade — back out full turn - four ladies
chain chain back promenade (Figure)
Heads square thru four hands
corner do sa

do -- swing thru boys run wheel and deal
right and left thru — dive thru square thru
three quarters swing corner promenade.
Comment: A relaxed dance at a very danceable
tempo with a very average figure. The familiar
melody line can still be enjoyed by all. An easy
dance to call and dance. A nice middle of the
road number for callers to use. Good but simple music accompaniment. Rating: ---1.^.(**

SUPER LADY Dance Ranch 656
Tempo: 130
Key: F
Range: HD
Caller: Speedy Spivacke
LF
Synopsis: (Intro & End) Sides face grand square

rral
RECORDS

C-407 If It Ain't Love —
Beryl Main
C-308 Texas Bound & Flying —
Gary Shoemake
C-406 Pecos Promenade —
Beryl Main
C-508
Be Danged —
Ken Bower
C-3502 Lovin' You Baby —
Ken Bower &
Gary Shoemake
C-307 Sugarfoot Rag —
Gary Shoemake
C-105 Saturday Night —
Ken Bower

Ken
Gary
Bower
Shoemake
C-106 Sunday Morning —
Jerry Haag — Flip
Callerlab Extended
Program 1-54
C-107 Devil's Dream (Hoedown)
— Beryl Main — Flip
Callerlab Mainstream
C-AL-7002 Chaparral Favorites
— Ken Bower
LP, 8 Track, Cassette
New Rounds on Chaparral
C-604 Bubbles —
John & Wanda Winter
C-801 You Can Have Her —
Ray & Bea Dowdy

Beryl
Main

C-901 Blue Ribbon Blues —
Clancy & Betty Mueller
C-1001 Blue Moon Cha Cha —
Charlie & Betty Proctor
C-1101 Goody Goody —
Wayne & Norma Wylie
Recent Releases — Chaparral
C-206 Great Balls Of Fire
— Jerry
C-306 The Devil Went Down To
Georgia — Gary
C-507 My Baby's Gone Away
— Ken

"*It.

A

Randy
Dougherty

Dick
Rueter

Wayne
Baldwin

Jerry
Story

Roundrunner Releases
Jerry Story
RR-302 Hello Mary Lou
RR-502 Delta Queen — Randy Dougherty
RR-104 Whenever You're Around —
Paul Marcum
RR-203 Ain't Got No Business — Wayne

(\s„,

ROADRUNNER
RECORDS

Jerry
Haag

Paul
Marcum

Buddy
Allison

Bob
Elling

Scott
Smith

RR-401 Somebody Special — Dick Rueter
Coyote Releases
CR-201 When I'm Gone — Bob Elling
CR-301 Clap Your Hands — Scott Smith
CR-101 It Feels Good — Buddy

Coyote
RE CORDS

JOHNNY GlivIBLE PRODUCER Music By: THE ROADRUNNERS
CHAPARRAL RECORDS, 1425 Oakhill Drive, Plano, Texas 75075 (214) 423-7389
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TRAVELING
CALLERS
MIKE CALLAHAN, 147 North Avenue
Hilton, NY 14468
Festivals: Calling Mainstream
thru A2
WALT COLE, 944 Chatelain Road,
Ogden, UT 84403
801-392-9078
Call for available dates
BILL DONAHUE, 9281 Chapman
#101, Garden Grove, CA 92641
714-539-5000 Weekends
— for festivals or callers seminars
DON MALCOLM, "The Missouri Maverick"
9820 A Edgemont, EAFB, SD 57706
605-923-5417
Available year round after Sept. 81
CHUCK MARLOW, 3795 Pamela Drive,
Gahanna, OH 43230
614-855-9937
Vat4 Call for available dates
MIKE SIKORSKY, Box 1151
Reseda, CA 91335
213-892-2984 or 213-349-6166
Available weekends year round
DICK WAIBEL, 675 E. Alluvial, Fresno,
CA 93710
209-439-3478
Available for weekends year round
—

VERN WEESE, 529 NW 22nd Street,
Grand Prairie, TX 97050
214-647-4387 or 214-254-4189
Festivals, weekends ,holidays 81-83
JACK O'LEARY, 31 Checkerberry
Lane, Glastonbury, CT 06033
203-633-0370
Festivals/Weekends

James
Maxey

Gil T.
Crosby

BA-202 Forest Lawn by Gil T. Crosby
BA-103 Sioux City Sue by James C. Maxey
BA-203 I Saw the Light by Gil T. Crosby
BA-501 Beaumont Rag (hoedown)
Distributed by Corsair Continental Corp.

BRAHMA RECORDS
11909 Hoodlanding, Jacksonville, Fl. 32223
904-268-9705
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— circle left -- left allemande — promenade
(Middle Break) Four ladies promenade -swing join hands circle allemande left
weave ring — swing promenade. (Figure)
One and three square thru four hands -. - make
right hand star with outside pair heads star
left -- same two right and left thru swing
thru — swing thru again — swing corner —
promenade.
Comment: The music is adequate but melody
line is not easy. The choreography is average
and nothing outstanding as it has been over
used in many other releases. The callers will
have to determine if they can handle the chore
of calling it.
Rating: ***
THE BEST YEARS OF YOUR LIFE Lore 1188
Key: G
Tempo: 132
Range: HE
Caller: Paul Greer
LD
Synopsis: (Break) Walk around corner — see
saw own
boys star right
pass partner
take corner
star promenade
four ladies
backtrack allemande corner turn partner
right
allemande promenade (Figure)
Head couples pass thru — partner trade -square thru in middle four hands — do sa do
corner - - swing thru boys run right — ferris
wheel centers square thru three quarters --swing corner promenade.
Comment: A good bouncy tune with a square
dance feeling. The key may be a little high in
some places. The figure is ample with nothing
outstanding or difficult. It uses a ferris wheel.
Peppy delivery by caller helps on this release.
Rating: *

DO YOU WANNA GO TO HEAVEN —
Prairie 1032
Key: D
Tempo: 128
Range: HD
Caller: Al Horn
LD
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left - reverse single
file - - girls backtrack turn thru allemande
left — right and left grand — swing promenade (Figure) Heads promenade halfway
sides square thru four — right and left thru —
do sa do eight chain six swing — promenade (Alternate figure) Heads promenade
halfway side ladies chain — star thru
swap around — right and left thru — eight
chain six — swing promenade (Alternate
figure) Heads promenade halfway — side ladies chain — curley cross U turn back
pass thru — right and left thru eight chain
six - swing -- promenade.
Comment: Seems like a religious type of release
with added voices. This dance offers a swap
around in one figure and a curley cross in
another. Good beat and unusual record that
SQUARE DANCING, January, '81

"CLOUD NINE" COMFORT by Coast Ballet

$20.95
$21.95

WHITE
COLORS
GOLD or SILVER

$22.95
Add $1.50 For Postage

WHITE
$20.95
COLORS
$21.95
GOLD or SILVER
$22.95
Add $1.50 For Postage

FOR ROUND AND SQUARE DANCERS
Now made to order in all colors.
Colors: Yellow, Orange, Lt. Blue, Hot Pink, Lilac,
Brown, Bone, Lime, Red, Purple, Navy, Black and
White.
All shoes available in sizes 4 thru 11, including 1/2 sizes.
Narrow, medium and wide widths.
Princess and Ringo are available in low and high heels,
pointed or round toes.

$19.95
$20.95
COLORS
$21.95
GOLD or SILVER
Add $1.50 for High Heel

'

•••■
•■
•••...,c,

. ...'

WHITE
$27.95
COLORS
$28.95
GOLD or SILVER
$29.95
Add $1.50 For Postage
*Mandy colors are Red, Navy, Brown
and Black.

WHITE

IVirl $1 ,CO FrIr Pnq2gin

VISA'

[ master charge 11 VISA
104 WEMPE DRIVE

WHITE
$19.95
COLORS
$20.95
n
r
oLl
r SI\'ER
7
$2.
195
Add $1.50 for High Heel
Add $1.50 For Postage

wej teem wee ALL LEATHER
CUMBERLAND, MD. 21502 —

PHONE (301) 724-2925

PUT SOME SNAP
IN YOUR DANCE WEAR
Make your square dance and western wear totally
unique with our wide selection of pearl and metal
snap fasteners.

Send for FREE CATALOG
callers will need to try for a reaction. Dancers
had mixed emotions. Voices are utilized on
Rating: -***
instrumental side as well.

AIN'T THAT SOME KIND OF LOVE —
Thunderbird 208
Key: D Flat Tempo: 120 Range: HD Flat
LD Flat
Caller: Bud Whitten
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left - left allemande
do sa do own left allemande — weave ring
— swing promenade (Figure) Heads divide
sides right and left thru
and star thru
pass thru — right and left thru — veer left —
track Il
ferris wheel double pass thru

The Campau Co.
P.O. Box 20632-SD
Dallas, Texas 75220

balance
swing thru -- swing thru again --swing corner promenade.
Comment: Tempo on called side seemed quite
slow but allowed time for all movement execution. Good Thunderbird music with different
introduction. The figure is above average with
some variety offered. Instrumental side offers
a faster tempo for callers to adjust to accordingly. Rating: ****

JR — Red Boot 254
Key: F
Tempo: 132
Caller: Don Williamson
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left

B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP

Range: HD
LC
allemande left

cEAFTO
AR
I. 0 G
A FRERE 1 T

Billy and Sue Miller MAGNET, INDIANA 47555 Phone: (812) 843-5491
Ideal for round dancers with
a 11/2 inch heel. Leather uppers, cushioned insole for
comfort. Sizes 5 thru 10 narrow; 4 thru 10 medium; 5
thru 10 wide. Half sizes
w"
also. Colors: white, black,
Nmaiiimova
red,
navy and brown
DANCER
$23.00. Silver and gold
$24.00. (Dancer and Majestic available in AAA width)
Black & White Classic available but no guarantee. $13.95
(They will still be the same quality as the original)
SHORTIE

MID-THIGH

MAJESTIC
Glove tanned leather. Sizes 6
thru 12 N; 4 thru 12 M half
sizes. Steel shank for support.
Black, white, navy, red and
brown $22.00. Silver and gold
$24.00. (Available in AAA)
Postage $1.25
2 or more $1.00 each
KNEE LENGTH

ti

$5.50

$7,00 or 2 pairs for $13.00

The shoe most square
dancers wear. 1/2" heel
with
e;astic
binding
around shoe. Strap
across instep. Also #22
round toe.
Black & White
$18.95
Yellow, Pink,
Red, Hot pink,
and Orange
$19.95
$20.95
Silver & Gold
Sizes 4 to 10 — Med.
and Narrow.
$1.25 Postage
2 or more $1.00 ea.

Ringo
INDIANA
ADD
4 °A
SALES
TAX

STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS
With 1 1/4" nylon lace. The mid thigh
has 8 rows of lace and the knee length
has 9 rows of lace. These are made for
us exclusively and they're made true to
size. Colors are: white, lime green, lilac,
black, yellow, blue, pink, red, orange,
purple, hot pink, kelly, brown, navy,
dark purple, multi-color, royal and red, L- -white and blue combinations. Order
mid thigh or knee length in S-M-L-XL.
Sissy Pants-6 rows of lace. XS-S4v1-L.
Shorties-3" legs, 8 rows of lace.

amis. c Nerve
• • • ...... -•

•

Postage 80c — 2 or more 60c each
SLIPS — mad. by B & S
We have one of the finest 50 yard nylon marquisette flips. Cotton tops, wide
elastic band, 4 tiers on 18" and up, 3 tiers on 17" and 24" and up—no returns.
Our slips are stiff enough to insure long life. Order 1" shorter than skirt. 18"
to 26" by special order. Colors: white, black, blue, pink, yellow, red, hot pink,
$21.95 plus postage 35 yd. slips.
pale green, lime green and multi-color, turquoise, orange, bright yellow, lilac,
royal, red, brown, navy, kelly green, dark purple, red, white combinations
$19.95 plus $1.50 postage. 2 or more
► 1- any color combinatins of listed colors.
$1.00 ea.
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NEWCOMB P.A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose
CAN BE PURCHASED ON TIME PAYMENTS WITH APPROVED CREDIT

T-40-2BF
T-50-2BF
T-100-2AF

$1098.90
$1258.90
$1396.90

Write us for complete catalog.

T-40 Amplifier Only
$979.95
T-50 Amplifier Only
$1169.95
T-100 Amplifier Only $1295.50

inAlc.:.-kaor:::(11.rit A

Merrbach music volume control will shut
off music completely, $75.00. Made especially for Newcomb equipment
Electro-Voice Model 660 Mikes w/switch
$99.95

PLUS FREIGHT ON ALL
ABOVE PRICES

RX-7W

$24.95
PP $4.00

MIKE COZY
$7.80
plus $1.00
mailing

NEWCOMB
RECORD CASES
Mailing costs are for
Continental U.S. only

RC-7BW

$29.95
PP $5.00

RC-712W

$44.95
PP $6.00

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT
NOTICE ON ALL EQUIPMENT LISTED
CAR CADDY — A new concept in a hand truck. Carries up to 100 lbs., 40" folds to 20". Tubular
steel weighs 7 lbs. Collapsible, designed to be used for sound equipment, luggage, etc. $29.95
plus $3.00 postage USA. Shock cord for Caddy $2.00 ea.

LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS
BLUE STAR RELEASES
2126 — Short Road To Love
Caller: Nate Bliss, Flip Inst.
2125 — Dream Lover
Caller: Nate Bliss, Flip Inst.
2124 — Bull Of The Woods
Caller: Bob Yerington, Flip Inst.
2123 — Yankee Doodle Dandy
Caller: Johnny Wykoff, Flip Inst.
2122 — Hurry, Hurry, Hurry
Caller: Nate Bliss, Flip Inst.

DANCE RANCH RELEASES
659 — When You're Ugly
Callers: John Chavis & Dean Salveson
Flip Inst.
658 — Fifty Seven Chevrolet
Caller: Speedy Spivacke, Flip Inst.
657 — Don't Wipe The Tears You Cry
For Him On My White Shirt
Caller: E Lane
656 — Super Lady
Caller: Speedy Spivacke. Flip Inst.

BOGAN RELEASES
1329 — Cheating Song
Caller: Bob Barnes, Flip Inst.

1328 — Further And Further Apart
Caller: Tommy White, Flip Inst.
1327 — I Love You Better Than I Did Then
Caller: Tim Ploch, Flip Inst.
1326 — Mountain Man
Caller: James Martin, Flip Inst.

LORE RELEASES

E-Z Mixers
Called by Jerry Heft
714 — Blue Stars & Stripes
719 — Queens Quadrille
722 — Tunnel of Love
723 — Circle and Star Contra
724 — Celt° Lindo Mixer (Circle Dance)
725 — Pretty Baby Quadrille

1193 — Truck Drivin Man
Caller: Dean Rogers, Flip Inst.
1192 — Dim The Lights And Pour The Wine LP Albums
507 — E-Z-34 Basics Recommended by
Caller: Bob Graham, Flip Inst.
Callerlab Called by Lem Smith
1191 — California Blues
1021
—
50
Basics
Caller: Johnny Creel, Flip Inst.
Caller: Marshall Flippo

ROCKING A RELEASES

1373 — Ballad Of Cat Ballou
Caller: David Cox, Flip Inst.
1372 — Mental Journey
Caller: David Cox, Flip Inst.

SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES
2376 — Robert E. Lee
Caller: Paul Greer, Flip Inst.

BEE SHARP RLEASES
114 — Mickey Mouse Club March
Caller: Bill Knecht, Flip Inst.
113 — Don't You Believe
Caller: Bill Knecht, Flip Inst.

/ID.-%.-■
,•1 0 Tre."1,1.
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1025 — 75 Plus Basics
Caller: Marshall Flippo
(LP and 8 Track)
1034 — Mainstream Plus
Caller: Marshall Flippo (LP only)
1035 — 10 Singing Calls
Caller: Marshall Flippo (LP only)
1037 — 10 Singing Calls
By Johnny Wykoff (Cassette only)
1038 — 10 More Singing Calls
By Johnny Wykoff (Cassette only)

We carry all square dance labels. Dealers: Please write for your inquiries concerning starting a dealership to:

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, P.O. Box 7308, Houston, Texas 77008

NY

Manga

RECORDS

"THE RECORD DESIGNED . . . WITH THE CALLER IN MIND"

TRY THESE
WW 201 HEY LI-LEE LI-LEE
WW 202 SHORTN'N
WW 206 SHINDIG IN THE BARN
WW 508 MUSIC IS MY WOMAN
(Round) By George N. Smith
ATTENTION: All dealers—Order all New Records from

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRIBUTING CO.
6156 Richfield Way • Denver, Colorado 80239

MAC GREGOR R ECORDS

partner box the gnat -- four ladies promenade
do sa do corner left allemande promenade (Figure) Head couples promenade
halfway sides right and left thru — square
thru four hands do sa do corner eight
chain four — swing corner -- promenade (Alternate figure) Head couples promenade
halfway - sides star thru pass thru do sa
do outside two right and left thru slide
thru - load the boat
swing corner -- promenade.
Comment: A novelty tune that will catch the ears
of dancers at present time due to the popular
TV series (Dallas). Melody of tune has nothing
to offer and callers may have problems with
minor keys. An average release with lyrics that
were interesting. Rating: ***

JUST TAKE THE GAMBLE AND PLAY THE
GAME — Thunderbird 209
Key: E Tempo: 132
Range: HC Sharp
Caller: Bob Bennett
LB
Synopsis: (Break) Head ladies chain right
MGR 5001
SOMETHING OLD
side ladies chain across sides face grand
square eight steps - left allemande
weave
Harvest Waltz/Jessie Polka
ring do sa do promenade (Figure) Heads
promenade halfway - - down middle square
MGR 5040
SOMETHING NEW:
thru four hands — swing thru swing thru
boys run -- girls hinge -- diamond circulate
Just A Rhumba/Waltz Of Friends
— flip the diamond
swing thru - - girls turn
Choreography by Adam & Margie Arnot
back --- promenade.
Comment: A rock type release that will have to
be judged by callers as to its popularity_ The
MGR 1100
SOMETHING ELSE
figure does offer a diamond circulate and flip
A Favorite MacGregor Hoedown
the diamond that this reviewer doesn't recall
being used previously in singing calls. Mixed
reaction determined the rating. Rating:

These MACGREGOR Classics Are
Available At Your Local Dealer

MACGREGOR Records Distributed By:
Corsair Continental Corp.
P.O. Box 644
Pomona, CA 91769
(714) 629-0814

HOEDOWNS
FRACAS — Blue Star 2120
Tempo: 132
Key: A Flat
Music: Blue Star Band
Piano, Drums, Bass,
Guitar

RAINBOW RECORDS
P.O. Box 810-2226, Humble, TX 77338
713-454-6227

New Releases:
Rain 103 Daddy Played the Banjo by Zoy Hann
Rain 203 Back to Back by Curtis Byars
Rain 105 The Last Country Song by Zoy Hann
Rain 204 Yippy, Cry I by Curtis Byars
Rain 202 Hero's Have Always Been Cowboys
by Curtis Byars
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Current Releases
Rain 201 Missing You — by Curtis Byars
Rain 101 Robinhood by Zoy Hann
Rain 102 Della and the Dealer by Zoy Hann
Rain 301 Over the Rainbow by Kirby Humble
Rain 401 Leavin' Louisiana by Gary Weston
Coming Soon: (Hoedowns)
Rain 901 Happy/Cactus Special
Rain 902 Coffee/Thunder

SQUARE DANCING, January, '81

Flip side to Fracas
BEDEW
Tempo: 134
Key: F
Piano, Drums, Bass,
Music: Blue Star Band
Guitar
Comment: Both hoedowns have strong after
beats. Bedew does not have outstanding
melody line so callers must adapt accordingly. Fracas has a familiar melody line and
offers more melody for callers to hang onto if
needed. Average releases. Rating: ***

IN MEMORIAM
Shelley Coon, Mountain View, Oklahoma,
passed away in October. Shelly, along with his

wife, Rosie, started calling in 1948 and was a
past president of the South Central Square
Dance Association.
Homesy Holmes, long-time caller in
Southern California, passed away in November.
Two very active dancers, Frank Zitnik,
Ramson, Kansas, and Jacob Lang, Shermansdale, Pennsylvania, recently passed
away. Both were enthusiastic supporters of
local clubs as well as of many national conventimis.
Our sympathies to all their families.

ALASKAN SQUARE DANCE
CRUISE
June 30 — July 7, 1981

Glacier Bay
Nabonal
Monument

•
•

JUNEAU

SITs
gA
••• •;p,

Your Hosts:

Grady and Ruth Greene
FINAL NOTICE
APPROXIMATE COSTS PER PERSON, based on double
occupancy and cabin location. Our block of rooms will be
assigned on a "first come-first serve" basis upon receipt of
deposit.
(1) $1000 — Inside cabin, twn. bds., shr., AC, phone — 3 Dk.

Prince •
of Wales a
Island •

KEICKKAN

Queen
Charlotte
Islands

Alert Bay

Vancouver
Island

(2) $1200 — Inside cabin, twn. bds., shr., AC, phone — 4&5 Dk.
(3) $1200 — Outside cabin, twn. bds., shr., AC, phone — 2 Dk.
(4) $1400 — Outside cabin, twn. bds., shr., AC, phone — 3&4 Dk.
PRICE INCLUDES:
8 DAYS AND 7 NIGHTS deluxe cruise on Inland Waterway aboard
the CUNARD PRINCESS.
FULL CRUISE ACTIVITY Program which includes Square
Dances and Workshops.
ALL MEALS ONBOARD. Your ship is your hotel throughout the
cruise.
PORTS OF CALL: Vancouver, Ketchikan, Juneau, Glacier Bay,
Sitka, Vancouver.

•a
••
••
•
VANCOUVER

Westours Alaska
Inside Passage Cruise
tiaa
„...

CLIP AND MAIL
PRIORITY RESERVATION FORM
Mail to: ALPINE TRAVEL CENTER, PO Box 1336, Las Vegas, New Mexico 87701
Please make checks payable to: Alpine Travel Center
Enclosed is a check for $
($100 per person) to reserve
places on Alaska
Square Dance Cruise, June 30-July 7, 1981. This deposit due no later than February 1,1931.
NAME:
(Last)

ADDRESS:
CITY:
STATE:
Please indicate choice of cabin category: 1st choice

SQUARE DANCING, January, '81

(His)

(Hers)

ZIP•
2nd choice
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4

Art
Bob
Lonnie Tommy
Bud
Springer Shiver Whitten Shesher Russell

Bob Bennett,
Owner-Producer
Singing Calls
TB 208 Ain't That Some Kinda Love by Bud
TB 209 Just Take The Gamble by Bob B.
TB 210 Don't Ask Me For Tomorrow by Bob S.
TB 211 Time We Talk Things Over by Tommy
TB 212 Not Dealin' With The Devil Anymore

by Art Springer

TB 213 Everyone Needs Someone To Love by Lonnie Sesher
Hoedown
TH 521 Truckin' Around (Flip) by Art Springer
Round
TR 3000 Memphis National Boogie/Lovin' You

H anyone is having problems in getting Thunderbird records, please contact the company for information.

THUNDERBIRD RECORDS • 2111 HILLCREST DR. • VALDOSTA, GA 31601
(WHAT ARE THEY DANCING? Continued from page 19)
Columbia, Maryland — Villagers — 15 years old — 10 squares — Caller, Chuck Stinchcomb

Warm Up
Some Broken Hearts Never
Tulsa Time
Mend
Diamond Circulate/Flip the
Dixie Derby/Ferris Wheel/
Diamond/Linear Cycle
Track II
Kaw-Liga
Spin Chain Thru/Fold/Peel Sugar Daddy
Spin the Top/Turn and Left
the Top
Thru/Load the Boat
After Sweet Memories
Workshop: Couple Up/Walk Burgers and Fries
Spin Chain the Gears/Fan the
and Dodge/Chase Right

Top/Relay the Deucey
Down on Bourbon Street
Girl and Boy Tea Cup
Chain/Same Sex Dancing
What in Her World
Easy Review of Evening
Program
Today I Started Loving
You Again

STEVE KOPMAN & RON LIBBY

)(2

present

A MIDWEEK WEEKEND OF SQUARE DANCING
DATE:
PLACE:
LEVEL:
COST:
DRESS:

JUNE 22 & 23, 1981
SEATTLE CENTER
PLUS TWO
$35.00 PER COUPLE (US)
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE

MONDAY 22nd

TWO SESSIONS

TUESDAY 23rd THREE SESSIONS

KEITH GULLEY & BOB FISK
present

A MIDWEEK WEEKEND OF SQUARE DANCING
DATE:
PLACE:
LEVEL:
COST:
DRESS:

MONDAY 29th
JUNE 29 & 30, 1981
SEATTLE CENTER
BASIC CHALLENGE (C1) TUESDAY 30th
$35.00 PER COUPLE (US)
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE

TWO SESSIONS
THREE SESSIONS

2:00 to 5:00
8:00 to 11:00
10:00 to 12:00
2:00 to 5:00
8:00 to 11:00

cr
2:00 to 5:00
8:00 to 11:00
10:00 to 12:00
2:00 to 5:00
8:00 to 11:00

Plan a square dancing vacation in beautiful Seattle. What better way of vacationing than to dance to great callers and attend a
National Square Dance Convention amidst the beautiful surroundings of the Pacific Northwest. Advanced registration only. Register
early as registration is limited to thirty squares. Registration deadline is June 1, 1981.

Name
His

City

Address
State

Last

Hers

Zip

Phone

Please check appropriate block(s)
❑ PLUS TWO PKG
❑ C-1 PKG

$35.00
$35.00

$70.00
❑ BOTH PKGS
Your cancelled check will be your receipt. Make checks payable to PEOPLE PLEASERS and mail with your
registration to:
PEOPLE PLEASERS, P.O. Box 16028, Seattle, Wa. 98116
Full refund up to June 1st.
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DANCE IT UP
DOWN UNDER
. . . AGAIN
•

Join

MARV LINDNER

on his

second trip to
FIJI • NEW ZEALAND • AUSTRALIA

•

AND HAWAII
Choice of Dates:

Feb. 15 - Mar. 6, 1981

Sept. 14 - Oct. 3, 1981

OR

20 DAYS
• FROM LOS ANGELES • VIA AIR NEW ZEALAND $3391.00 PER PERSON*
INCL. AIR, based on sharing twin bedded rooms • single room add $525
HIGHLIGHTS OF YOUR TOUR WILL INCLUDE — Superior/Deluxe Accommodations • Full
American Breakfasts and Dinners Daily in Fiji, New Zealand, and Australia • Entertainment •
Fijian Meke • Fiji Experience Tour • Castaway Island Tour in Fiji • Auckland City Tour •
Waitomo Glow-Worm Grotto • Rotorua-Whakare-Warewa Tour • Rainbow Trout Springs and
Kiwi House • Agrodome Sheep Show • Maori Concert • Cruise of Sydney Harbour with Lunch
and Opera House Tour • Boat Trip on Milford Sound • Jet Boat Ride on Shotover River and
Cattledrome, Queenstown • Special Dancing in Fiji, New Zealand, and Australia.
*Based on fares in effect November 1, 1980 from Los Angeles.
A detailed itinerary will be mailed to you upon receipt of your deposit, and of course, we invite
your inquiry.
Fill out the coupon below and forward it with your deposit of $250.00 per person to:
MARV LINDNER
721 McNamara
Crescent City, CA 95531
(707) 464-9268

Name
Address
City and State
Telephone

TOUCH OF TRAVEL
666 El Camino Real
Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 731-7041

OR

Smoking
Non-Smoking ❑
Single Room
Supplement ❑
Party of
❑

Zip

The S/D Shopper's Mart
U4,

See box at far right for separate postage charges on
most of these items.

and

The Austrated
tiasx townies oi
)\P 111u5tvaked

The illustrated
Movements of

HANDBOOK LIBRARY

31°

PLUS

-• r'`O(.. ):7- 1'Rtrv;-•„.

'BISS\C
113
%Vat t40

•

1. Basic Movements
(30v each, $20.00 per 100)
2. Extended/Mainstream Basics
(30v each, $20.00 per 100)
3. Plus Movements Handbook
(30c each; $20.00 per 100)
4. Indoctrination
(30c each, $20.00 per 100)

2

1

3

4
Special Interest
Handbook Library
($1.00 each - 6 for $5.00)
5. Club Organization ($1.00 each)
6. One-Night Stands ($1.00 each)

%',:ORGANIZATION

5

7

7. Party (Planning) Fun ($1.00
each)

.er

8. S/D Publicity ($1.00 each)

11

9. The Story of Square Dancing Dorothy Shaw ($1.00 each)

1=---•
rE-ir-Fter47.-EnS:1

-

10. Youth in Square Dancing
($1.00 each)

8

-

10

11. Plastic Record Sleeves ($15.00 per 100, plus $2.00 postage)

11/.11101

13

•I&
F WD

Ikmenim

_

20
13.
14.
15.
16.
18.
19.
20.

15
Non-Dancer Promotional Four-page Flyer ($4.00 per 100 Min. order;
$29.50 per 1000) (Postage $1.00 per 100)
SQUARE DANCING Magazine Binders in durable bright red vinyl ($4.25
each plus postage -. 1 or 2 binders $1.25; Add 25v for each additional
binder)
Basic Check Lists - Corresponding to the 2 Basic Handbooks ($1.00
per dozen) (Postage 400
& 17. Temporary Name Tags indicate 16 or 17 ($3.25 per 100; minimum
order 100) (Plus 50V postage per 100)
Learn to Square Dance Poster (blue & red ink) ($1.60 per dozen: minimum order 12) (Plus 50V postage per dozen)
Learn to Square Dance Poster (black & white) $1-10 per dozen; minimum order 12) (Plus 50V postage per dozen)
Learn to Square Dance Post Cards ($3.00 per 100; minimum order 100)
(Plus 65v postage per 100)

AN AMERICAN HERITAGE!

18
LEARN TO

19

SQUARE "v",'

nmnnn nn

tuniassie AT
MAT

JOIN
BEGINNERS

DAY
Si,_II

GROUP

LEARN
TO

SQUARE DLNCE

MEW BFUINNEp9 CLASS STARTING

IMPORTANT-POSTAGE COSTS

The Irk 11111nlor
.44J1Wi1.: 11141:K AOCIPIT

Please add the following postage on items listed:

THE CALLER/TEACHER MANUAL

ALL HANDBOOKS (1-9) 1 book 270; 2-10 600: 11-30
90V; 31-50 $1.35; 51-100 $2.30; Over 100 $2.30 plus
11/20 each additional Handbook. Foreign add 10% additional postage.

24

ALL MANUALS add 60v each.

21

DIPLOMAS (either Square or Round Dance) 1-10 500;
11-20 65v; 21-50 $1.00; 51-100 $1.20.

25

22

21. Caller/Teacher Manual for the Basics ($6.00)
22. Caller/Teacher Manual for the Extended Basics
($6.00)
23. Caller/Teacher Manual for Contra Dancing
($6.00)
24. American Round Dancing — Hamilton ($2.50)
25. Round Dance Manual — Hamilton ($6.00)

RECORDS (Bob Ruff Teaching Series 6000 & 6501)
Add 80v for 1, $1.05 for 2 or 3; $1.25 for 4. Add 15V
additional postage for each record over 4.
NOTE: In most cases it is far less expensive and much
faster to ship by United Parcel. We would have to have
your street address rather than a post office box number
to ship via UPS.

26
27

26. Square Dance Diplomas — for your graduates. Minimum order 10 (150
each)
27. Round Dance Diplomas — Minimum order 10 (15v each)
28. Microphone Cozy ($7.80 plus $1.00 postage)
29. The Bob Ruff Teaching Records (with calls and written instructions) 4
records in this series $8.00 each. LP 6001-Level 1; LP 6002-Level 2; LP
6003-Level 3; LP 6501-Party Dancing to Level 1

The Sets in Order AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION AND ORDER FORM
462 North Robertson Boulevard • Los Angeles, California 90048

A
No

Qty

Description

Please send me SQUARE DANCING
for 12 months. Enclosed is my membership fee of $8.00 to The SETS IN
ORDER AMERICAN SQUARE
DANCE SOCIETY.

New

Renew

Cost
Each

Total

No. Oty

Cost
Each

e sr(r iplion

Please include postage. See box above.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Calif. add 6% Sales Tax (on purchases other than subscriptions)

ZIP

Total (Enclosed) $

Total

e sr " 1 I rit

limo II; I

regs for the Dan

i f11
. "hi

More than 28,000 copies of SQUARE DANCING Magazine are mailed out to subscribers
every month. That means that for only $10.00
per month, a clothing store dealer may reach
in the neighborhood of 80,000 square

* ALABAMA
MARIETTA'S SQUARE &
WESTERN WEAR
9458 Johnson Road, Rt. 2
Mobile, AL 36609

WAITE'S SQUARE DANCE
& WESTERN WEAR
7925 Highway 90 West
Theodore, Ala. 36582

* ARIZONA
ARROWHEAD TRADING POST
P.O. Box 135 204 N. Hwy 89-A
Sedona, Az. 86336

* CALIFORNIA
ELAINE'S
11128 Balboa Blvd.
Granada Hills, Ca. 91344

THE JUBILEE SQUARE
DANCE & WESTERN
WEAR SHOP

71 N. San Tomas Aquino Rd.
Campbell, Ca. 95008

McCREERY DANCE WEAR
214 Iowa Ave (Highgrove)
Riverside, Ca. 92507

PETTICOAT JUNCTION
Qte, 24
4700 Eastern Dri
Bakersfield, CA 93309

ROMIE'S SQUARE DANCE &
WESTERN WEAR
3827 El Cajon Blvd.
San Diego, Calif. 92105

SQUARE AFFAIR
SQUARE DANCE AND
WESTERN WEAR
1427 Callens Road
Ventura, CA 93003

VEE GEE PATTERNS
40440 27th Street West
Palmdale, CA 93550

* COLORADO
CAROL'S SQUARE DANCE
CORRAL
1672 So. 21st St.
Colorado Springs, Co. 80904

dancers — all potential clothing buyers. If
you're interested in a listing write to Dress for
the Dance, SQUARE DANCING Magazine,
462 N. Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles,
California 90048.

* DELAWARE
L&M SQUARE DANCE FASHIONS
1725 Marsh Road
Wilmington, DE 19810

• FLORIDA
CHEZ BEA SQUARE
DANCE CREATIONS
650 N.E. 128th St.
North Miami, Fla. 33161

ELAINE'S KOLLECTIONS
2030 N. 12th Ave.
Pensacola, Fla. 32503

KING'S KID CORRAL
625 Virginia Drive
Orlando, FL 32803

LENORE'S PETTICOATS
P.O. Box 607
Deland. Fl. 32720

PROMENADE SHOP
4200F 62nd Ave. N.
Pinellas Park, Fl. 33565

THE QUALITY WESTERN
SHOP
1894 Drew St.
Clearwater, Fla. 33515

THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP
7408 Atlantic Blvd.
Jacksonville, Fla. 32211

• GEORGIA
C & M WESTERN WEAR
3820 Stewart Rd.
Doraville, Georgia 30340

* ILLINOIS
DON'S SQUARE DANCE
APPAREL

* KANSAS
DOROTHY'S SQUARE DANCE
SHOP
35021/2 Strong Ave.
Kansas City, Ks. 66106

THE SQUARE DANCE
SHOPPE
2527 W Pawnee
Wichita, Kan. 67213

* LOUISIANA
DANCE RANCH
Carrollton Shopping Center
New Orleans, La. 70118

* MAINE
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP,
INC.
Rt. 115, Yarmouth Rd.
Gray, Maine 04039

* MARYLAND
DIXIE DAISY SQUARE DANCE
& WESTERN WEAR
1355 Odenton Rd.
Odenton. Md 21113

KROENING'S OF
BALTIMORE
4313 Harford Rd
Baltimore, Md. 21214
.

* MICHIGAN
ARROWHEAD WESTERN

107 E. Sangamon Avenue
Rantoul, II. 61866

433 North Washington
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067

THE MAREX CO.

THE DANCERS CORNER

5061/2 W. Columbia
Champaign, II. 61820

SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE
71451/2 W Belmont
Chicago, II 606.34

* IOWA

VIK-ARDIE'S SQUARE
DANCE SHOP
2008 Bennett
Des Moines, Iowa 50310

2228 Wealthy SE
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506

RUTHAD PETTICOATS AND
PANTIES
8869 Avis
Detroit, Michigan 48209

* MINNESOTA
PALOMINO SQUARE DANCE
SERVICE
7738 Morgan Ave So.
Minneapolis, Mn. 55423

Dregs for the Dance
STORES handling square dance clothing are invited to write
SQUARE DANCING regarding a listing on this page.

* MISSOURI
WESTERN SQUARES
INTERNATIONAL
13530 Tesson Ferry Rd.
St. Louis, Mo. 63128

* NEW JERSEY
THE CORRAL
41 Cooper Ave
West Long Branch, N.J.07764

HICKORY HILLS
224 Highway 18
East Brunswick, NJ 08816

MADELYN FERRUCCI
CREATIONS
Brewster & Lake Rds
Newfield, N.J. 08344

5517 Central Ave., N.E
Albuquerque, N M 87108
.

JEANETTE'S ORIGINALS
3509 Central NE
Albuquerque, NM 87106

LEE'S CALICO COUNTRY
1704 Moon NE
Albuquerque, NM 87112

• OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOPPE
419 So. Arlington St
Akron, Ohio 44306

F & S WESTERN SHOP

.

759 Washington Ave
Rochester, N.Y. 14617

SKY RANCH SADDLERY
109-111 So. Main St
Central Square N Y 13036
.

* NORTH CAROLINA
PEARL'S OF RALEIGH

C BAR S SQUARE DANCE
APPAREL & RECORDS
5632 E. Mockingbird Ln.
Dallas, Tx. 75206

FAWCETT'S SQUARE
DANCE SHOP
412 W. Sam Houston
Pharr, Tx. 78577

M & H WESTERN FASHIONS

ONELL'S APPAREL
AND RECORDS

13002 Lorain Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44111
11757 Hwy. 42
Sharonville. Ohio 45241

* OKLAHOMA
HALE'S ENTERPRISES
7932 E. 21st St.
Tulsa, Ok. 74129

* OREGON
PROMENADE SHOP
11909 N.E. Halsey
Portland, Or. 97220

* PENNSYLVANIA
FORD'S FLUTTER WHEEL
FASHIONS

1614 MacDade Blvd.
Folsom, Pa. 19033

IRONDA SQUARE DANCE
SHOPPE

MAGAZINE
MAY BE
os
PURCHASED
44
AT THESE
4
Ns
STORES

1553 Western Ave.
Toledo. Ohio 43609

SWINGIN' SQUARE SHOP

203 Vermont St
Buffalo, N Y 14213

2109 Franklin Rd.
Raleigh, N.C. 27606

1116 S. Glenburnie Rd.
P.O. Box 3055
New Bern. N C 28560

1630 Lilac Drive
W. Middlesex, Pa. 16159

* NEW YORK
DO PASSO

•
'

WHEEL AROUND
COUNTRY WESTERN
WEAR

SQUARE TOGS

* NEW MEXICO
A & H SQUARES
& FLARES

1 DANCING

* TENNESSEE
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP
1138 Mosby Rd.
Memphis, Tenn. 38116

NICK'S WESTERN SHOP
245 E. Market St
Kingsport, Tenn. 37660

4818 Louisville Ave
Lubbock, Tx. 79413

THE SQUARE DANCE SHOP
1602 S. Monroe
Amarillo, Tx. 79102

* VIRGINIA

LIW WESTERN APPAREL
Rt. 3, Box 5E
Elkton, VA 22827

PETTICOAT CORNER
The Wigwam Antique Village
Hwy. One Northe
Richmond, VA 23060

WHEEL & DEAL SQUARE
DANCE SHOP
7517 Centreville Rd
Manassas, Va. 22110
.

* WASHINGTON
RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL
750 Northgate Mall
Seattle, Wa. 98125

* WISCONSIN
PETTI-PANTS UNLIMITED
4400 Windsor Road
Windsor, WI 53598

.

* TEXAS
THE CATCHALL

1813 Ninth Street
Wichita Falls, Tx. 76301

* CANADA

McCULLOCH'S DANCE WEAR
CENTRE INC.
1140 Dundas St.
London, Ontario, Canada N5W 3A8

shion
eature

Look what you can do with bed
sheeting, when you're as talented
a seamstress as Margaret
Johnston. A red and white
cotton-polyester print was used for
the six-gore skirt and basic bodice
with set-in lantern-shaped
sleeves, darted at the lower edge
to fit the arm. The low U-shaped
collar, trim on the self belt and
over-facing at the hem are all of
plain red fabric. A white loop trim
is used for accent. Happy sewing
and beautiful fashions in 1981!

•
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'PeaDUCNINE — Nylon Shee
The Bouffant everyone h
colors — any size.
40 yd sweep ....$34.50
70 yd sweep ....$45.95
Solid Colors

White
Apple Green
Aqua
Gold

Lime
Peach
Royal
Purple

Beige
Black
Blue
Hot Pink

it is wonder-hilly comfortable
ov,
50 yd sweep
80 yd sweep

Maize
Peacock
Yellow
Red

.$37.95
$51.95

Brown
Candy Pink
Cerise
Ivory

!l_fight and airy — brilliant theatrics
60 • ,sweep ....$39.95
100 yd'ilksweep ...$65.95

Mint Green
Pink
Orange
Fluor. Cerise

Fluor. Lime
Fluor. Orange
Fuchsia

Kelly Green
Lilac
Navy

NEW DC-9 (ABOVE THE CLOUDS)
Double Layer Petticoats — two layers of nylon organza proportioned to please the most discriminating dancer!!
40 yd sweep
$36.95
60 yd sweep
50 yd sweep
$39.95
70 yd sweep
$49.95
80 yd sweep
$55.95
100 yd sweep
Available in all of the above colors listed.

$44.95
$71.95

PARTY PETTICOATS OF NYLON MAROUISETTE
Colors: White, Black, Red, Navy, Purple, Pink, Lilac, Coral, Orange, Br. Yellow, Kelly Green, Brown, Lt. Blue, Royal Blue, Shocking
Pink, Yellow Gold, Lime Green, Mint Green, Turquoise

30 yd sweep . . .$18.95 35 yd sweep ...$21.95 50 yd sweep . ..$25.95 75 yd sweep . . .$38.95 100 yd sweep ..$45.95
Handing charge on all petticoats -- $2.00 (covers insurance, mailing, etc.)

in

F-F-F-FreezinT

The BEST SQUARE SHOE
in All America
At This Price
COMPARE AND
YOU'LL AGREE

Widths A-B-C-D-E-EE-EEE
Sizes 6-12
Colors — Black orBrown
We pay postage anywhere

All Leather — Top Qualify

GORDON BROTHERS
2488 PALM AVE.

BOX 841 - HIALEAH, FLORIDA 33011

